
PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL FCC REPORT – 3
RD

 QUARTER 2015 

STATION KAJB HAS ASCERTAINED THAT THE FOLLOWING 

ISSUES ARE MATTERS OF CONCERN TO THE COMMUNITY IT SERVES: 

 

 

1. NATIONAL POLITICS 

2. ECONOMY 

3. ROLE OF LATINOS IN THE COMMUNITY 

4. LATIN AMERICAN ISSUES 

5. PUBLIC SAFETY 

6. HEALTH CARE 

7. IMMIGRATION 

8. EDUCATION 

9. RELIGION 

10. ENVIRONMENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL FCC REPORT – 3
RD

 QUARTER 2015 

 

ISSUE: NATIONAL POLITICS 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

When:  August 2
nd

 , 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

Despite his controversial positions, the candidate for the Republican nomination for President Donald 
Trump, continued rising in the polls . Two Republican strategists analyze the viability of his candidacy and 
the implications of this situation for their party , while attacking the Democrats for what they call incoherent 
stances regarding Trump 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

When:  August 16
th

  , 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program 

The primary campaigns to choose the Democratic and Republican candidates are heated with each 

passing week. Donald Trump still leads the polls despite his controversial statements, while Hillary Clinton 

sees how Bernie Sanders gains popularity, with the possibility of Joe Biden deciding to run. The Democrat 

analyst Melissa Diaz and the Republican strategist Maricruz Magowan explain how they see the process. 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #2, 8:00) 

When:  August 30
th

  , 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program 

The Democratic National Committee spokesman, Pablo Manriquez, gives his view on 

what his happening in the Democratic campaign: Hillary Clinton losing popularity, Bernie 

Sanders gaining followers, and the possibility that Joe Biden decide to run. 

 

 

 

 

 



Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

When:  September 4
th

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program 

After the August recess, Senators and Representatives return to Washington this Tuesday to decide on 

several important issues such as the nuclear deal with Iran, and the conditional approval of the budget 

linked to discussion on the federal funds to the Parenthood clinics. Democratic Party spokesman, 

Reynaldo Benitez, and republican analyst Rocio Velez explain the positions of their parties. 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #2, 8:00) 

When:  September 11
th

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program 

WE SPOKE WITH REPUBLICAN ANALYST CARLOS MERCADER TO KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT OF 

THE SECOND DEBATE BETWEEN THE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES. WE'LL KNOW HOW THE 

DYNAMICS FOR SEVERAL OF THEM HAVE CHANGED AFTER THE FIRST DEBATE AND WHAT ARE 

THE ISSUES THAT WILL SET THE TONE IN THIS NEW DEBATE. 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

When:  September 18
th

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program 

The second debate between Republican candidates gave new energy to some of the 
contenders, while others looked weaker. Political analysts Rocio Velez and Alfonso Aguilar 
explain what were the lessons learned from the debate and the prospects for the candidates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL FCC REPORT – 3
RD

 QUARTER 2015 

ISSUE: ECONOMY 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #2, 8:00) 

When:  July 26
th

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

Maria Contreras Sweet, Small Business Administrator and one of the few Latinas in 

President Obama's cabinet will provide valuable information, not only to help small 

businesses, but also those who dream of having their own business. 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

When: August 30
th

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

Two weeks of ups and downs in the stock market caused concern about the state of the US 
economy while the savings of thousands of people were affected. The renowned economist Isaac 
Cohen clarifies the risks for the ordinary citizen. 
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RD

 QUARTER 2015 

ISSUE: ROLE OF LATINOS IN THE COMMUNITY 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #2, 8:00) 

When:  August 2
nd

 , 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

Lawmakers in Washington will take a break in August, but the pro -immigrant organizations will be more 
active than ever. Ben Monterroso from "Mi Familia Vota", explains the strategies to ensure that the issue 
of immigration reform does not stop chasing members of Congress , even on vacation. 

 

When:  August 2
nd

 , 2015 6:30AM  

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #3, 6:00) 

Description of Program:  

In an era in which the Republican and Democratic parties are more distant than ever, a bill that seeks to 
benefit the immigrant community is getting bipartisan support. Congressman Tony Cardenas (D-CA) 
speaks of this proposal that seeks to make easier the process to become a citizen 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #3, 6:00) 

When:  September 11
th

 , 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

ROGER ROCHA, NATIONAL PRESIDENT OF LULAC, ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT 

ORGANIZATIONS IN DEFENSE OF THE HISPANIC COMMUNITY, TELLS HOW ARE THEY WORKING 

TO GET THE TO REGISTER TO VOTE AND EXERCISE THE PRESSURE NEEDED FOR POLITICIANS 

TO LISTEN THE NEEDS OF LATINOS. 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #3, 6:00) 

When:  September 18
th

 , 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

A new study by the National Conference on Citizenship, found that young Latinos are  more 
involved in social networks than young people of other races. The executive director of NCOC, 
Ilir Zherka says that this attachment to the social networks is good news for the political future of 
Hispanics 

 



 

PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL FCC REPORT – 3
RD

 QUARTER 2015 

ISSUE: LATIN AMERICAN AFFAIRS 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

When:  July 12
th

 , 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

Experts in Latin America Juan Carlos Hidalgo of the Cato Institute, and Eric Olson, 
the Wilson Center, will discuss the US interests in the countries called "Central 
American Northern Triangle" (Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador), and the 
current political environment in Cuba and Puerto Rico.  
 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

When:  August 9
TH

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

When:  August 9
TH

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

The murder of Mexican photojournalist Ruben Espinosa, after being tortured and executed with a 

shot to the head, is just one more among dozens of cases of journalists murdered in Mexico , a 
situation that has been denounced by ONGs and right humans entities .Andrew Selee, of  Wilson 

Center's Mexico Institute, explains the implications of this situation for press freedom in that 

country. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #3, 6:00) 

When:  September 4
TH

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

The resignation of the president of Guatemala and his subsequent detention, marked the final outcome of 

a corruption scandal in that country. Cato Institute analyst, Juan Carlos Hidalgo, talks about the political 

crisis in Guatemala and what it means for the rest of Latin America. 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

When:  September 11
TH

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

A REPORT RELEASED THIS WEEK BY THE INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS 

REVEALS NEW INFORMATION ON THE DESAPPEARANCE AND ALLEGED MURDER OF 43 STUDENS 

IN MEXICO A YEAR AGO. THE REPORT FINDS A NEW THEORY ABOUT WHY STUDENTS WERE 

INTERCEPTED WHILE DOUBTS THE OFFICIAL VERSION OF HOW THE BODIES WERE ELIMINATED. 

THE DIRECTOR FOR THE AMERICAS OF HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH, JOSÉ MIGUEL VIVANCO, 

EXPLAINS THE REPORT'S IMPORTANCE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL FCC REPORT – 3
RD

 QUARTER 2015 

ISSUE: PUBLIC SAFETY 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #2, 8:00) 

When:  August 9
TH

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

The Violence Policy Center revealed that more than 3,000 Hispanics die each year in the US victims 
of firearms, more than double of homicides among white people. Josh Sugarmann, executive 

director of this research center, analyzed the data revealed by the study, while giving 
recommendations on how to change that trend. 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #3, 6:00) 

When:  August 30
TH

, 2015 6:30AM 

Description of Program:  

The murder of two journalists while doing a live report, the issue of gun control was again a main 
protagonist in different media. The security consultant Alex Salinas gives his  arguments on why the 
public should have access to weapons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL FCC REPORT – 3
RD

 QUARTER 2015 

ISSUE: HEALTH 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

When:  July 26
th

, 2015 630AM  

Description of Program:  

Despite their strong political differences and a record of unsuccessful legislative 
agreements because of it, Republicans and Democrats finally come to terms in the 
House of Representatives to pass a bill that enables medical and scientific research to 
find cures to rare diseases. This includes Alzheimer's, Parkinson's and even diabetes, 
among others, which are common among the Latino population. Republican Carlos 
Curbelo, from Florida, joins us in theshow to explain what is the "Cures for the 21st 
Century" legislation. 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #3, 6:00) 

When:  August 9
TH

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

We talked about the alarming increase in cases of mental illness in the United States, especially among 

the young. Psychologist Claudia Campos explains why there are more diagnoses of mental problems, and 

the attitude of our community to this problem. 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #3, 6:00) 

When:  August 23
TH

, 2015 6:30AM  

With the first approval from FDA of a pill that stimulates sexual desire in women, 
sexologist Claudia Campos, gives her recommendations on why this drug should be 
welcomed, but with cautions and warnings. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL FCC REPORT – 3
RD

 QUARTER 2015 

ISSUE: IMMIGRATION 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (24:00) 

When:  July 5
TH

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

Due to the many questions and concerns from our viewers regarding immigration, we 
dedicate the show provide legal advice from attorneys José Pertierra and Alissa 
Lachow. 
 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (24:00) 

When:  July 19
TH

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

We address and answer Immigration questions from our 
audience.  Immigration attorneys Luis Paoli and Julia Toro will join us in the show, to 
provide information and legal advice to our viewers. 
 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #2, 8:00) 

When:  August 9
TH

, 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

The federal government does not want the same humanitarian crisis on the border that took place in 
2014, when thousands of children came to the country illegally. We interviewed ICE spokeswoman to 
learn how they plan to prevent this situation from recurring. 

 

 

 

 

 



When:  August 23, 2015 6:30AM 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #1, 9:00) 

Description of Program:  

The Republican primaries are being dominated by an anti-immigrant message from Donald 
Trump, the candidate leading the polls. In his immigration plan he announced an aggressive 
strategy to deport undocumented immigrants and is conditioning its relations with Mexico. The 
political analyst Patricio Zamorano and the immigration attorney Luis Paoli tell us which of these 
proposals could become reality and which are false campaigns promises. 

When:  September 27
th

 , 2015 6:30AM  

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (All Show 23:50) 

Description of Program 

This week the program is dedicated to a general review of the immigration issues that concern the 

Latino community. Immigration lawyers Jose Pertierra and Luis Paoli analyzed how has been 

handled the immigration topic in the presidential campaigns; they also answer some questions from 

viewers, and explain the status of DACA and DAPA, the  executive orders that seek to regularize 

the undocumented students and their parents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL FCC REPORT – 3
RD

 QUARTER 2015 

ISSUE: EDUCATION 

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #3, 6:00) 

When:  August 9
TH

 , 2015 6:30AM  

Description of Program:  

The return to school can be very stressful, especially for children who go to school for the first time. 
Education expert Maritza Gonzalez gives recommendations for students and parents. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL FCC REPORT – 3
RD

 QUARTER 2015 

ISSUE: RELIGION 

When:  August 23, 2015 6:30AM  

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #2, 8:00) 

Description of Program:  

Different organizations representing the LGBT community nationwide, sent a public 
letter to the Pope Francisco requesting a hearing during his next visit to the United 
States. Lisbeth Melendez, director of Latino Initiatives and Catholic, one of the 
signatories, explained what is their message for the Pope, and why they feel 
discriminated by the Catholic Church. 

 

When:  September 4
th

 , 2015 6:30AM  

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #2, 8:00) 

Description of Program The announcement of the Pope that priests will be able to forgive women 

who have had an abortion, took everybody by surprise. The Catholic priest Eugenio Hoyos explains the 

reasons of the Pope and their meaning. 

When:  September 18
th

 , 2015 6:30AM  

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #2, 8:00) 

The Pope's visit to the United States has raised expectations among citizens, and especially 
among the Hispanic community. It is expected that the issues of immigration and human rights 
will be part of his agenda. The union leader Eliseo Medina and the Dreamer Cristian Avila 
explain why the Pope's message will have an important influence. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

PERSPECTIVA NACIONAL FCC REPORT – 3
RD

 QUARTER 2015 

ISSUE: ENVIRONMENT 

When:  July 26
th

, 2015 6:30AM  

Program:  Perspectiva Nacional (Segment #3, 6:00) 

Description of Program:  

California Republican Jeff Denham, explains what is being done in Congress to mitigate 
the consequences of the severe drought that has been taking a toll in his state for over 
4 years now, but also in the agricultural and bovine sector around the country. Denham 
also criticizes the Veteran's Administration, saying that far from helping veterans and 
their families, the agency is biased when it comes to providing services. 
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KAJB UNIMAS NEWS BRIEFS 

 

JULY 1, 2015 – JULY 31, 2015 

 
07/01/2015 
 
Duration :30 secs 
Topic: REPORT ABOUT DHS AND FEDERA AUTHORITIES SHARING INFO WITH RACIST GROUPS  
Time 11:26pm 
Synopsis: 
One year ago, activists obstructed the path of federal buses that brought hundreds of undocumented 
Central American children to a center in Murrieta, California.  How did extremist and anti-immigrant 
groups know the logistics of the transfer?  According to a report by the "CENTRO PARA UNA NUEVA 
COMUNIDAD" (CNC) anti-immigrant and extremist groups were tipped off by DHS.   Buses were blocked, 
and there were instances of aggressions against present pro-immigrant demonstrators.  CNC is calling for 
an investigation against DHS agents who may have provided information to anti-immigrant groups that 
were present in the 2014 demonstrations.  The border patrol denies knowledge about the accusations. 
 
=============================================================== 
 
Duration :30 secs 
Topic: 4TH OF JULY NATIONAL TERRORISM ALERT 
Time: 6:13pm 
Synopsis:  
Law enforcement often issue warnings over holidays and major national events in an abundance of 
caution knowing that, from a terrorist's point of view, the timing of an attack can determine how much 
coverage it gets. For this holiday, though, there are additional concerns, including the recruiting ISIS has 
done in the United States and the potential for relatively small-scale, but still dangerous, "lone wolf" 
attacks. Following overseas attacks in June, Department of Homeland Security Jeb Johnson said law 
enforcement was being encouraged to be "vigilant and prepared" for Independence Day celebrations." 
"We will also adjust security measures, seen and unseen, as necessary to protect the American people,'' 
Johnson said. “We continue to encourage all Americans to attend public events and celebrate this country 
during this summer season, but always remain vigilant.'' 
 
Duration :30 secs 
Topic: BP OIL SETTLEMENT 5 YEARS AFTER EXPLOSION IN GULF OF MEXICO  
Time 6:13pm 
Synopsis:  
The state of Louisiana, along with four other Gulf States and the Federal Government have reached this 
agreement in principle with BP to finally and fairly resolve all issues associated with the 2010 deep-water 
horizon disaster.  The agreement, in total, is for 18.7 billion dollars in economic and natural resource 
damages. The deep-water horizon oil rig exploded in the Gulf of Mexico in April of 2010; the blast killed 
eleven people and belched millions of gallons of crude into the gulf.   BP has already paid billions to clean 
up the spill. 
 
====================================================================== 
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07/04/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: CITIZENSHIP CEREMONIES IN MOUNT VERNON, VIRGINIA 
Time 3:38pm  
Synopsis: 
Roció León along other such as U.S. marine Jonathan Montero waited until today to realize their 
individual dream to become citizens of the United States of America. Montero's father was a former 
employee of the US embassy in Lima, Peru.  Across the US 4,000 new citizens swore the pledge of 
alliance.  However, new statistics show that the number of nonmilitary naturalized has declined in 
comparison to previous years.  The US government is continuing to do all it can to help migrants become 
citizens, for instance accepting credit cards to pay applications costs.  
 
======================================================== 
 
07/06/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: VIOLENT WEEKEND IN CHICAGO  
Time: 6:11pm  
Synopsis: 
When a city has seven killings in two days, including the death of a 7-year-old boy, something is 
systemically wrong.  That's what Chicago's police chief said after a spate of bloodshed that tormented the 
city over the weekend. "We need to repair a broken system," Police Superintendent Garry McCarthy told 
reporters Sunday. "Criminals don't feel the repercussions of the justice system."  Take, for example, the 
death of 7-year-old Amari Brown. McCarthy said the boy was the unintended victim of a bullet meant for 
his father, a ranking gang member. The system failed Amari, the police chief said. Amari's father, who has 
been arrested 45 times and has a lengthy criminal record, should not have been on the streets, McCarthy 
said.  "If Mr. Brown is in custody, his son is alive," McCarthy said. At a vigil Sunday for Amari, family friend 
Michael Singleton told the media that unless real changes are made, the cycle of violence will continue. 
Even with a 30% increase in the number of police on the streets over the holiday weekend, seven people 
were killed between Friday morning and Sunday afternoon, the superintendent said.  Another 40 people 
were wounded in weekend shootings, McCarthy said. And since Friday morning, Chicago police have 
recovered one illegal gun per hour across the city, McCarthy said.  
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: SOCIAL EXPERIMENT AND YOUTUBE VIDEO AGAINST DONALD TRUMP'S  
TIME 11:26PM 
Synopsis: 
Sergio wears a prison uniform, cuffs his hands and covers his eyes.  Here is the image of an immigrant, a 
parody of what Republican presidential hopeful Donald Trump calls a drug trafficker, a rapist and a 
criminal. Men, women and children came to shake his hand and offered their welcome and words of 
encouragement; they even offered him a bottle of water.  Sergio's father was deported from the US ten 
years ago and along with his mother works hard to help raise his brothers.  Trumps words don't 
discourage Sergio who wants to be the voice of millions of silent immigrants. Sergio invested 100 dollars 
in his video which has gone viral in YouTube, a record for someone who wants to tell the world that he is 
not a criminal. 
 
========================================================================== 
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07/07/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: MIGRANT TRUMP WORKERS 
TIME 6:00PM 
Synopsis: 
Immigrant workers at Donald Trump’s new hotel site were worried.  Workers leave the site of the future 
Trump International Hotel, which is at the site of the Old Post Office Pavilion in Washington D.C.  For 
weeks, dozens of construction workers from Latin America have streamed onto the site of the Old Post 
Office Pavilion in downtown Washington and taken pride in their work building one of the city's newest 
luxury hotels. But that job site is now laden with tension after the man behind the project - billionaire 
developer Donald Trump - put himself at the center of the nation's debate over illegal immigration. Trump 
garnered headlines - and prompted several business associates to sever relations with him - when he 
launched his bid for the Republican presidential nomination last month with a controversial description of 
drug dealers and "rapists" crossing the border each day into the United States from Mexico. But a Trump 
company may be relying on some undocumented workers to finish the $200 million hotel, which will sit 
five blocks from the White House on Pennsylvania Avenue, according to several who work there. A Trump 
spokeswoman said the company and its contractors follow all applicable laws. But in light of Trump's 
comments, some of the workers at the site said they are now worried about their jobs - while others simply 
expressed disgust over the opinions of the man ultimately responsible for the creation of those jobs. 
Trump: Immigrants bring 'drugs ... crime' to U.S. from Mexico Real estate mogul Donald Trump said 
during his presidential announcement that many Mexicans crossing into the United States are drug 
traffickers and rapists, though he said he assumes some are "good people."  All of them said they have 
been talking about Trump ever since his inflammatory remarks dominated coverage of his presidential 
announcement on June 16. 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: "COME OUT" CAMPAIGN FOR UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS 
TIME 11:26PM 
Synopsis: 
Undocumented immigrants are going Hollywood. In an effort to get more Americans to understand their 
stories and push Washington to pass an immigration law, advocates kick off a campaign Tuesday to get 
undocumented immigrants to "come out." Rather than conceal their identities and hide from law 
enforcement officials, those who came to the U.S. illegally are being asked to share their stories through 
videos on a website to help show what they do for the country. And the campaign is getting help from 
some heavy hitters in Hollywood. "The biggest risk already happened when you crossed the border," said 
Cesar Millan, who illegally entered from Mexico long before he became known as the "Dog Whisperer" on 
the National Geographic Channel. "You might not have any papers yet, but you're already a member of 
this pack, you're already a person who produces and helps the economy of America." The push is the 
latest step in a slowly developing strategy by undocumented immigrants  to go public as a way to push for 
action from Washington and to use the publicity to protect themselves from deportation. 
 
================================================================================ 
 
07/08/15 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 
TIME 2:15PM 
Synopsis: 
Technical glitches brought 3 major institutions to their knees today, although none of the issues appear to 
be connected. The New York Stock Exchange suspended trading at 11:32 a.m. today because of an 
internal technical issue. The exchange says the problem is not the result of a cyber-breach. The Wall 
Street Journal's homepage stopped functioning around the same time. Earlier in the day United Airlines' 
computer system malfunctioned, but it was back up by the time NYSE had problems.  Trading has been 
halted since 11:32 a.m. on the exchange because of a technical problem, the NYSE has said. Officials 
and the exchange have said that there is no indication that the problem is the result of a cyber-attack. 
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Officials have also said there is no sign that it is related to a computer outage that grounded United 
Airlines flights Wednesday morning. 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: REPORT ON IMMIGRANTS 
TIME 5:23PM 
Synopsis: 
When it comes to understanding the relationship between immigration and crime, anecdotes are no 
substitute for evidence. And, as a new report from the American Immigration Council explains, the 
evidence has been clear for more than a century: high rates of immigration are associated with lower 
crime rates, and immigrants are less likely to commit serious crimes or be behind bars than the native-
born. This holds true for both legal immigrants and the unauthorized, regardless of their country of origin 
or level of education. In other words, the overwhelming majority of immigrants are not "criminals" by any 
commonly accepted definition of the term. Consider the following data presented in the report: Higher 
Immigration is Associated with Lower Crime Rates Between 1990 and 2013, the foreign-born share of the 
U.S. population grew from 7.9 percent to 13.1 percent and the number of unauthorized immigrants more 
than tripled from 3.5 million to 11.2 million.  During the same period, FBI data indicate that the violent 
crime rate declined 48 percent-which included falling rates of aggravated assault, robbery, rape, and 
murder. Likewise, the property crime rate fell 41 percent, including declining rates of motor vehicle theft, 
larceny/robbery, and burglary. Immigrants are Less Likely than the Native-Born to Be Behind Bars 
According to an original analysis of data from the 2010 American Community Survey (ACS) conducted by 
the authors of this report, roughly 1.6 percent of immigrant males age 18-39 are incarcerated, compared 
to 3.3 percent of the native-born. This disparity in incarceration rates has existed for decades, as 
evidenced by data from the 1980, 1990, and 2000 decennial censuses. In each of those years, the 
incarceration rates of the native-born were anywhere from two to five times higher than that of immigrants. 
The 2010 Census data reveals that incarceration rates among the young, less-educated Mexican, 
Salvadoran, and Guatemalan men who make up the bulk of the unauthorized population are significantly 
lower than the incarceration rate among native-born young men without a high-school diploma. 
 

 
07/09/15 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: THE CONFEDERATE FLAG WILL COME DOWN AT SOUTH CAROLINA CAPITAL 
Time: 6:12pm  
Synopsis: 
South Carolina Governor Nikki Haley signed legislation on Thursday to permanently remove the 
Confederate battle flag from the state capitol grounds, following an emotional debate spurred by the 
massacre of nine black churchgoers last month. Haley signed the bill into law in the State House Rotunda 
before an audience of legislators and dignitaries shortly after 4 p.m. ET The flag will go to the "relic room" 
of a military museum in Columbia, the state capital. The rebel banner, carried by Confederate troops in 
the 1861-1865 Civil War, is seen as a symbol of racism and slavery by many, while others proudly hail it 
as an emblem of Southern heritage. It has flown at the state capitol for 54 years. South Carolina was 
planning to keep the flag relocation "as low-key as the national media will let us," said Haley 
spokeswoman Chaney Adams. 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: 21 MILLION HACKED AT SOCIAL SECURITY  
Time: 11:26pm 
Synopsis: 
Two major breaches last year of U.S. government databases holding personnel records and security-
clearance files exposed sensitive information on at least 22.1 million people, including not only federal 
employees and contractors but their families and friends. US officials said the total vastly exceeds all 
previous estimates, and marks the most detailed accounting by the Office of Personnel Management of 
how many people were affected by cyber intrusions that U.S. officials have privately said were traced to 
the Chinese government. But even beyond the rising number of apparent victims, U.S. officials said the 
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breaches rank among the most potentially damaging cyber heists in U.S. government history because of 
the abundant detail in the files. Officials said hackers accessed not only personnel records of current and 
former employees but also extensive information about friends, relatives and others listed as references in 
applications for security clearances for some of the most sensitive jobs in government. 
 
================================================================================ 
 
7/10/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: TRUMP PROTESTS DURING VISIT TO LOS ANGELES  
Time: 11:26pm 
Synopsis: 
“We don't hate in Los Angeles” that is what tens of protester chanted during Donald Trump's arrival in that 
city.  Some displayed poster saying "Trump is not welcome in LA" and said that L.A. is not a city of hate 
but a place in favor of immigrants. Some brought "piñatas" representing the real estate mogul.  Dreamer 
students such as Fernando Resendiz participated as well as "Los Amigos de Abe", a group of almost 
1,800 members including actor and business men and women.  Some Donald Trump supporters said that 
he is not politically correct and is the only candidate telling the truth.  A recent poll indicates that Trump 
leads Republican candidates with 15 percent of favoritism while Jeb Bush and Rand Paul hold 11 percent, 
and Cuban Americans Marco Rubio and Ted Cruz hold 9 and 4 percent respectively.  The same poll 
indicates that 29 percent of republicans feel that Jeb Bush will be the republican candidate while only 7 
percent favor Donald Trump.  
 
=================================================================== 
 
07/11/15 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic:  TRUMP CONTROVERSIAL DECLARATIONS IN PHOENIX, ARIZONA 
Time: 6:22pm 
Synopsis: 
It wasn't quite the 9,000 people Donald Trump had said would show up to his rally in Phoenix. The 
number, in fact, was less than half of that. But around 4,000 people still gathered to hear the real estate 
mogul, reality star, and presidential contender spout xenophobic words. "I love the Mexican people … I 
respect Mexico … but the problem we have is that their leaders are much sharper, smarter and more 
cunning than our leaders, and they're killing us at the border," said Trump, according to Politico. "They're 
taking our jobs. They're taking our manufacturing jobs. They're taking our money. They're killing us."  No 
one should interpret his words as anti-immigrant, Trump insisted, noting he's a fan of those who enter the 
country legally. "They flow in like water, and I love legal immigration. I love it," he said. "We should make it 
easier, and faster."  Ever the showman, Trump made fun of his rivals for the White House and mocked the 
companies that have cut ties with him over his recent comments. "Thousands and thousands of people 
are cutting up their Macy's credit card. I love it," he said. Trump also called Hillary Clinton "the worst 
secretary of State in the history of our country." He also expressed surprise at a poll that showed him tied 
with former Florida Governor Jeb Bush for the Republican vote. "How could I be tied with this guy? He's 
terrible!" Trump said. What qualifies Trump to be president? "I'm really smart," he said. In fact, he's so 
smart that as soon as he was to move in to the White House he could solve problems in no time at all.  He 
told the crowd he would be able to get hostages returned "in an hour" and would tax Mexico each time 
someone crossed the border illegally. He said he could convince the head of Ford Motor Co to move a 
plant back to the United States from Mexico overnight, with a couple of phone calls.  About 20 minutes 
into the speech a group of protesters interrupted the real estate mogul but were immediately drowned out 
by supporters shouting "U-S-A! U-S-A!" ..."I wonder if the Mexican government sent them over here. I 
think so," Trump said. "Don't worry; we'll take out country back." 
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7/12/15 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic:  MISS USA CONTROVERSY 
Time: 11:25pm 
Synopsis: 
The 51 contestants participated in the final night of the event.  Previously, Mayor Melvin "kip" Holden and 
organizers spoke of the obstacles they faced to offset Donald Trump’s controversial anti-immigrant 
declarations. Just because there is an obstacle in the way the word stop is not in their vocabulary, said the 
mayor and added that Trump tweeted that he would not be present in the event.  This drew applause by 
1997 Miss Universe Brook Lee.  Mothers of participants boasted about pride in being Mexican-American 
"good hard working people". This time Miss USA counted with 7 bilingual contestants who showed pride 
in their cultural origins.  Other parents spoke about the drive and determination of their daughters who 
participated in Miss USA 2015. 
 
================================================================== 
 
7/13/15 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: OBAMA COMMUTES SENTENCES OF 46 CONVICTS 
Time: 6:10 pm 
Synopsis: 
President Barack Obama is cutting the prison sentences of 46 convicts as part of a broader effort to make 
the criminal justice fairer and ease the punishment of those serving more time than their crimes 
warranted. The president has now issued nearly 90 commutations, most of them to non-violent offenders 
sentenced for drug crimes under outdated sentencing rules. A commutation leaves the conviction in place, 
but ends the punishment. Several of those granted clemency Monday had been sentenced to life in 
prison. 
 
 ================================================================== 
 
7/14/15 
 
VO :31 secs 
Topic: MARTIN O'MALLY PROPOSES IMMIGRATION PLAN  
Time: 4:13am 
Synopsis: 
The most ambitious immigration reform plan was announced today by presidential hopeful Martin 
O’Malley, former governor of Maryland...He proposes helping with the executive order to help nearly 5 
million undocumented immigrants including dreamers, their parents and many more.   He would also offer 
them health insurance, something no other candidate has proposed.  O’Malley was interviewed by Jorge 
Ramos in "Al Punto"; the show will air Sunday on Univision.  
 
=============================================================================== 
 
07/15/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: RICARDO DIAZ-ZEFERINO KILLING RESULTS IN SETTLEMENT  
Time 6:08pm  
Synopsis: 
A shocking video showing three police officers gun down an unarmed 34-year-old man two years ago has 
been made public after a federal judge ordered its release.  the officers said they opened fire on Ricardo 
Diaz-Zeferino because he lowered his hands to his waist and they thought he was reaching for a gun. 
officers Christopher Mendez, Christopher Sanderson and Matthew Toda were not charged in the June 2, 
2013, shooting, but the City of Gardena settled a $4.7 million lawsuit with Diaz-Zeferino's family and 
another man who was wounded.  According to family attorney Samuel Paz, the videos show the cold-
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blooded shooting of clearly unarmed men.  The officers were back on full duty within a month of the 
shooting and were not disciplined.  judge Stephen V. Wilson said in his decision that "the fact that they 
spent the city's money, presumably derived from taxes, only strengthens the public's interest in seeing the 
videos" and that  "moreover, defendants cannot assert a valid compelling interest in sealing the videos to 
cover up any wrongdoing on their part or to shield themselves from embarrassment." Gardena police chief 
Ed Medrano said in a statement, "the events that night in 2013 were tragic for all involved. we continue to 
sympathize with the families and regret their loss.  
 
============================================================================= 
 
07/16/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE SHOOTING  
Time: 6:11pm 
Synopsis: 
Mohammad Youssuf Abdulazeez was carrying 30-round magazines when he opened fire, according to a 
source briefed by law enforcement.  bdulazeez kept police at bay for some time with the amount of 
ammunition he had, according to the source. The shooting suspect was armed with an  K-4  style 
weapon  at the time of the attack according to two law enforcement officials briefed on the investigation. 
Witnesses saw Abdulazeez spray a hail of bullets at the glass doors of a military recruiting center in a strip 
mall. Then the gunman, who according to a law enforcement official was driving in a rented silver Ford 
Mustang convertible, moved on to his next target more than seven miles away: a Naval reserve center. 
There, he rammed into a gate at some point during his shooting rampage and was eventually killed by 
police, a U.S. official said. 
 
================================================================================ 
 
07/17/17 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: POSSIBLE TERRORISM CONNECTION OF SHOOTER IN CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 
Time: 6:14pm  
Synopsis: 
Four Marines were killed Thursday in shootings at a pair of military facilities in Tennessee by a gunman 
who is being investigated for possible ties to Islamist terrorist groups, U.S. law enforcement officials said. 
The shooter, identified by the FBI as Mohammad Youssef Abdul-azeez, 24, of Hixson, Tenn., was killed, 
apparently by police, at the end of a rampage that also wounded a Chattanooga police officer and a 
member of the U.S. military. The assault marks the latest eruption of gun violence in the United States. It 
comes amid a flurry of recent arrests, disrupted plots and warnings from U.S. counterterrorism officials 
that the Islamic State terrorist group has called on its followers to mount attacks against U.S. targets, 
including military installations.  In brief remarks Thursday evening at the White House, President Obama 
described the Marines' deaths as a "heartbreaking circumstance for these individuals who have served 
our country with great valor." 
 
========================================================= 
 
07/18/15 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: UNDOCUMENTED SPOUSES AND CHILDREN OF PERMANENT U.S. RESIDENTS TO 
SIMPLIFY THEIR IMMIGRATION PROCEDURES  
Time 11:19pm ET  
Synopsis: 
Now citizens and residents can request "pardon" from inside the U.S.  The rule is part of the executive 
action announced last November by President Obama. The measure is not being blocked by courts and 
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experts say the change will not be immediate.  First the government must go through 2 months of public 
comment regarding the measure. 
 
========================================================================== 
 
07/19/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: MARCO RUBIO REACTS TO DONALD TRUMP 
Time: 5:22pm ET  
Synopsis: 
Florida Sen. Marco Rubio says Donald Trump's comment that Sen. John McCain is not a war hero should 
disqualify him from the 2016 presidential race.  "It's not just absurd, it's offensive. It's ridiculous. And I do 
think it's a disqualifier as commander-in-chief," Rubio said in an interview Sunday on CNN. The Florida 
senator was the latest Republican White House contender to hit Trump after the real estate mogul said 
Saturday that McCain "is not a war hero" because he was captured and held prisoner in Vietnam.  "He is a 
war hero because he was captured," Trump said. "I like people that weren't captured, OK?"  He took back 
those comments on Twitter later, saying that "captured or not, all our soldiers are heroes!" But opponents 
who'd been looking for openings to criticize Trump were already piling on. Rubio defended Republicans 
who were slow to criticize Trump over his controversial comments about undocumented Mexican 
immigrants a week ago, too, saying that it's been Trump's rise in the polls that has "required people to be 
more forceful on some of these offensive things he is saying."  Trump defended himself Sunday, issuing a 
statement touting his financial contributions to veterans' causes and criticizing Veterans Affairs hospitals 
with long waits for military veterans to receive medical care.  
 
========================================================================== 
 
07/20/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: CUBAN EMBASSY REOPENS IN THE U.S 
Time: 2:17pm ET  
Synopsis: 
 
Republican lawmakers expressed their discontent on Monday after the US and Cuba formally ended more 
than a half-century of estrangement, formally re-establishing diplomatic relations severed at the height of 
the Cold War. Speaking in Miami, two Republican lawmakers representing the Miami area, home to more 
than a million Cuban immigrants who are traditionally staunchly opposed to the Castro regime, voiced 
their concerns that a new Cuban embassy on US soil could be used as a hub for espionage.  Some US 
lawmakers, including several prominent Republican presidential candidates, have vowed not to repeal the 
trade embargo and have pledged to roll back US President Barack Obama's moves to normalize relations 
with its island neighbor. On Monday, Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez presided over the flag-
raising ceremony at the new Cuban embassy in Washington, DC, just hours after an agreement to restore 
diplomatic ties broken in 1961 took effect at the stroke of midnight.  He later met with US Secretary of 
State John Kerry, becoming the first Cuban foreign minister to set foot in the State Department since 
1958. 
 
========================================================================== 
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07/22/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: FEDERAL AUTHORITIES CANNOT ARREST INMIGRANTS WITHOUT PROBABLE CAUSE 
Time: 2:24pm ET  
Synopsis: 
 
An appeals court has ruled that federal immigration authorities need probable cause to issue an 
immigration detainer, a decision that comes amid a national debate over immigration enforcement that 
was sparked by a deadly shooting in San Francisco. The First U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals on Friday 
affirmed last year's decision by a federal judge in Rhode Island, who found that a naturalized U.S. citizen's 
Fourth Amendment rights against unreasonable searches and seizures were violated when she was held 
on an immigration detainer. The appeals court wrote it was "clearly established" and "beyond debate" that 
agents of U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement need probable cause to arrest and detain someone 
in order to investigate their immigration status. 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: DONALD TRUMP INVITED TO TOUR U.S. - MEXICO BORDER 
Time: 2:24pm ET  
Synopsis: 
 
Donald Trump's colorful presidential campaign heads to the U.S.-Mexico border on Thursday, where the 
billionaire businessman is sure to expand on his controversial comments about immigrants. A chapter of 
the National Border Patrol Council, the agency's union, invited Trump earlier this month to tour one of the 
most active parts of the border with the agents who work there.  
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: NEW YORK TO INCREASE MINIMUM WAGE 
Time: 3:22pm ET  
Synopsis: 
 
New York moved on Wednesday to raise the minimum wage for fast-food workers to $15 an hour by the 
end of 2018 in New York City and by mid-2021 in the rest of the state. The New York Wage Board voted 
unanimously for the increase, which would cover some 180,000 workers statewide and affect fast-food 
chains with 30 locations or more in the United States. The three-member board was formed at the behest 
of Governor Andrew Cuomo in May after the state legislature turned down his proposals for minimum 
wage increases for most workers. With the federal minimum wage at $7.25 an hour since 2009, labor and 
religious groups have pressed state and local governments to enact pay raises as their hopes dim for an 
increase by the Republican-controlled U.S. Congress. Last month, Los Angeles set its minimum wage to 
rise from $9 an hour to $15 by 2020, affecting some 600,000 workers. Seattle and San Francisco also 
have increased minimum wages in recent years. A statewide wage increase for fast-food workers as 
opposed to city-based would be a first, said the National Employment Law Project, a nonprofit advocacy 
group. The rise to $15 an hour marks a major step from New York's current minimum wage of $8.75. 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: FDA PROPOSAL RULES TO ELIMINATE TRANSFAT 
Time: 3:22pm ET  
Synopsis: 
 
Under new FDA regulations, partially hydrogenated oils, which have been shown to raise "bad" LDL 
cholesterol, will be considered food additives that cannot be used unless authorized by the FDA. The 
regulations take effect in three years, giving companies time to either reformulate products without 
partially hydrogenated oils or petition the FDA to permit specific uses of them. Following the compliance 
period, no partially hydrogenated oils can be added to human food unless they are otherwise approved by 
the FDA. The new regulations will apply to such oils added to human foods, regardless of whether they 
are sold in a grocery store, restaurant, bakery or elsewhere, and whether the food is domestically 
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produced or imported, the FDA said. They do not, however, apply to naturally-occurring trans fats found in 
some animal products such as meat and dairy. 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY FUND CAN RUN OUT BY 2016 
Time: 4:27pm ET  
Synopsis: 
 
The 11 million Americans who receive Social Security disability face steep benefit cuts next year. The 
trustees who oversee Social Security and Medicare said the disability trust fund will run out of money in 
late 2016. That would trigger an automatic 19 percent cut in benefits, unless Congress acts. The average 
monthly benefit for disabled workers and their families is $1,017. The typical beneficiary would see a 
reduction of $193 a month. In more bad news for beneficiaries, the trustee’s project there will be no cost-
of-living increase in benefits at the end of the year. It would mark only the third year without an increase 
since automatic adjustments were adopted in 1975. Separately, about 7 million Medicare beneficiaries 
could face a monthly premium increase of at least $54 for outpatient coverage. That works out to an 
increase of more than 50 percent. The annual report card on the financial health of Social Security and 
Medicare shows that the federal government's largest benefit programs are feeling the strain of aging 
baby boomers as they both approach milestone anniversaries. 
 
========================================================================== 
 
07/23/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic:  DONALD TRUMP IN LAREDO, TEXAS 
Time 6:12pm ET 
Synopsis: 
From the moment he landed, wearing a white "Make America Great Again" baseball cap, Donald Trump’s 
visit to the border of Mexico and the United States seemed to know only one speed: full throttle.  Dozens 
of police officers on motorcycles blocked traffic and escorted the Trump campaign entourage, which 
included two chartered buses of reporters that swept through the streets of downtown Laredo.  Agents of 
the border patrol did not participate. The winding ensemble hit the road minutes after Mr. Trump landed in 
his plane. He held a brief news conference in the lobby of the airport here, where he repeatedly referred to 
the personal danger he faced at the border, but affirmed that "I have to do it, I love this country."  When he 
arrived at the airport, the parking lot was already filled with dozens of people awaiting his arrival, half of 
them protesters and the rest members of the news media, including about a half-dozen satellite trucks. 
The 20 or so protesters were from the local chapter of the League of United Latin American Citizens, or 
LULAC, who gathered under a tree holding both American and Mexican flags and shouting their 
grievances in Spanish.  
 
================================================================================ 
 
07/24/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: LA FAYETTE SHOOTER 
Synopsis: 
The gunman who opened fire inside a packed movie theater in Lafayette, Louisiana, Thursday night, was 
John Russell Houser, police said at a news conference this morning. Houser, 59, who killed himself, is 
among three people who died, police said. The other two were Mayci Breaux, 21, of Franklin, Louisiana, 
who died at the theater, and Jillian Johnson, 33, of Lafayette, who died at the hospital. Nine others were 
injured, including one who was in critical condition, police said. Houser is from Alabama and has no 
known connection to Lafayette, police said. Houser was described as a drifter by police, who said he had 
likely been in Lafayette since early July, staying at a motel. "It is apparent he was intent on shooting and 
escaping" before police forced him back into the theater where he shot himself to death, Lafayette Police 
Chief Jim Craft said at the news conference, explaining that his 1995 blue Lincoln Continental was 
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positioned near the exit. Police found wigs and glasses in his car and motel room, Craft said. The 
shooting occurred at the Grand 16 Theater on Johnston Street where a screening of Amy Schumer's 
"Train wreck" was playing, according to the Associated Press. Conditions of those injured range from non-
life-threatening to critical and their ages ranged from the late teens to their 60s, Lafayette Police Chief Jim 
Craft said at a news conference. Amy Schumer Says Her 'Heart is Broken' After Deadly Shooting in 
Louisiana Hero Teacher Jumped in Front of Coworker During Lafayette, Louisiana Movie Theater 
Shooting, Gov. Says The shooting comes one week after James Holmes was convicted of killing 12 
people and wounding 70 others in a movie theater in Aurora, Colorado. Two people were released from 
the hospital as of early Friday morning, police said. 
 
========================================================================== 
 
07/25/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: JUDGE CHASTISES ARPAIO LAWYERS FOR WITHOLDING INFORMATION 
Time: 3:37am ET 
Synopsis: 
In an angry rebuke, a judge on Friday ordered the U.S. Marshals Service to seize a collection of records 
from Sheriff Joe Arpaio's office and leveled harsh criticism at the sheriff's lawyers for failing to turn over 
documents that had been requested months ago in a racial profiling case. U.S. District Judge Murray 
Snow's criticism centered on the agency's failure to hand over more than 1,400 identification documents 
in a related investigation into allegations that deputies pocketed items during busts. The judge also 
focused on the agency's refusal to turn over 50 hard drives from Arpaio's secret investigation involving the 
judge.  Arpaio attorney John Masterson said an official who is monitoring the sheriff's office on behalf of 
Snow had resorted to threatening to have a court hearing called in a bid to get the records turned over. "I 
am sorry your feelings are hurt, but we need to resolve this matter," Snow told Masterson at an 
emergency hearing Friday. Robert Warshaw, the official monitoring the sheriff's office for the judge, said 
he learned the ID documents were slated for destruction and that there was an order at the sheriff's office 
that the existence of the ID records shouldn't be voluntarily revealed. The court monitor said the unit of the 
sheriff's office that stores evidence is a lockbox for keeping unflattering documents from public or court 
scrutiny. Arpaio didn't attend the hearing. The sheriff's office declined to comment on Warshaw's 
comments, saying only that the truth of the matter will be revealed in the future. 
 
============================================================= 
 
07/26/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic:  RESULTS OF CNN/ORC POLL ON TRUMP, REPUBLICANS AND HILLARY 
Time 6:21pm ET 
Synopsis: 
In the first national telephone poll since Donald Trump earned rebukes from Republican leaders over his 
comments about Senator John McCain's military service, the real estate mogul has increased his support 
among GOP voters and now stands atop the race for the party's nomination. The new CNN/ORC Poll 
finds Trump at 18% support among Republicans, with former Florida governor Jeb Bush just behind at 
15%, within the poll's margin of error. They are joined at the top of the pack by Wisconsin Governor Scott 
Walker, with 10% support among Republicans and Republican-leaning independents that are registered 
to vote. Trump's backing has climbed 6 points since a late-June poll, while support for Bush and Walker 
has not changed significantly. None of the other 14 candidates tested in the new CNN/ORC survey 
earned double-digit support. Though Trump currently tops the race for the nomination, his advantage is by 
no means firm. A majority of Republican voters, 51%, say they see the field as wide open, and that it's too 
soon to say which candidate they will ultimately get behind. Among that group that sees the contest as 
wide open, Bush has 14% support, while Trump has the backing of 13% and Walker stands at 9%. Trump 
does much better among those Republicans who say they've narrowed it down to one or two candidates, 
24% of that group backs him, 16% Bush and 12% Walker. Trump's popularity among Republican voters 
does not translate to the broader pool of registered voters. When tested in hypothetical general election 
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matchups against top Democrats, he trails both frontrunner Hillary Clinton and upstart Senator Bernie 
Sanders by wide margins. Bush and Walker run just behind Clinton and about even with Sanders. 
Trump's un-favorability rating is sky high. Overall, 59% of all registered voters have an unfavorable 
opinion of Trump, though that dips to 42% among GOP voters.  None of the other Republicans landing 
near the top of the field have such a negative image nationwide, though many remain little known. Clinton 
is the only candidate who is about as well-known as Trump, and while she is more well-liked than the 
developer, her favorability rating is negative among registered voters nationally: 49% have an unfavorable 
view while 44% have a positive impression. 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: POSSIBLE JOB PERMITS FOR UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANT IN CALIFORNIA 
Time: 11:27pm ET 
Synopsis: 
California lawmakers have proposed a program that would grant work permits to undocumented 
immigrant farm workers and their families. The legislation passed through the Assembly in June and is 
currently pending in the Senate. The bill, introduced by Assemblyman Luis Alejo and backed by California 
farmworkers, would create a group that would seek authority for the permits from the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security and the U.S. Department of Justice. The program would give permits to farmworkers 
already living in the state without authorization. 
 
========================================================================== 
 
07/27/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: JUDGE ORDERS RELEASE OF IMMIGRANT CHILDREN DETAINED BY U.S 
Time: 6:13pm ET 
Synopsis: 
A federal ruling criticized the conditions in which children who crossed the border from Mexico are held. A 
federal judge in California has ruled that the Obama administration's detention of children and their 
mothers who were caught crossing the border illegally is a serious violation of a longstanding court 
settlement, and that the families should be released as quickly as possible. In a decision late Friday 
roundly rejecting the administration's arguments for holding the families, Judge Dolly M. Gee of Federal 
District Court for the Central District of California found that two detention centers in Texas that the 
administration opened last summer fail to meet minimum legal requirements of the 1997 settlement for 
facilities housing children. Judge Gee also found that migrant children had been held in "widespread 
deplorable conditions" in Border Patrol stations after they were first caught, and she said the authorities 
had "wholly failed" to provide the "safe and sanitary" conditions required for children even in temporary 
cells.  The opinion was a significant legal blow to detention policies ordered by Homeland Security 
Secretary Jeh Johnson in response to an influx of children and parents, mostly from Central America, 
across the border in South Texas last summer. In her 25-page ruling, Judge Gee gave a withering critique 
of the administration's positions, declaring them "unpersuasive" and "dubious" and saying officials had 
ignored "unambiguous" terms of the settlement. 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: JEB BUSH PLAN FOR UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS 
Time: 5:26am ET 
Synopsis: 
Republican White House hopeful Jeb Bush vows to launch comprehensive immigration reform, including 
stronger borders and finding a way for the 11 million undocumented people in the country to make their 
status legal. Back in 2008, then-candidate Barack Obama pledged to seek a major immigration policy 
reform that would let the undocumented stay indefinitely. But his efforts hit a wall in the Republican-run 
Congress. According to former Florida governor Bush, a president is only going to be able to carry off the 
sometimes controversial issue if the new leader "is committed to protecting the border" and to building 
people's trust. "That is the way it is. I am making the commitment, and I know that we can get it done," 
Bush said in an interview with Telemundo network, the first he has done completely in Spanish since 
throwing his hat in the ring. The son of ex-president George H.W. Bush and brother to former president 
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George W. Bush explained his plan would see 11 million people come out of the shadows, get a legal 
work permit, pay taxes and a fine, as well as learn English without getting federal benefits but while 
eventually obtaining permanent legal status. Jeb Bush's take on immigration -- far more liberal than most 
Republicans' stands -- could help him get more support from Hispanics, the United States fastest-growing 
minority group. 
 
VO : 30 secs 
Topic: POSSIBLE SERIAL KILLER 
Time: 11:6pm ET 
Synopsis: 
Police say an escort in West Virginia shot and killed a client in self-defense. Now, authorities are 
investigating the possibility that the man was a serial killer. A West Virginia woman says she narrowly 
escaped with her life after meeting 45-year-old Neal Falls.  The woman known as Heather met Falls after 
he answered her escort ad on the backpage.com.  She says he became aggressive within minutes -- 
wrapping his hands around her throat. Moments later, she was running from her Charleston home -- 
chasing down a neighbor, who called 9-1-1.  Investigators say Falls may be a serial killer after finding an 
arsenal of weapons described as a "kill kit" in his Subaru. He also had a list of ten women with names, 
ages, and contact information -- all of them escorts, at least nine of them in West Virginia. None appear to 
have met the suspect.  Investigators are now looking at Falls' past and possible connections to cases in 
Nevada, Oregon, and Illinois. Authorities say an item found in his car is believed to be linked to evidence 
discovered on several dismembered bodies in Las Vegas back in 2005, where Falls lived at the time. 
Their remains found in trash bags... all of them escorts.  One of the cases under scrutiny: Lindsay Marie 
Harris, whose dismembered legs were recovered in Illinois three weeks after she went missing. Falls 
former landlord says she had him evicted a year after he moved in and describes his behavior as odd. 
While sources say that no evidence has yet pointed to a direct link, Heather believes she stopped Falls 
from hurting others.  Police say the victim, "Heather," suffered a broken vertebra and a separated 
shoulder during her struggle with Neal Falls.  Detectives say she will not face charges in the shooting. 
 
========================================================================== 
 
07/28/2015 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: FDA BANS SOME CILANTRO FROM MEXICO, CITES HUMAN FECES IN FIELDS 
Time: 3:30 pm 
Synopsis: 
The Food and Drug Administration has issued a ban on some cilantro imported from Mexico after an 
investigation to determine the cause of hundreds of reported intestinal illnesses in the United States 
dating back to 2012. Since that year, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, along with state 
public health officials, have identified hundreds of outbreaks of cyclosporiasis in the United States 
associated with fresh cilantro from the state of Puebla, Mexico, the FDA said Monday. Cyclosporiasis is 
an intestinal illness caused by the microscopic parasite Cyclospora cayetanensis, according to the CDC. 
Symptoms typically appear a week after ingestion and may include diarrhea and vomiting. 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: WHISTLEBLOWER EXPOSES TORTURE AND CHILD ABUSE AT FOR-PROFIT PRISON 
Time: 6:30 pm 
Synopsis: 
A social worker formerly employed at a for-profit family immigrant detention center in Texas blew the 
whistle this week on the prison's inhumane conditions-from solitary confinement to medical neglect-that 
she said amount to child abuse and torture. The Karnes County Residential Center is operated by GEO 
Group-the second largest private prison company in the country that has faced numerous accusations of 
atrocities and civil rights violations. It is also the site of recent-and repeated-hunger strikes led by mothers 
incarcerated with their children, in protest of their conditions, detentions, and in many cases, their looming 
deportations. Social worker Oliva López corroborated the accounts of people on the inside when she 
conducted an exclusive interview with McClatchy DC, published Monday, in which she countered federal 
and local authorities' narratives which cast the detention center as a safe and tolerable place for families 
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to reside during asylum application processes. López said that, in fact, Karnes is a prison, and its 
atrocities include: A five-year-old girl who survived sexual assault during her migration was falsely 
declared fit for discharge by a prison psychologist despite numerous warning signs, including the fact that 
she was suffering from nightmares, losing weight, and had reverted to wearing a diaper. 
 
========================================================================== 
 
07/29/2015 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: HEAT WAVE: MILLIONS FACE BLAZING TEMPERATURES, THICK HUMIDITY 
Time: 2:30 pm 
Synopsis: 
Millions of Americans were battling a heat wave Wednesday, facing blazing temperatures and thick 
humidity which will make the summer scorcher only feel worse. Excessive heat warnings were in effect 
from St. Louis down the Mississippi River and past Memphis - into northeastern Louisiana and including 
Philadelphia. In total, around 35 million people will be under some sort of heat advisory on Wednesday, 
according to The Weather Channel. After a blazingly hot Tuesday - with temperatures hitting 94 degrees 
in New York City - the northwest and northeast were bracing for more tropical weather. The most 
dangerous heat is forecast for Missouri and Memphis, with predictions that the heat index could climb to 
110. Texas and Florida, too, will see temperatures top 100 degrees. Staying cool isn't the only thing to 
worry about, however: environmental officials have warned the hot and humid weather will produce poor 
air quality in southern Connecticut, coastal Rhode Island and southeastern Massachusetts. 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: WHAT TO DO IF POLICE STOPS YOU? WHAT ARE YOUR RIGHTS? 
Time: 11:30 pm 
Synopsis: 
What are you supposed to do if a police car is following you with its siren blaring or emergency lights 
flashing?  The advice is to pull over to the side of the road safely and quickly. Pull over in a way that will 
be most likely to calm down an angry or annoyed traffic officer. Use your turn signal to indicate any lane 
changes from left to right, and slow down fairly quickly, but not so quickly that the officer will have to brake 
to avoid hitting you. Pull over as far to the right as possible so that, when the officer comes up to your 
widow, he or she won't have to worry about being clipped by vehicles in the right lane. By stopping as 
soon as you can, you'll have a better chance of figuring out exactly where the officer says you committed 
a violation. You may want to return to that area later to make sure the officer was telling the truth about 
how he or she judged your speed, saw your turn, or witnessed any other violation. 
 
========================================================================== 
 
Duration: 30 secs 
Topic: HILLARY CLINTON ON CUBA 
Time: 4:35am ET  
Synopsis: 
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton said the Cuban embargo must be lifted in an address 
made Friday from Miami, the heart of the Cuban exile community. The speech was rife with symbolism. 
Clinton's husband, former President Bill Clinton, signed the embargo into law in 1996 as he faced re-
election. Clinton made the Friday speech from Florida International University, where Sen. Marco Rubio 
(R-Fla.), who is vying for the Republican presidential nomination, has served as an adjunct professor. 
Rubio opposes an end to the embargo, as does one of his main primary opponents, former Florida Gov. 
Jeb Bush (R), whose campaign headquarters are based in Miami. "America's approach to Cuba is at a 
crossroads," Clinton noted as she traced a gradual normalizing of relations with the country that began in 
2009, when President Barack Obama made it easier for Cubans to visit and send money to their relatives 
on the island. Though Obama's administration began to restore diplomatic and economic ties with Cuba 
starting in December and dropped it from its list of state sponsors of terror this year, only Congress can 
vote to end the restrictions and sanctions that make up the embargo. "We must decide between 
engagement and embargo, between embracing fresh thinking and returning to Cold War deadlock," 
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Clinton continued. "And the choices we make will have lasting consequences, not just for 11 million 
Cubans but also for American leadership across our hemisphere and around the world."  
Polling has shown that a majority of Americans support ending the embargo. A poll of Cuban-Americans 
conducted by Bendixen & Amandi International in March found 51 percent favored normalizing relations 
with the island. 
 
 
-------------------------------END OF JULY 2015 UNIMAS NEWS BRIEF REPORT------------------------------------- 
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KAJB UNIMAS NEWS BRIEFS 

 

AUGUST 1, 2015 – AUGUST 31, 2015 

 
 
08/01/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: DONALD TRUMP WORKERS 
Time: 5:12pm ET 
Synopsis: 
Donald Trump is staking his run for U.S. President in part on a vow to protect American jobs. But, this 
month, one of Trump’s companies, the elite Mar-a-Lago Club resort in Florida, applied to import 70 foreign 
workers.   Reuter’s analysis of U.S. government data reveals that this is business as usual in the New 
York property magnate's empire. Trump owns companies that have sought to import at least 1,100 foreign 
workers on temporary visas since 2000, according to U.S. Department of Labor data reviewed by Reuters. 
Most of the applications were approved, the data show. Nine companies majority-owned by Trump have 
sought to bring in foreign waitresses, cooks, vineyard workers and other laborers on temporary work-visa 
programs administered by the Labor Department. The candidate's foreign talent hunt included 
applications for an assistant golf-course superintendent, an assistant hotel manager and a banquet 
manager. Two of his companies, Trump Model Management and Trump Management Group LLC, have 
sought visas for nearly 250 foreign fashion models, the records show. Trump's presidential campaign and 
a lawyer for the businessman declined to comment. The Mar-a-Lago Club could not be reached for 
comment. 
 
============================================ 
 
08/03/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: JEB BUSH IMMIGRATION STANCE 
Time: 6:10pm ET  
Synopsis: 
According to Republican presidential hopeful Jeb Bush, border security and the interior enforcement of 
immigration laws is possible.  It includes cracking down on sanctuary cities that undermine efforts to 
enforce immigration laws. “When Clint Bolick and I published Immigration Wars in 2013, we presented a 
number of proposals to strengthen America's immigration policy. The Border security and the interior 
enforcement of immigration laws, including a greater role for states, formed key parts of this package of 
reforms. We emphasized that finding a practical solution to the status of the people who are here illegally 
today is a nonstarter if our borders are not secure against future illegal immigration”.  Bush believes that 
for those already in the country, "we need to put in place a rigorous path that requires individuals to pass 
a thorough criminal background check, pay fines, pay taxes, learn English, obtain a provisional work 
permit and work, not receive federal government assistance, and over an extended period of time earn 
legal status. But any plan to address the status of illegal immigrants must be accompanied by a robust 
strategy to improve border security." According to Bush "...securing the border is possible, but it will 
require Washington to move beyond divisive rhetoric. The following six proposals offer concrete steps that 
the federal government should take to help secure the border and enforce our immigration laws. We must 
transform immigration from a broken system into one that benefits every American." 
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VO: 30 secs 
Topic: LOUISIANA GOVERNOR AND PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFUL BOBBY JINDAL AND SANCTUARY 
CITIES 
Time: 4:35am ET  
Synopsis: 
If it were up to GOP presidential candidate Bobby Jindal, mayors of "sanctuary cities" would all be 
arrested and sued. In an interview with Boston Herald Radio on Monday, the Louisiana governor took a 
firm stance against those cities and counties that refuse to fully cooperate with Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement. "I would hold them as an accomplice, make them criminally culpable. I'd also make them 
civilly liable so that families -- victims' families -- could sue," Jindal said, alluding to a previously deported 
felon who was charged with the murder of Kathryn Steinle in San Francisco last month. The incident has 
been a major talking point among Republicans targeting immigration policy.  "Especially if the prosecutors 
aren't taking action or the mayor's not changing their ways, I'd allow the families to go to court to sue them 
civilly as well to recover damages," he continued. There are a wide range of ways in which jurisdictions 
deal with ICE, ranging from those that comply completely to those where city employees are barred from 
questioning people about their immigration status and where the use of municipal resources cannot be 
used to enforce immigration law. When HuffPost asked Jindal's campaign which definition the candidate 
is using when he refers to sanctuary cities, it directed us to this map. Republican presidential candidate 
Jeb Bush also spoke out against sanctuary cities on Monday and called for police to become more 
involved in enforcing immigration laws. Joseph Curtatone, mayor of the sanctuary city Somerville, 
Massachusetts, joined Boston Herald Radio after Jindal's segment and brushed off the comments as an 
attention-seeking tactic. "You say something absurd, you fear monger, you play to the crowd, you try to 
create the crowd and the mob -- and we're smarter than that," Curtatone said. "We're better than that. To 
say a blanket statement that sanctuary cities in and of itself spur someone to commit a heinous crime is 
really offensive.” 
 
========================================= 
 
08/04/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic:  LEGIONNAIRES DISEASE 
Time: 2:27am ET  
Synopsis: 
The death toll from New York City's outbreak of Legionnaires' disease has climbed to seven as city health 
officials continue to claim they have the health crisis under control. So far, 81 people have been infected, 
including 28 who've been treated and discharged. The NYC Health Department says all of the victims who 
died from the severe form of pneumonia were older and had other underlying ailments. Officials believe 
the outbreak is tied to bacteria in large cooling systems. Nationwide, there have been 2,400 cases of 
Legionnaires' disease this year. NYC Mayor Bill de Blasio will be speaking about the crisis later today. 
 
========================================= 
 
08/06/2015 
 
VO: 30 SECS 
Topic: TEXAS VOTER ID 
Time: 6:10pm ET  
Synopsis: 
A federal appeals court declared that Texas' strict 2011 voter ID law has a "discriminatory effect" on 
minorities and violates the Voting Rights Act. But the three-judge panel's unanimous, 49-page decision 
also overturned a lower court's previous assertion that the law amounted to an unconstitutional "poll tax." 
Here's a closer look at the Wednesday ruling, the law and where the case stands now. The U.S. 5th 
Circuit Court in New Orleans found that Texas' law requiring residents to show state-approved IDs in 
order to cast ballots violated Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, a 50-year old federal statute prohibiting 
discrimination against minorities. Its ruling followed a decision last year by the lower, Corpus-Christi-
based U.S. District Court that likened the law to an unconstitutional "poll tax" that could require some poor 
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Texans to pay to vote because of fees associated with obtaining necessary IDs. The ruling Wednesday 
rejected the "poll tax" finding since Texas has taken steps to allow residents to receive IDs for free. But it 
upheld the lower court's assertion that the effect of the law was nonetheless discriminatory. The case 
returns to the U.S. District Court, which will have to decide whether the Texas Legislature intended to 
discriminate against minority voters when it drafted and passed the law. Opponents of voter ID cheered 
Wednesday's ruling as a victory -- albeit a narrow one. Republican Gov. Greg Abbott, who defended the 
law in court as state attorney general before becoming governor in January, vowed that "Texas will 
continue to fight for its voter ID requirement to ensure the integrity of elections." 
 
====================================================== 
08/07/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: US OFFICIALS ASK JUDGE NOT TO END IMMIGRANT FAMILY DETENTION 
Time: 6:30pm ET  
Synopsis: 
The U.S. government has asked a federal judge to reconsider her ruling calling for the immediate release 
of children and their mothers caught entering the U.S. illegally from Mexico, saying recent changes mean 
federal authorities are no longer violating a ban on holding immigrant children in secure facilities.  In late 
July, U.S. District Judge Dolly Gee ordered the release of all children from immigrant family detention 
centers "without unnecessary delay," along with any mothers not deemed a flight or national security risk.  
Justice Department lawyers late Thursday filed documents at the California Central District Court urging 
Gee to not implement her decision, saying the Department of Homeland Security intends to turn the 
centers into short-term processing facilities that her ruling "addressed practices and policies that no longer 
exist." The government says detention time has been reduced to only a few weeks for most families, and 
that reducing it further would hinder processing asylum claims and could force the separation of mothers 
from their children in the event of another wave of migration. Moreover, further limits on detention "would 
heighten the risk of another surge in illegal migration," the filing said, "by incentivizing adults to bring 
children with them on their dangerous journey as a means to avoid detention and gain access to the 
interior of the United States."  The government asked for another chance to argue its case before the 
judge, citing the "potentially far-reaching scope of the remedies proposed," and the short time -- 90 days -- 
it would have to put them in place. Homeland Security spokeswoman Marsha Catron said the agency has 
asked to the judge to reconsider, "taking into account the current legal landscape and considerable 
changes we have already made to address the situation."  
 
======================================================================== 
 
08/08/2015 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: DONALD TRUMP REMARKS IN REPUBLICAN DEBATE GET HIM BOOTED FROM ATLANTA 
EVENT 
Time: 5:10pm ET 
Synopsis: 
Donald Trump is not coming to Atlanta this weekend after all. The organizer of the RedState Gathering 
has rescinded the Republican presidential candidate's invitation to speak at a Saturday evening rally at 
the College Football Hall of Fame. Erick Erickson said the billionaire's comments about Fox News anchor 
Megyn Kelly were "a bridge too far." Trump told CNN on Friday that "you could see there was blood 
coming out of her eyes. Blood coming out of her wherever" as she questioned him during Thursday's 
Republican presidential debate. Here's precisely what Trump said: Erickson took issue with Trump's 
comments - particularly the "wherever" part - in a post to his blog overnight.  A taste: "While Mr. Trump 
resonates with a lot of people with his bluntness, including me to a degree, there are just real lines of 
decency a person running for President should not cross. "His comment was inappropriate. It is 
unfortunate to have to disinvite him. But I just don't want someone on stage who gets a hostile question 
from a lady and his first inclination is to imply it was hormonal. It just was wrong." Erickson elaborated on 
Saturday morning, telling the event's hundreds of attendees that he thought it was "weak and pathetic to 
take a tough question from a journalist and assume she's on her period and that's why she asked a tough 
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question." "I have said some really unfortunate things in my life, and I've apologized for them. It is not 
political correctness, it's common decency," said Erickson, an occasional paid analyst for Fox News. "If 
you don't have a little voice in your head saying, 'No you actually screwed up,' it's going to end badly for 
you." He added: "I don't want Donald Trump in the room with my daughter tonight so that's why he was 
disinvited." In an interview with The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Erickson said he called and emailed the 
Trump campaign late Friday night in search of clarification or an apology. Neither came. "They were 
immediately hostile and refused to even admit he said it," Erickson said. Trump on Saturday took to 
Twitter to defend himself and said the "wherever" part of his comments to CNN referred to Kelly's "nose." 
 
======================================================================== 
08/09/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: GAS PRICES 
Time: 10:10pm ET 
Synopsis: 
The average price of gasoline has dropped 11 cents over the past two weeks to $2.71 a gallon.  Industry 
analyst Trilby Lundberg said Sunday that the current average sits 81 cents below the year-ago price.  The 
cheapest price recorded in the continental United States was $2.19 a gallon in Charleston, South 
Carolina.  The highest was $3.80 a gallon in Los Angeles. California saw a 21-cent price drop over the 
past two weeks -- following a huge spike caused by a brief supply shortage. Lundberg says supplies are 
flowing again and pump prices are poised to drop further in the Golden State.  The national average price 
of diesel was down 8 cents over the same period to $2.78 a gallon. 
 
======================================================================== 
 
08/10/2015 
 
vo :30 secs 
Topic: FERGUSON PROTESTS AND ARRESTS 
Time: 11:26pm ET 
Synopsis: 
About 50 protesters have been arrested after blocking the entrance to a St. Louis federal courthouse while 
calling for more aggressive U.S. government response to what they call racist law enforcement practices. 
The arrests of scholar and civil rights activist Cornel West and the few dozen others were part of what's 
been billed as a national day of civil disobedience. They come a day after the one-year observance of the 
Ferguson police shooting death of Michael Brown, and police shooting there Sunday night that wounded 
another black 18-year-old, who police say fired on officers during nighttime protests. Monday's arrests 
came after a roughly mile-long march from a St. Louis church to the Eagleton courthouse. That's where 
marchers demanded federal action to stop what policing they say targets minorities. The protesters then 
scaled a waist-high barricade, staging a sit-in before advancing past police to the entrances 
 
Vo :30 secs 
Topic: CALIFORNIA LABOR CODES 
Time: 4:35am ET 
Synopsis: 
 "Alien is now commonly considered a derogatory term for a foreign-born person and has very negative 
connotations," "The word 'alien,' and any law prescribing an order for the issuance of employment to 
'aliens,' have no place in the laws of our state and more importantly, should never be the basis for any 
employment hiring."  The new measure amends a law enacted in 1937 that said "aliens" should be hired 
on public works contracts only after citizens of the United States. Part of that law creating an order of 
hiring was repealed in 1970, but the term "alien" remains in the labor code. Brown also approved a new 
law allowing high school students who are legal permanent residents to serve as poll workers in California 
elections to help with the growing language issue of a more diverse voting population. And he signed a bill 
barring the consideration of a child's immigration status in civil actions involving liability. That measure, 
AB 560 by Assemblyman Jimmy Gomez (D-Los Angeles), is in response to a lawsuit by more than 80 
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elementary school children against the Los Angeles Unified School District over alleged sexual 
misconduct by a former teacher at Miramonte Elementary School. 
 
========================================================== 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: HILLARY CLINTON EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW 
Time: 6:10pm ET  
Synopsis: 
Award-winning Univision News Anchor Maria Elena Salinas conducted an exclusive interview with former 
U.S. Secretary of State and 2016 presidential candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton. This is Clinton's first 
Spanish-language interview since announcing her candidacy. Clinton discussed education and college 
affordability, as well as immigration and other issues of importance to Hispanics in the U.S. 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: MEXICAN IMMIGRANT FILES SUIT AFTER JULY 2014 BEATING BY KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE 
OFFICERS 
Time: 11:26pm ET  
Synopsis: 
 The first patrol unit shows when reinforcements arrive. One of the police officers comes out to assist, the 
second camera shows Ernesto Delgadillo Rodriguez, face down, against the trunk and submitted 
by an officer, when he resists being handcuffed, an officer hit him 4 times on the back. Delgadillo 
Rodriguez screams while officers take him out of the camera angle, apparently kicked; now we hear only 
screams, and the vehicle moves. ...more than a minute 15 seconds transpire until a woman walks into the 
scene.  Ernesto Delgadillo Rodriguez filed a suit against the three Knoxville, Tennessee police officers for 
intentionally hitting him in a manner that resulted in physical injuries and the violation of the plaintiff’s 
rights.  The incident took place last July but, only now become public as a result of the legal action filed.  
 
=============================================== 
 
08/12/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: BRIBES PAID TO CALIFORNIA DMV EMPLOYEES FOR ILLEGAL COMERCIAL DRIVERS 
LICENSES 
Time: 11:37pm ET 
Synopsis: 
 At least 100 commercial truck drivers paid up to $5,000 each to bribe California Department of Motor 
Vehicles employees for illegal licenses, federal authorities said on Tuesday. Officials said up to 23 traffic 
accidents could be related to the fraud, though there were no fatalities. Emma Klem, a 45-year-old Salinas 
DMV employee, and trucking school owner Kulwidner Dosanjh Singh, 58, both pleaded guilty Tuesday to 
commit bribery and identity fraud, U.S. Attorney Benjamin Wagner said. Two other DMV employees in 
Salinas and Sacramento and two other Central Valley trucking school operators have been arrested on 
similar charges. The employees changed computer records to falsely show that drivers had passed 
written and behind-the-wheel tests after they were bribed by the owners of three truck-driving schools 
between June 2011 and March 2015, according to court documents. "Individuals who use their positions 
to obtain commercial drivers' licenses for unskilled and untested drivers jeopardize our nation's security 
and safety. Allowing unqualified drivers to operate heavy commercial trucks on our highways is honestly 
quite chilling," said Carol Webster, acting assistant special agent in charge of the U.S. Homeland Security 
Investigations office in Sacramento. DMV examiners Andrew Kimura, 30, of Sacramento and Robert 
Turchin, 65, of Salinas were indicted last week on charges of conspiracy, bribery and fraud in connection 
with identification documents, along with trucking school owners Pavitar Dosangh Singh, 55, of 
Sacramento, and Mangal Gill, 55, of San Ramon.  Class A commercial drivers' licenses are required to 
operate trucks, including 18-wheel cargo semitrailers. They are tougher to obtain than regular driver 
licenses. Applicants must pass both a written test and a behind-the-wheel test that is offered at a limited 
number of DMV locations, including Salinas. The DMV has canceled or revoked more than 600 licenses 
that are potentially linked to fraud, including 100 that were pinpointed by investigators, DMV chief 
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investigator Frank Alvarez said. Drivers can retake the tests, sometimes after a hearing, and Wagner said 
none are likely to be prosecuted during the ongoing probe because investigators are targeting the 
organizers. 
 
============================================= 
 

08/13/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic:  NEW GALLUP POLL REGARDING US CITIZENS IN FAVOR OF IMMIGRATION REFORM TO 
ALLOW UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS TO STAY IN THIS COUNTRY 
Time: 6:09pm ET  
Synopsis: 
Two in three U.S. adults favor a plan to allow immigrants who are living illegally in the U.S. to remain in 
the country and become citizens if they meet certain requirements over time. Far fewer support allowing 
those immigrants to remain in the U.S. to work for a limited period of time (14%), or to deport all of these 
immigrants back to their home countries (19%). U.S. adults' views have been largely stable over the past 
decade. The latest update comes from Gallup's 2015 Minority Rights and Relations poll, conducted June 
15-July 10. The poll included larger samples of blacks and Hispanics. Immigration is of special 
significance to Hispanics, about half of whom are immigrants themselves, according to the poll. Hispanics 
(77%) are more likely than non-Hispanic whites (62%) or non-Hispanic blacks (70%) to favor a path to 
citizenship for immigrants who are in the U.S. illegally. One in five whites, compared with 14% of blacks 
and 8% of Hispanics, prefer deporting undocumented immigrants back to their home countries. Hispanics 
are slightly less likely now than in 2006 (86%) to favor a path to citizenship for immigrants. The 2006 
survey was the last time Gallup asked the question in a poll that included an expanded sample of 
Hispanics. Whites' and blacks' views are largely unchanged since then. 
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: VIDEO OF 3 POLICE OFFICES BEATING A MAN THEY ARRESTED IN LOS ANGELES, 
CALIFORNIA 
Time: 11:26pm ET  
Synopsis:  
A video which shows 3 sheriff's officers beating a man has gone viral.  The incident took place at night on 
Saturday August 7, 2015 in East Los Angeles.   Witnesses who published the video say that the man was 
not armed and that he was hit at least 15 times.   The LA sheriff department says they are aware of the 
incident but, pointed that it was important to know what happened from beginning to end.  
 
=============================================== 
 
08/14/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: USA FLAG HOISTED IN HAVANA EMBASSY 
Time: 6:10pm ET  
Synopsis: 
John Kerry, the first US Secretary of State to visit Cuba in 70 years, presided over the ceremony in 
Havana. The US flag was presented by the same US marines who brought it down in 1961.  
Mr. Kerry said the US administration wanted to lift the trade embargo on the island - something that the 
Republican-controlled US Congress has blocked.  In an open letter on Thursday, former  
Cuban leader Fidel Castro said the US owed Cuba millions of dollars because of its 53-year-long 
embargo. Mr. Kerry described the hoisting of the flag as a "historic moment" speaking during  
the ceremony on Friday.  But he also warned that the US would not stop pressing for political change in 
Cuba. "The people of Cuba would be best served by a genuine democracy, where people are free to 
choose their leaders," he told a crowd of hundreds gathered outside the embassy building. Mr. Kerry said 
Congress will not lift the economic embargo if there is no movement on issues of freedom of conscience. 
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============================================== 
 

08/15/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: GOP CANDIDATES VISIT IOWA STATE FAIR 
Time: 5:37pm ET  
Synopsis: 
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton is standing firm that she never sent or received 
emails on her homebrew email server that were marked classified. Clinton tells reporters at the Iowa State 
Fair on Saturday she was going to let the inquiry into her email use go forward. Clinton turned the server 
over to the FBI recently to investigate the security of her email setup. Thousands of pages of her emails 
publicly released in recent months show Clinton did receive messages later marked classified, including 
some that contained material regarding the production and dissemination of U.S. intelligence. Clinton's 
use of a homemade server during her time as secretary of state has dogged her campaign. She blamed 
her Republican challengers and GOP House members on Saturday for turning the affair into a partisan 
issue. Republican presidential front-runner Donald Trump is set for a rock-star's entrance to the fair, 
landing in a helicopter in athletic fields just over a mile from the fairgrounds. He plans to visit the famed 
butter cow, but the Des Moines Register's political soapbox isn't on his itinerary. Trump is feuding with the 
newspaper after it published an editorial last month calling for the real estate mogul to end his bid for the 
White House. The Trump campaign, in turn, denied credentials to the newspaper's reporter to cover his 
campaign. Trump descends on the Iowa summer festival as the leading Republican candidate. His 
standing in the leadoff caucus state has remained strong despite a recent dust-up with Fox News host 
Megyn Kelly and ongoing criticism over his comments about Mexican immigrants. Trump has drawn 
enthusiastic response for promising to be a smart president who makes great deals. So far he has not 
released any specific policy proposals. The Democratic and Republican front-runners are among the 
presidential candidates courting voters Saturday at the Iowa State Fair, but Hillary Rodham Clinton and 
Donald Trump are unlikely to cross paths. The early arrival at the fairgrounds was Democrat Lincoln 
Chafee, who strolled the main pathway greeting voters before 9 a.m.  The former Rhode Island governor 
says when he takes the soapbox in the afternoon he'll extoll his executive experience and his plans for the 
future. He also says he hopes to check out some of the livestock. But when asked what fair food he may 
try, he hedged.  
 
==================================================== 
 
08/16/2015 
 
VO : 30 secs 
Topic: DONALD TRUMP IMMIGRATION  
Time: 6:17pm ET 
Synopsis: 
Donald Trump would reverse President Obama's executive orders on immigration and deport all 
undocumented immigrants from the U.S. as President, he said in an exclusive interview with NBC's Chuck 
Todd.  "We're going to keep the families together, but they have to go," he said in the interview, which 
aired in full on NBC's "Meet the Press" Sunday.  Pressed on what he'd do if the immigrants in question 
had nowhere to return to, Trump reiterated: "They have to go." "We will work with them. They have to go. 
Chuck, we either have a country, or we don't have a country,"...Speaking on Trump's gilded private plane 
as it idled on a runway in Des Moines, Iowa, the real-estate mogul and Republican presidential front 
runner offered the first outlines of the immigration policy proposals he'd implement from the Oval Office. 
Trump said, to begin, "we have to" rescind Obama's executive order offering those brought to the U.S. 
illegally as children - known as DREAMERs - protection from deportation, as well as Obama's unilateral 
move to delay deportation for their families as well.  
 
============================================== 
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08/17/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: BEFORE GOING TO JURY DUTY DONALD TRUMP TALKS ABOUT IMMIGRATION PLAN  
Time: 6:12pm ET  
Synopsis: 
Donald Trump kept his appointment to serve jury duty in New York.  He says that in 4 years he will be 
praised for his immigration plan which includes a mega wall along the southern border, which he says, 
Mexico will pay for under budget and before schedule....He says no one will be able to sneak through 
such a wall...Estimates are that of 1,900 miles of the southern us border, only 760 are fenced.  The per 
mile estimate is $3,900,000 (depending on the topography).  If Mexico refuses to pay, Trump would 
increase the price of visas, commercial taxes and would seize money transfers sent by undocumented 
immigrants.  But, according to Trump, the key is to make it impossible for illegals to work in the U.S.  
Trump proposes deporting illegal criminal, but also, all undocumented immigrants.  Dreamers say that 
they grew up in the U.S, where will they go?  
 
VO: 30 secs 
Topic: IRS HACKING WAS GREATER THAN ANTICIPATED 
Time: 4:34am ET 
Synopsis: 
On Monday, the IRS revealed that a criminal syndicate's massive theft of American taxpayer data was 
much worse than originally thought. In May, the government agency said criminals used a tool on the IRS 
website to steal the tax forms of 104,000 people. It has revised that number up to 220,000. The tax-
collection agency said it realized the total number of victims was twice as high after it conducted "an 
extensive review covering the 2015 filing season." The IRS is now sending letters to those taxpayers to 
warn them about potential identity theft, offer free credit protection and give them an extra PIN to protect 
future tax filings. 
 
============================================== 
 
08/18/2015 
   
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: NO CITIZENSHIP FOR ILLEGAL MIGRANTS' BABIES 
Time: 5:30 
Synopsis: 
Many legal scholars believe the issue was settled by an 1898 decision of the U.S. Supreme Court 
involving a man born in the United States to Chinese parents who lived here legally. After a trip abroad, 
Wong Kim Ark was blocked from re-entering the country on the grounds that he was not a citizen. He 
fought back and won. By a 6-2 vote, the court said the 14th Amendment applied to virtually everyone born 
here, except for children of enemies of the U.S. or of foreign diplomats, or children born on Native 
American reservations, which were considered sovereign entities. Nearly 100 years later, in 1982, the 
Supreme Court used language that seemed to indicate the protection applied to children of illegal 
immigrants as well.  In ruling that Texas must provide a free public education to undocumented children, 
the court said in a footnote that "no plausible distinction with respect to Fourteenth Amendment 
'jurisdiction' can be drawn between resident aliens whose entry into the United States was lawful, and 
resident aliens whose entry was unlawful."  
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANT WHO WORKS IN A TRUMP HOTEL 
Time: 11 pm 
Synopsis: 
Meet Ricardo Aca, an undocumented immigrant who works at the Trump SoHo hotel in New York City. 
Aca is the subject of a short video profile produced by New Left Media in which the Puebla, Mexico native 
addresses Donald Trump's assertion that Mexican immigrants are criminals, drug dealers and rapists. 
"Trump keeps pointing out all these immigrants that have done these terrible things, but those aren't the 
immigrants that I know. That's not what we're like, “ ca said in the video. "It doesn't make me proud to go 
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to work every day under his name." Though he fears he may lose his job for speaking out against Trump, 
Aca says he feels compelled to prove the Republican presidential candidate wrong. 
 
============================================== 
 
08/19/2015 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: 2ND DUMP FROM ASHLEY MADISON HACK TWICE THE SIZE, INCLUDES CEO E-MAIL 
Time: 10:45 pm 
Synopsis: 
Hackers behind the breach of the Ashley Madison cheater's dating service have released a second, much 
bigger dump of sensitive materials that may include a massive amount of e-mail from its parent 
company's CEO Noel Biderman. The BitTorrent download totals 19GB and includes 13 GB file titled 
noel.biderman.mail.7z, prompting speculation it contains e-mail from Biderman, who is CEO of Ashley 
Madison parent company Avid Life Media. The new leak comes two days after Avid Life Media officials left 
open the possibility a previous 10GB download may not have been genuine. As it turned out, the leaked 
materials were real and showed the hackers had burrowed further into Ashley Madison than almost 
anyone had imagined. 
 
============================================== 
 
08/20/2015 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: NEW SECURITY PROCEDURES AT MOVIE THEATRES 
Time: 3:30 pm 
Synopsis: 
Movie theater chain Regal Entertainment Group has begun to check bags in response to shootings at 
theaters around the country, a procedure it acknowledged on its website was "not without flaws" and 
would inconvenience guests but provide better security. It's unclear when the policy began, but several 
local TV stations reported online that customers noticed the change in Texas, Virginia, Florida and Ohio 
beginning earlier this month.  Regal spokesman Richard Grover did not respond to requests for comment 
Wednesday. The Knoxville, Tennessee, company operates some 570 theaters around the country. On its 
website, the company says that security issues have become a daily part of the lives in America and says 
that bags and backpacks are subject to inspection before entering. National Amusements Inc.'s 
Showcase chain, which runs about 30 theaters in the northeastern U.S., says on its website that it has 
banned backpacks and packages and reserves the right to search purses and bags. It says the policy, 
which began  ug.  , will be in place "for the time being”. 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: IMMIGRATION-CENTER PROTESTERS DEMAND CHANGE 
Time: 11:30 pm 
Synopsis: 
Protesters gathered outside the Phoenix Immigration and Customs Enforcement Office on Thursday 
morning to memorialize detainees who died at a detention center in Eloy and to demand the shutdown of 
detention centers nationwide. Thursday marked three months since the death of inmate Jose de Jesus 
Deniz Sahagun, who federal officials say committed suicide. Deniz was the 14th person to die at Eloy 
Detention Center since 2003, making it the deadliest immigrant-detention facility in the country. Former 
Eloy detainees and employees of Puente Arizona, a grassroots migrants-right organization, gathered 
around 11 a.m. holding signs that read, "Justice for Jose de Jesus" and "If I die in ICE custody, don't 
believe their lies." Puente Arizona maintains that there are discrepancies in the official accounts of the 
deaths of detainees at Eloy. 
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Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: LACK OF UBER'S DRIVER SCREENING PRACTICES 
Time: 11 pm 
Synopsis: 
The ride-hailing revolution holds the potential to radically change the way people get around. But the 
political battle over Uber and Lyft in California has focused on something more obscure: fingerprints. Uber 
is facing some of the fiercest challenges to its business practices from an array of California officials who 
claim the Silicon Valley-based company does not adequately screen its rapidly expanding pool of tens of 
thousands of drivers. In Los Angeles, Sacramento and San Francisco, the 5-year-old company valued at 
$50 billion is battling demands that it use law enforcement fingerprint checks to help ensure customers 
aren't getting into cars with drivers who have recent records of violence or crime. The debate intensified 
this week. Los Angeles lawmakers weighed a proposal to allow the services full access to Los Angeles 
International Airport, while district attorneys in L.A. and San Francisco said they had identified 25 Uber 
drivers with convictions for murder, assault, driving under the influence and other offenses. 
 
============================================== 
 
08/21/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: MEXICAN UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANT BEAT BY 2 MEN IN BOSTON 
Time: 6:10pm ET  
Synopsis: 
Donald Trump on Friday denounced a violent attack against a homeless Hispanic man in Boston whose 
attacker told police he was inspired, in part, by Trump's rhetoric that people in the country illegally should 
be deported. It was a change in tone for the Republican presidential candidate, who's known for his 
incendiary remarks. "Boston incident is terrible. We need energy and passion, but we must treat each 
other with respect," Trump tweeted after coming under criticism for failing to condemn the attack more 
strongly. "I would never condone violence." Scott and Steve Leader were arrested early Wednesday on 
charges they beat a 58-year-old Hispanic man while he slept near a Boston train station. One of the 
brothers later told police Trump "was right" about deporting "all these illegals," according to a police 
report. The comments marked a change in tone for Trump, who on Wednesday appeared far less troubled 
by it. After being told about the attack at a press conference ahead of New Hampshire town hall on 
Wednesday evening, Trump said it was the first he'd heard of it. "I think that would be a shame," he said, 
before adding: "I will say, the people that are following me are very passionate. They love this country. 
They want this country to be great again. And they are very passionate." Trump has inflamed Latinos by 
describing Mexican immigrants as "criminals" and "rapists" and saying he would build a wall between the 
United States and Mexico to crack down on illegal immigration.  
 
=========================================== 
 
08/22/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: CALIFORNIA JUDGE ORDERS RELEASE OF DETAINED UNDOCUMENTED CHILDREN HELD 
AT DETENTION CENTERS 
Time: 5:33pm ET  
Synopsis: 
In a filing late on Friday, US district judge Dolly Gee refused the government's request to reconsider her 
ruling in late July that children held in family detention centers after crossing the US-Mexico border 
illegally must be released rapidly. Calling the government's latest arguments "repackaged and reheated", 
she found the US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in breach of a longstanding legal agreement 
stipulating that immigrant children cannot be held in unlicensed secured facilities, and gave agency 
officials until 23 October to comply. DHS lawyers had asked the judge to reconsider her ruling, arguing 
that the agency was already doing its best to move families through detention quickly and that the facilities 
had been converted into short-term processing centers. Attorneys for the government are reviewing the 
order, said Nicole Navas, a DHS spokeswoman, on Friday night. This is the second time Gee has ruled 
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that detaining children violates parts of a 1997 settlement from an earlier case. The settlement requires 
minors to be placed with a relative or in appropriate non-secure custody within five days. If there is a large 
influx of minors times may be longer, but children still must be released as expeditiously as possible, 
under the terms of the law. In her order, Gee countered that immigration officials "routinely failed to 
proceed as expeditiously as possible to place accompanied minors, and in some instances, may still be 
unnecessarily dragging their feet now". Peter Schey, executive director of the Center for Human Rights 
and Constitutional Law, said that the court's order "will protect refugee children and their mothers from 
lengthy and entirely senseless detention". The government poured millions of dollars into two large 
detention centers in Texas after tens of thousands of immigrant families, mostly mothers with children 
from Central America, crossed the Rio Grande into the US last summer. Many have petitioned for asylum 
after fleeing gang and domestic violence back home. 
 
======================================================================== 
 
08/23/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: US JUSTICE DEPARTMENT WEIGHS OPTIONS AFTER JUDGE ORDERS GOVERNMENT TO 
FREE MIGRANT CHILDREN IN DETENTION  
Time: 10:37pm ET  
Synopsis: 
US department of Homeland Security (DHS) announced that is considering options to respond to a 
federal judicial order to free immigrant children held at various detention centers.  Judge Dolly Gee, said 
that DHS could not detain immigrant minors for longer than 72 hours unless they represent a flight risk or 
a danger to national security of the United States.  The magistrate designated by president Obama, gave 
until October 23 to have DHS comply with her order.  In a written statement, (DHS) said it will continue to 
review cases of detained undocumented immigrants as expeditiously as possible, while at the same time 
respecting the rights of detainees.   Once more, DHS rejected a July 24 finding by Judge Gee, before a 
Los Angeles (California) tribunal, saying that the government had violated the 1997 "Acuerdo Flores" 
(Flores Agreement) which prohibits detention of minors and established the regulations of housing those 
who request asylum in the United States.  In a 15 page document, the magistrate rejected the argument 
by the government that restricting detentions would fuel a new wave of illegal immigration from Central 
America, the judged called it a strategy to cause "fears". 
 
============================================================================== 
 
08/25/2015 
 
VO :30 secs 
Topic: JORGE RAMOS AND DONALD TRUMP "FACE TO FACE" 
Time: 10:43pm ET 
Synopsis: 
It was an awkward start to an event in Dubuque, Iowa between presidential republican pre-candidate 
Donald Trump and Univision anchor Jorge Ramos who stood to ask a question and Trump told him to sit 
down and to go back to Univision.  Trump security escorted him out of the ballroom.  Jorge returned and 
was allowed to ask question about immigration and the 11 million undocumented persons that Trump 
says he wants to deport if he is to become President of the United States.  Ramos asked about the Latin 
vote, Trump replied by asking about how much did he know the suit was against Univision.  Ramos then 
took up the subject of acceptance among Latinos. 
 
================================================== 
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08/26/2015 
 
Vo :30 secs 
Topic: HISPANIC STUDENTS LESS PREPARED TO MOVE ON TO COLLEGE IN CALIFORNIA  
Time 10:45pm ET  
Synopsis: 
A performance gap on the ACT college entrance exam persisted this year between California's Latino and 
white high school students, according to new test results Readiness for College...Latinos struggle to close 
gap with whites in California ACT scores...A performance gap on the ACT college entrance exam 
persisted this year between California's Latino and white high school students, according to new test 
results. Educators and experts find this trend particularly concerning. They had hoped for better results 
from the relatively small segment of test takers who are largely a self-selected group of students who are 
motivated to get to college. "I find it really disturbing," said Mark Schneider, a vice president at American 
Institutes for Research who previously directed the federal government's education research arm. Across 
the country, the class of 2015 stagnated, with 40% of the 1.9 million test takers showing what the 
organization calls "strong readiness," according to results released Wednesday. In California, 30% of the 
class of 2015 took the test. California students overall outperformed their peers nationally. While 28% of 
students across the country met all four ACT targets, intended to represent college success, 37% of 
California's test takers did so. California's test takers had an average overall score of 22.5, compared to 
21 nationally. A maximum score is 36.  The gap between Latino and white students has remained since at 
least 2011. In 2011, 25% of Latino students met three or more ACT targets, compared to 69% of white 
students. In 2015, 28% of Latino students met three or more, compared to 70% of whites - representing a 
continuous gap of more than 40 percentage points. The ethnic breakdown of test takers is not precisely 
the same as the state's: nearly 28% of test takers were white, and about 38% were Latino. According to 
census data, California's population between the ages of 18 and 24 is 31% white and 47% Latino. 
 
================================================== 
 
08/27/2015 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: NEW POLL OVER DEMOCRATS AND REPUBLICANS 
Time: 5:30 pm 
Synopsis: 
A new poll shows Joe Biden performing a little better than Hillary Clinton against the leading GOP 
candidates in a general election matchup, and his favorability is higher than that of any candidate -- 
Democrat or Republican. Quinnipiac University's national poll, released Thursday, finds that Clinton 
remains the Democratic frontrunner with 45 percent, but her lead over Bernie Sanders has slipped by 10 
percentage points. Sanders has 22 percent, and Biden comes in third with 18 percent. On the Republican 
side, Donald Trump broadened his lead -- he's now at 28 percent, with Ben Carson trailing at 12 percent 
and Jeb Bush slipping back into a three-way tie for third with Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio (they each have 
7 percent). But Trump is also the candidate with the highest percentage of GOP voters (26 percent) who 
say there's "no way" they would support him. Eleven percent of Democrats would say "no way" to Clinton. 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: DEPORTEES RETURN TO U.S. UNDER LAWSUIT SETTLEMENT 
Time: 11:30 pm 
Synopsis: 
Though they blended in with the vibrant crowd circulating through the San Ysidro Port of Entry on 
Tuesday, the six people wearing wide grins weren't tourists or daytime shoppers. They were crossing the 
border with hopes of gaining the right to live in the United States. The six were the first members of a 
class-action lawsuit eligible to return to the U.S. under the provisions of a settlement reached between the 
American Civil Liberties Union and the Department of Homeland Security earlier this year. There are likely 
hundreds of unauthorized immigrants like them. The lawsuit was filed by the ACLU in 2013 accusing U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement and the Border Patrol in Southern California of using coercive 
tactics to pressure unauthorized immigrants into voluntarily leaving the United States. The suit, filed on 
behalf of nine Mexican nationals and three immigrant advocacy organizations, said the immigrants were 
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deprived of their right to be heard by an immigration judge, who might have granted them legal status 
under certain programs. 
 
================================================== 
 
08/28/2015 
 
Duration :30 sec. 
Topic: MASSIVE RELEASE OF DETAINED UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANT MOTHERS AND 
CHILDREN IN TEXAS 
Time: 10:39pm ET 
Synopsis: 
Due to court order from California, undocumented mothers arrested at the Dilley family detention center in 
Texas are being release at the San  ntonio bus station. We interviewed three today who got out and one 
father from El Salvador.   Also, we interviewed Jonathan Ryan, Director of RAICES, the organization that 
is giving them humanitarian assistance after they are dropped off. Unofficially, there is a rumor that 
hundreds of Moms will be release between today and tomorrow in San Antonio. 
 
========================================================== 
 
08/30/2015 
 
Duration :30 sec. 
Topic: SANDERS GAINING ON CLINTON. '2008 ALL OVER AGAIN' 
Time: 2:23pm ET 
Synopsis: 
When a wispy-haired, septuagenarian senator from Vermont with a Larry David-style and a life-long 
passion for talking about income inequality decided to run for president, not many took him seriously. 
That's especially true, considering that senator Bernie Sanders was going up against the New York 
Yankees of Democratic politics - the Clintons. But now Sanders is gaining in the polls, including in the 
gold-standard poll in Iowa - out Saturday night.  The Iowa Poll, paid for by Des Moines Register and 
conducted by the reputable J. Ann Selzer, showed Sanders just 7 points behind Hillary Clinton, who leads 
37 to 30 percent among likely Democratic caucus-goers. 
 
=========================================================== 
 
08/31/2015 
 
Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: CHRISTIE'S LAUGHABLE FEDEX SOLUTION ON IMMIGRATION 
Time: 3:30 pm 
Synopsis: 
Relax, it's FedEx. That's a slogan associated with one of the world's largest express transportation 
companies. It is also the latest policy proposal put forth by 2016 GOP presidential hopeful Chris Christie. 
Christie said that he wants FedEx founder Fred Smith to come and work for the government to show U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) how to set up a system for tracking people. Christie's idea 
would be laughable were he not serious. The idea of tracking people like packages would likely be both 
impossible and inhumane. Moreover, it would do nothing toward solving the problem of what to do with 
the majority of the 11 million undocumented immigrants who are already here. The jumping off point for 
Christie's bizarre proposal seems to be the fact that roughly 40% of undocumented immigrants do not 
sneak across the border. They enter the country legally and then simply overstay their visas. Although he 
did not offer details, implementing Christie's idea would presumably involve some sort of device by which 
the government could monitor the movements of all those who enter legally on visas. 
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Duration: 30 sec. 
Topic: 2016 ELECTION NEW IOWA POLL 
Time: 4:30 pm 
Synopsis: 
Vermont Sen. Bernie Sanders and businessman Donald Trump - the two biggest anti-establishment 
candidates in the Democratic and Republican presidential primary fields, respectively - have seen their 
support surge, according to a new survey of voters likely to participate in the Iowa caucuses. In the Des 
Moines Register/Bloomberg Politics poll, Sanders is now polling just seven points behind Democratic front 
runner Hillary Clinton, nearly doubling his share of the vote since the last survey was conducted in May. 
Sanders takes 30 percent support, while Clinton draws 37 percent, marking the first time she's dropped 
below 50 percent in the poll. Trump, meanwhile, has seen a remarkable reversal in both his support and 
popularity in the state since May. Back then, he was polling at just 4 percent support and his favorability 
was at -36 points; now, he leads the pack with 23 percent support and his favorability is at +26 points. 
Retired neurosurgeon Ben Carson has also seen significant gains in the Hawkeye state, surging from 10 
percent support in May to 18 percent now, and improving an already strong favorability rating of +41 
points to +71 points. 
 
 

 

===================END OF AUGUST 2015 NEWS BRIEF REPORT======================== 
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KAJB UNIMAS NEWS BRIEFS 

 

SEPTEMBER 1, 2015 – SEPTEMBER 30, 2015 

  

  

09/01/2015 

  

VO: 30 secs 

Topic:  ICE RAID IN LOS ANGELES 

Time: 5:22pm ET 

Synopsis: 

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement officers (ICE) arrested 244 immigrants from 

across the Southland, who have previous criminal records and pose a threat to public 

safety, during a four-day raid. All 244 immigrants taken into custody had criminal 

records, with 56 percent involved in felony convictions for serious or violent offenses 

such as weapons charges, drug violations and child sex crimes. The remaining 44 

percent had previous convictions for significant or multiple misdemeanors, according to 

ICE. Four of those detained were previously removed from the states and are currently 

being prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney's office for felony re-entry after removal. Two of 

the men, a 46-year-old Guatemalan from Upland and a 50-year-old Salvadoran man 

from Sunland, were involved in child sex abuse cases. The Guatemalan man had 

served 10 years in prison for sexually abusing two children. The remaining immigrants 

who are not being criminally prosecuted are being processed for removal from the U.S. 

The immigrants came from 21 different countries including Mexico, Peru, Thailand, 

France and Ghana. The majority of those arrested, 99, were from Los Angeles County, 

with 55 coming from Orange County, 43 from San Bernardino County, 24 from Riverside 

County, 20 from Santa Barbara County, and three from San Luis Obispo County.  

 

==================================================== 

  

09/02/2015 
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VO: 30 secs 

Topic: ACLU FIGHTS U.S. FUNDING FOR LOS ANGELES POLICE BODY CAMERAS 

Time: 3:22pm  

Synopsis: 

A civil rights group asked the U.S. government on Thursday to deny Los Angeles police 

the funding they sought for body cameras for patrol officers, objecting to a policy that 

would allow the police chief to withhold video footage from the public. The nearly 9,900-

member Los Angeles Police Department is the nation's third-largest metropolitan police 

force and the biggest to commit to equipping all its patrol officers, numbering about 

7,000, with so-called bodycams. City officials say the cameras will build public trust after 

a series of racially charged police shootings and other encounters sparked protests and 

unrest in the United States 

  

=========================================== 

  

09/03/2015 

  

VO: 30 secs 

Topic: TRUMP SIGNS PLEDGE 

Time: 5:23pm ET  

Synopsis: 

U.S. presidential hopeful Donald Trump has agreed not to run as an independent 

candidate if he loses the Republican nomination for the 2016 elections. "I will be totally 

pledging my allegiance to the Republican Party and the conservative principles for 

which it stands," he said on Thursday. He had earlier refused to rule it out. The 

billionaire business mogul, who has been soaring in the polls, has come under pressure 

in recent weeks from the Republican Party to sign the pledge. His announcement on 

Thursday will be seen as a victory for the party, who may have seen a split in its support 

and given the Democrats a boost had Donald Trump pressed ahead as an independent 

candidate. He said he had received nothing for signing the loyalty pledge, aside from the 

assurance that he would be treated fairly in the race. 'Won't tear it up' Mr. Trump was 
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booed by audience members during the Republican presidential debate earlier this 

month after he refused to rule out a third-party run. He was the only candidate not to 

commit to back the winner of the party's primaries.  The Republican Party National 

Committee has since sought a loyalty pledge from each of its presidential hopefuls, in 

what is believed to be a first for the party.  

  

============================================================== 

  

09/04/2015 

  

VO: 30 secs 

Topic: NEW HOPE FOR VICTIMS OF CRIMES IN THE USA 

Time:  11:2pm ET  

Synopsis: 

The Assembly passed a bill today by Senate President pro Tempore Kevin de León and 

Speaker Toni G. Atkins to reduce the threat of deportation of immigrant crime victims 

and foster their trust and cooperation with law enforcement. SB 674, the Immigrant 

Victims of Crime Equity Act, requires local and state law enforcement agencies to sign 

certifications for qualified immigrant crime victims when they have been helpful to the 

investigation of crimes like sexual assault and domestic violence. These certifications 

are prerequisites to an application for a Victim of Crime "U-Visa." U-Visas are issued by 

the federal government and prevent deportation of victims of specific crimes who have 

been helpful to the investigation or prosecution.  Pro Tem De León and Speaker Atkins 

say that SB 674 is necessary because some local law enforcement officials deny 

certification based on their political views on immigration and not the criteria established 

by the U-Visa process. Michelle Carey, Senior Attorney, Los Angeles Center for Law 

and Justice, agrees. 

  

================================================= 
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09/05/2015 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: SCHOLARSHIPS ARE GOING WASTED BY STUDENTS WHO DON'T KNOW 

THAT FUNDS ARE AVAILABLE 

Time:  5:32pm ET 

Synopsis: 

Unfortunately parents of Hispanic don't seem to know there is money for scholarships 

available for their sons and daughters, no matter their immigration status.  Michelle 

Lopez of the Dignity Universal leadership program says there are 300 billon dollars 

nationally and at the state level and more so if they look in the military or 

corporations.   This presents itself as a necessity because in the next 5 years, 3 out of 

every 4 jobs will require some type of higher level education.  College offers the 

possibility of earning a minimum of 45,000 a year.  Adriana Garcia is Mexican, is 

studying nursing, has benefited from DACA and was able to obtain a scholarship thanks 

to the help offered by her mother who died of cancer.  Adriana was out 2 years, but was 

able to save to pay for her first semester and was able to apply and obtain a scholarship 

for her second semester.  Recently, she got a second scholarship; her goal is to become 

a physician to help patients who don't speak English.  

  

============================================================= 

  

09/07/2015 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic:  GOVERNMENT CONTRACTOR EMPLOYEES CAN BENEFIT FROM SICK 

LEAVE 

Time 5:36pm ET 

Synopsis: 

President Barack Obama used a Labor Day speech to denounce Republicans for a 

"constant attack on working Americans" as he signed an executive order extending paid 
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sick leave to an additional 300,000 federal workers. Those working on federal contracts 

will have the opportunity to earn up to seven sick days per year, depending on how 

many hours they work, according to a release from the White House. The statement 

said the changes will go into effect with new contracts beginning in 2017 - just as 

Obama prepares to leave office.  

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: POLITICAL ASSYLUM FOR DINA MATUTE, A 9 YEAR OLD HONDURAN GIRL 

IN CHICAGO 

Time 11:26pm ET 

 

Synopsis: 

The 9-year-old girl celebrated after an immigration judge approved her asylum 

case.   Dina crossed the U.S border alone in 2014; she was one of 52 thousand Central 

American children who fled the violence in the countries between October 2013 and 

June 2014.  Her mother says that she does not regret having taken the decision of 

sending her alone and that no one knows what it is to send a child and being separated 

from them without being able to provide a future for them.  Dina was lucky, thousands of 

other children are not and this has to change.  Dina is fortunate to speak English, go to 

school and already has a clear goal of who she wants to be in the future. (She wants to 

be lawyers to help children such as her).  Her next step is to become a resident and 

someday, a citizen of the United States.  

 

============================================== 

  

09/09/2015 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: DOS FORECASTS AVAILABILITY OF IMMIGRANT VISAS 

Time 4:22pm  

Synopsis: 
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The Department of State's (DOS) Chief of the Visa Control and Reporting Division, 

Charlie Oppenheim, shared extensive information on the future availability of immigrant 

visas (green cards) in light of the recent changes to the Visa Bulletin which include the 

incorporation of a "Date for Filing" date. The DOS is the government agency that 

controls and tracks the annual quotas on the issuance of green cards. Each month the 

DOS issues the Visa Bulletin which outlines the availability of green cards for that 

month. 

  

========================================================== 

  

09/10/2015 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: REFUGEE CRISIS: PRESSURE BUILDS FOR U.S. TO WELCOME MORE 

SYRIANS 

Time 4:25am 

Synopsis: 

Of the 4 million Syrian refugees who have fled attacks by their government and ISIS, the 

United States has taken in 0.03% of them. That's a pitiful number that needs to be 

changed immediately, a growing number of Americans say. Both Republican 

presidential candidate Donald Trump and Democratic candidate Martin O'Malley agree: 

the U.S. needs to step up. But how many should the United States take in? And what 

risks would be involved? So far, the U.S. has accepted 1,500 Syrian refugees. By 

contrast, Germany said it will take in 800,000 migrants in the current refugee crisis. 

Several other countries, such as Turkey, Jordan and Lebanon, have each taken in 

hundreds of thousands of Syrians. 

  

====================================== 
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09/11/2015 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: DNA DATABASE IMPERILED BY PROP. 47 RULING ON JUVENILES 

Time 8:30pm 

Synopsis: 

The California Supreme Court should overturn a lower court ruling that juvenile 

offenders have the same rights as adults to reduced sentences under Proposition 47, 

according to an appeal filed by the San Diego County district attorney. Thousands of 

lawfully obtained DNA samples on file with the Department of Justice are hanging in the 

balance. Dist. Atty. Bonnie Dumanis argued in a motion filed this week that if the July 

ruling by the 4th District Court of Appeal is allowed to stand, it could force the 

destruction of thousands of DNA samples taken from juveniles and adults who were 

convicted of felonies that were reduced to misdemeanors under the measure adopted in 

November. 

  

================================================ 

  

09/12/2015 

  

VO : 30 secs 

Topic: CALIFORNIA ABOUT TO APPROVE EUTHANASIA FOR TERMINALLY ILL 

PATIENTS 

Time: 5:38pm ET 

Synopsis: 

In the U.S.' most populous state, a controversial law is about to be signed by Governor 

Jerry Brown.  According to State Senator Bill Monning, it is a bill that will forever change 

the rights of persons with terminal illnesses.  The case of 28 year-old Brittany Maynard 

is at the center of the bill.  She asked to be administered a medication that will allow her 

to die and end her suffering, but was forced to seek assistance in another 

place.  According to those who back the bill in the California Senate, there are options 
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for the patient and his or her family. With a vote of 43 in favor and 34 against, the 

measure overcame tough obstacles.  After the approval of euthanasia in the state of 

Oregon, there has been a 49% increase of assisted suicide among terminal patients, 

that is 41 percent over the national average.  Religious groups reject the option which 

will allow the governor’s signature in a 90 day period.  Other states that have approved 

assisted suicide are: Oregon, Washington, Vermont, Montana and New México. 

  

================================================================== 
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09/14/2015 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: ANTI-TRUMP PROTESTS IN DALLAS AS THE DONALD GOES ON A 

CAMPAIGN RALLY 

Time: 4:34am ET 

Synopsis: 

Close to 20,000 filled the American airlines center in Dallas, Texas, tonight to hear 

Donald Trump in one of his improvised speeches.  Several anti-Trump protesters 

gathered outside.  Trump reiterated his plan to build a wall between Mexico and the 

U.S.; also, he repeated his promise that the first undocumented immigrants to be 

deported will be gang members.  Protesters repeated that they want to send Trump the 

message that immigrants are hardworking, peaceful and worthy individuals. Trump 

sympathizers assure that the Republican businessman has awakened their political 

interest.  Some of the Trump supporters in attendance were war veterans.  

  

============================================= 

  

09/16/2015 

   

Duration:  45 secs 

Topic: FEDERAL RESERVE NEW TAX RAISE  

Time: 3:27 PM 

Synopsis: 

Starting today, American monetary policy will get about as close as it ever does to high 

drama. In response to the massive crash of 2008, the Federal Reserve drove interest 

rates down to basically zero, and they've stayed there ever since. That's an 

unprecedented run in the modern history of monetary policy, and there's been growing 

chatter that the Fed will bring it to a close following the two-day policy-making meeting 

that begins Wednesday. Yet that expectation hasn't quieted anyone down: Debates 

about whether Fed officials will raise rates, and whether these rates should be raised, 
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are as intense as ever. And no one - including the Fed officials themselves - seems to 

have any idea what they'll ultimately decide. 

  

========================================================== 

  

09/17/2015 

   

Duration: 30secs 

Topic: OFFICIALS DEFEND USE OF PRIVATE PRISONS 

Time: 8:22pm 

Synopsis: 

Current and former officials defended Oklahoma's use of privately run prisons Monday 

following a weekend melee at one of the facilities that left four inmates dead and several 

others wounded. Preliminary reports indicate at least three of the four men who died 

Saturday at the Cimarron Correctional Facility in Cushing had been stabbed. Three 

inmates wounded in the melee remained hospitalized Monday in stable condition, but 

Watkins declined to disclose the nature of their injuries. The prison is one of three 

private facilities housing nearly 6,000 of Oklahoma's prisoners.  

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: REPUBLICAN CARLY FIORINA RISES IN POLLS 

time 5:20am ET 

Synopsis: 

According to the survey, conducted three days after the Sept. 14 debate, Fiorina has 15 

percent supports among Republican and Republican-leaning voters, up from just 3 

percent in August. The former Hewlett-Packard chief executive is one point ahead of 

retired neurosurgeon Ben Carson (14 percent), down 5 points from the previous poll. 

Meanwhile, support for Trump's candidacy - which stood at 32 percent in August - has 

slipped to 24 percent, the new poll shows. Trump, Fiorina and Carson are the only 

candidates in the Republican field who have not held public office.  Florida Sen. Marco 

Rubio, who appeared to score points on foreign policy during the debate, is fourth, at 11 
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percent - up from 3 percent in August. Rounding out the top 10 are former Florida Gov. 

Jeb Bush (9 percent), Texas Sen. Ted Cruz (6 percent), former Arkansas Gov. Mike 

Huckabee (6 percent), Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul (4 percent), New Jersey Gov. Chris 

Christie at (3 percent) and Ohio Gov. John Kasich (2 percent). Wisconsin Gov. Scott 

Walker, who was once leading the crowded GOP field, registered less than half a 

percentage point of support among Republican voters, the CNN/ORC poll found.  

  

========================================================= 

  

09/21/2015 

  

VO :30secs 

Topic: MONEY TO PAY FOR ANKLE BRACELETS FOR UNDOCUMENTED 

IMMIGRANTS 

Time: 11:26pm ET  

Synopsis: 

Activists are raising the flag that a company is making loans to undocumented 

immigrants so they can pay rent to use ankle bracelets (GPS).  The users are 

concerned about their situation, after being detained in Arizona, they had to pay a bond 

for their "freedom" which includes wearing bracelets that they have to pay to have.  The 

amount is close to $10,000 and $3,700 for a contract to have one.  This translates to 

monthly fees of approximately $420.  The "client/immigrants" have to pay back the loan 

made by the company that provides de GPS devices.  

  

====================================== 
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09/22/2015 

VO :30 secs 

Topic: THE U.S. BORDER PATROL ARRESTED NEARLY 10,000 UNACCOMPANIED 

IMMIGRANT CHILDREN  

Time: 5:20pm ET 

Synopsis: 

The U.S. Border Patrol arrested nearly 10,000 unaccompanied immigrant children and 

families caught illegally crossing the border with Mexico in August, a 52 percent jump 

from August 2014, according to statistics published by the agency Monday afternoon. 

Since the start of the fiscal year in October, border agents have arrested more than 

35,000 children traveling alone and more than 34,500 people traveling as families, 

mostly mothers and children. The total number of arrests for the year is down nearly 50 

percent compared with a year ago, but border agents have reported a jump in arrests 

since July. The Border Patrol reported arresting 6,424 unaccompanied immigrant 

children and families in August 2014, compared to 9,790 this year. The August increase 

comes a year after a surge of more than 68,000 unaccompanied children at the U.S.-

Mexico border. Many were trying to escape violence in Honduras, El Salvador or 

Guatemala. For much of the year, the number of illegal border crossings by families and 

children has been far lower than last year, before increasing in July and August. It's 

unclear exactly what has led to the overall decrease in border arrests of families and 

children, but Mexico has stepped up enforcement along its southern border.  

  

======================================== 

  

09/23/2015 

  

VO :30 SECS 

Topic:  SOPHIE CRUZ THE LITTLE IMMIGRANT GIRL THAT HANDED POPE 

FRANCISCO A LETTER 

Time: 5:19pm ET 

Synopsis: 
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A five-year-old girl got past Pope Francis' ironclad security operation on Wednesday 

when she breached the barriers to deliver him a personal letter during the papal parade 

in Washington D.C. Little Sophie Cruz, who is the daughter of illegal immigrants, 

managed to make her way through the crowd of thousands lining Constitution Avenue 

and got within feet of Pope Francis' open-air Pope mobile before Secret Service agents 

stopped her. However, the determined youngster who was wearing a bright yellow T-

shirt, caught the eye of the Pope who beckoned his guards to allow her to approach. 

She then handed over a letter pleading for his intervention in her family's battle to stay in 

the United States. The note called upon the 78-year-old pontiff to help her mother and 

father, as well as the millions of others who are in the U.S. illegally, to remain in the 

country. It stated: 'I believe I have the right to live with my parents, I have the right to be 

happy. 'All immigrants just like my dad help feed this country. They deserve to live with 

dignity. They deserve to live with respect.  

  

========================================================== 

  

VO: 30 secs 

Topic: POPE FRANCIS HISTORIC SPEECH BEFORE U.S. CONGRESS 

Time: 5:21pm ET 

Synopsis: 

The Vatican thinks in centuries, the saying goes, but on Thursday Pope Francis focused 

squarely on what must be done now to embrace immigrants and protect the 

environment. In a nuanced speech lasting nearly an hour, he weighed in on some of the 

country's most controversial issues including the death penalty, abortion, gay marriage 

and climate change. In doing so, Francis became the first pontiff to address Congress. 

Outside, 50,000 ticketed guests watched on giant screens and later glimpsed Francis 

during a brief appearance on the speaker's balcony of the Capitol.  After spending the 

morning with the most powerful people in Washington, Francis visited with the least 

powerful - 250 homeless, poor and mentally ill clients of Catholic Charities of the 

Archdiocese of Washington. "This is a pastoral event, the Pope spending time with 

individuals who are vulnerable and in need which I think is his whole heart," said 

Monsignor John Enzler, who runs the local Catholic Charities program. Earlier, Francis 

had a brief one-on-one meeting with Ohio Republican John Boenher, the first Jesuit 

elected speaker of the House, who invited the pontiff to visit Washington. 
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VO :30 secs 

Topic: POPE FRANCIS AT ST. PATRICK'S CATHEDRAL DELIVERS PRAYER 

Time: 11:26pm ET 

Synopsis: 

Pope Francis arrived in New York City Thursday night and headed directly to St. 

Patrick's Cathedral to take part in evening prayers called vespers.  In his address to 

priests and members of Catholic parishes, the pontiff touched on the clergy sex abuse 

crisis, which has racked the Catholic Church for decades.  

  

===================================== 

  

09/25/2015 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: POPE FRANCIS AT THE UNITED NATIONS 

Time: 4:31pm ET  

Synopsis: 

Pope Francis, the fourth leader of the Catholic Church to address the U.N., used the 

occasion of Friday's speech before the General Assembly to highlight signature themes 

of his pontificate. U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon said the occasion marked the 

first time in the 70-year history of the organization a Pope had attended the opening 

ceremony of the General Assembly, and it was the largest gathering of world leaders. "I 

can only reiterate the appreciation expressed by my predecessors, in reaffirming the 

importance which the Catholic Church attaches to this institution and the hope which 

she places in its activities," the pontiff said.      
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VO :30 secs 

Topic: POPE FRANCIS FULL DAY IN NEW YORK  

Time: 11:26pm ET 

Synopsis: 

Pope Francis’s full day in New York started at ground zero where Buddhists in saffron 

robes, Muslims in bright hijabs and a conservative Jew in a blue-and-gold University of 

Michigan Kippah gathered Friday at the foundations of the original World Trade Center 

to pray with the leader of the Roman Catholic Church. It was a ceremony filled with 

symbolism. The Pope stood in front of a preserved slurry wall that is now part of the 

National September 11 Memorial & Museum, in a room below ground at the foundations 

of the original towers. The wall endured the collapse, keeping the Hudson River from 

flooding the site, and is seen as a tribute to survival. The Pope first met with families of 

first responders killed on 9/11, on the memorial plaza outside, where two subterranean 

waterfalls commemorate the Twin Towers. of the General Assembly, and it was the 

largest gathering of world leaders. 

  

=================================== 

  

09/26/2015 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: POPE FRANCIS IN PHILADELPHIA SPEAKS TO FAMILIES 

Time: 10:43pm ET 

Synopsis:  

Pope Francis says families are a "factory of hope" after he heard stories from families 

from around the world at a Philadelphia festival. Francis gave an off-the-cuff monologue 

in Spanish after hearing from six families from the U.S., Australia, Ukraine, Jordan, 

Nigeria, and his homeland of Argentina at the World Meeting of Families on Saturday. 

He called for families to be cared for and protected - particularly children and the elderly.   

The families told Francis about their joys and struggles, in between musical 

performances from acts including The Fray and Aretha Franklin.  The Secret Service 

had estimated the secured festival space on Philadelphia's Benjamin Franklin Parkway 
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could fit about a quarter-million people. But there were gaps along sidewalks at the 

height of attendance Saturday night. Some people, however, remained on side streets 

and outside the security area.  

 

======================================== 

  

09/27/2015 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: IN PHILADELPHIA POPE FRANCIS SPOKE TO CARDINALS ABOUT SEXUAL 

ABUSE OF CHILDREN AT THE HANDS OF MEN OF THE CLOTH 

Time 2:34 pm ET  

Synopsis: 

The Pope prefaced his address with remarks on the church's ongoing sex-abuse crisis, 

after initially speaking about it earlier in his trip while in Washington, D.C., and being 

criticized by victim advocates on the issue. "God weeps for the sexual abuse of children. 

These cannot be maintained in secret, and I commit to a careful oversight to ensure that 

youth are protected and all responsible will be held accountable," he said.  Vatican 

officials had earlier refused to confirm if the Pope would meet with abuse victims, but the 

Pope announced on Sunday that he had met with victims earlier that morning. 

  

===================================== 

  

09/28/2015 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic:  CALIFORNIA DMV REACHES THE NUMBER OF HALF A MILLION DRIVERS 

LICENSES FOR UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS 

Time:  4:43pm ET 
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Synopsis: 

California has issued more than half a million driver's licenses to immigrants in the 

country illegally under a program that began nine months ago. Armando Botello, a 

spokesman for the state's Department of Motor Vehicles, said Friday that the milestone 

was reached last week. "For us, the DMV, it is a source of great pride to have reached 

half a million this soon. We thought we would issue half a million applications per year 

and we did it in 9 months. This means the DMV work is paying off and that all drivers will 

be safer now," said Botello. The state started providing special permits in January, when 

a law took effect allowing unauthorized immigrants to obtain it with an identification 

document, proof of residence, and after passing a written and a driving exam. Because 

the agency does not ask about race or ethnicity, it is not known how many of the five 

hundred thousand applicants are Latino. However, Botello said most are Hispanic. The 

record number of licenses issued came as a surprise to the agency, which expected to 

reach the half a million mark by the end of the year, said Botello. According to DMV 

estimates, there are a total of 1.4 million potential applicants in the state of California. 

The new licenses initially generated huge interest, with long lines at DMV offices in 

January and February. 

  

VO :30 secs 

Topic: DONALD TRUMP / TAX PLAN 

Time: 5:25am ET 

Synopsis: 

Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump unveiled an ambitious tax plan 

Monday that he says would eliminate income taxes for millions of households, lower the 

tax rate on all businesses to 15% and change tax treatment of companies' overseas 

earnings. Under the Trump plan, no federal income tax would be levied against 

individuals earning less than $25,000 and married couples earning less than $50,000. 

The Trump campaign estimates that would reduce taxes to zero for 31 million 

households that currently pay at least some income tax. The highest individual income-

tax rate would be 25%, compared with the current 39.6% rate.   Many middle-income 

households would have a lower tax rate under Mr. Trump's proposal, but because high-

income households generally pay income tax at much higher rates, his proposed 

across-the-board rate cut could have a positive impact on them, too. For example, an 

analysis of Jeb Bush's plan-taxing individuals' incomes at no more than 28%-by the 

business-backed Tax Foundation found that the biggest percentage winners in after-tax 

income would be the top 1% of earners. Mr. Trump's plan appears designed to help him, 

as the GOP front-runner, cement his standing as a populist-though that message is 
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complicated by the fact that the billionaire, like other Republican leaders, would 

eliminate the estate tax. 

  

 

 9/29/2015 

 

VO :30secs 

Topic: ARIZONA (TUCSON SECTOR) US BORDER PATROL ACUSED OF 

DESTROYING EVIDENCE REGARDING DETAINED UNDOCUMENTED 

IMMIGRANTS 

Time 11:26pm ET 

Synopsis: 

A federal judge in Arizona has slapped the U.S. Border Patrol with sanctions after he 

found that agents had "negligently" or "willfully" destroyed evidence of alleged inhumane 

treatment of immigrants in Tucson detention centers. Videotapes from Tucson sector 

stations were erased or recorded over in the midst of an ongoing civil rights lawsuit filed 

against the Border Patrol by a coalition of human rights groups who say agents routinely 

hold immigrants in cold, dirty, and inhumane cells. The suit was filed in June on behalf 

of three plaintiffs who said detainees are denied food, water, and medical treatment, and 

held for extended periods of time in facilities which the Border Patrol claims are 

designed for short term detention. Judge David C. Bury, who issued the sanctions 

Monday, in August had ordered the Border Patrol not to destroy footage of detainee 

holding areas-but agents did not comply. "The Court concludes the destruction of the 

video-tape recordings made prior to this Court's August 14, 2015, Order was, at best, 

negligent and was certainly willful. Agents will now have to produce all remaining videos 

from the past several months within two weeks. James Lyall, an attorney with the ACLU, 

one of the groups which filed the lawsuit, told the Associated Press that a judge issuing 

sanctions against a government agency is a rare move. 

  

================================================================ 

 

9/30/2015 
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Duration: 30 sec. 

Topic: CALCIUM DOES NOT STRENGTHEN THE BONES 

Time: 3:30 pm 

Synopsis: 

A new study should put the final nail in the coffin for any lingering beliefs that calcium 

supplements are good for you. The new study finds that people over 50 don't get 

stronger bones either by taking supplements or from eating extra servings of calcium-

rich foods such as dairy products. The findings, reported in the British Medical Journal's 

online publication BMJ.com, support what U.S. health officials have been telling 

Americans for a few years now - taking calcium supplements is not just a waste of time, 

but it could be harmful. The extra calcium doesn't go to strengthen bones but instead 

can build up in the arteries, causing heart disease, or in the kidneys, causing kidney 

stones. Most of the studies showed people over 50 get no benefit at all from taking 

either calcium supplements or from eating calcium in food. People were just as likely to 

have a fracture. A few studies showed that people who took calcium supplements might 

have a lower risk, but they were not very clear. 

  

Duration: 30 sec. 

Topic: MORE CASES OF LEGIONNAIRES' DISEASE 

Time: 4:30 pm 

Synopsis: 

More cooling towers in the area of Morris Park in the Bronx have tested positive for 

Legionella bacteria, city health officials announced on Tuesday. This as more cases of 

Legionnaires’ disease has been confirmed in the newest outbreak to hit the borough. 

There are now 10 cases linked to a cluster in Morris Park. That's up from seven when 

the cluster was announced on Monday. The city said all of the cooling towers that tested 

positive were cleaned under the Aug. 6 mandate that was issued in response to a 

deadly outbreak in the South Bronx. 

 

 

===========END OF SEPTEMBER 2015 NEWS BRIEFS REPORT============== 

http://bmj.com/


DATE: 07/01/15 TITLE: Fresh Center, Holtville
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Health Authorities of the county of Imperial announced a new fresh center in the city of
Holtville. Saint Paul Church located at 548 Chestnut Avenue. It will open from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Entertainment and beverages will be offered for entire families. On other news, It is exhort to the community
to keep preventative measures for dehydration.

DATE: 07/01/15 TITLE: Presenting Plant Ethanol
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: County supervisors, authorized the load on 750,000 dollars to California Ethanol Plus Energy
as part of the program for Farming Stimulus. Once the plant is build, it will generate more than 200 jobs.
Utilizing sugar cane and law to produce fuel, originally the investors had asked for 1.5 million  dollars but due
to not having a guaranteed an immediate retribution, it was decided to only loan half of the quantity
originally asked for. The plant will be located at Keystone road and Highway 111 near Brawley.

DATE: 07/01/15 TITLE: Fireworks Precaution
LENGTH: 1:56
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Due to the celebration of the United Stated Independence day, several cities in the Imperial
Valley will have sales on fireworks. For this celebration to elapse with white balance for authorities as well as
service lenders, they recommend to be cautious over all with children. Accidents related with fireworks
amongst 5-years-old to 18-years-old are at a 3% nation level. It is important to read instructions and
conditions also such as firework permits. In case of being caught with playing with illegal fireworks, you may
be fined. From Calexico, Univision News El Centro.

DATE: 07/02/15 TITLE: Inmates Possible Transferred
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Due to over populated prisons in the county of Riverside, there could be a possible transfer
for inmates to Imperial county jail; possibly 35 inmates who will be transferred. Riverside authorities
explained that this could be possible only for a period of 4 years and will pay 82 dollars daily for each inmate
to the county jail. On behalf of the County Sheriff of Imperial,  he hopes for the petition to be reviewed by
supervisors at the end of August.

DATE: 07/02/15 TITLE: House Theft
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro

Noticias El Centro KAJB 5AM



NARRATIVE: El Centro police department investigates a robbery that occurred on the 1,000 block of State
Street. The thieves forced the back door open and took one television, one stereo, two cell phones and one
check. According to the owner, the robbery was registered Saturday and Wednesday. If you have any
information about this case you can contact the El Centro police department at 760-352-2111.

DATE: 07/02/15 TITLE: Security Operative 4th of July
LENGTH: 1:56
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: For the reason of the celebration of Americas Independence day, U.S. Custom’s and Border
protection of the United States, wants to remind the residents of the Imperial Valley that is prohibited to
bring fireworks from Mexico. According to authorities,  Mexican fireworks do not meet California's
regulations. Government agencies affirm that their operatives are not to ruin the fun but on the contrary,
they would want to make sure this festive weekend does not end in tragedy. From Imperial, Abraham
Retana, Univision News El Centro.

DATE: 07/03/15 TITLE: Police Application El Centro
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: With the objective to alert El Centro residents about emergency situations, the city police
initiated the operative of a new telephone device. The notification system is called "Nixle". To activate, send
a text message with the word "ElCentropd" to 888777. Receive you confirmation and its ready. For more
information or to personalize alerts you can consult the internet web-page www.Nixle.com, free and secure
service.

DATE: 07/03/15 TITLE: 4th Of July Celebrations
LENGTH: 2:00
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Several cities in the Imperial Valley are preparing for the celebration of Independence day of
the Unites States. Celebrations begin tonight in the Calexico mall; Fireworks will occur at 9 p.m. On Saturday
afternoon in Calexico, authorities  will also  celebrate at another mall, where it will be celebrated for the first
time. The 25th anniversary of The Liberty Festival  will happen here in the Imperial Valley College,
celebration will begin at 6 p.m. and it is hoped that the firework show to will begin around 9 at night. If you
will attend is it recommended to take precautions since there will be traffic over all in highway 111 and on
Aten Road. From Imperial, Univision news El Centro.

DATE: 07/03/15 TITLE: 4th Of July Festive Vo Sot
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision EL Centro
NARRATIVE: Several cities in the Imperial Valley are preparing to celebrate Unites States Independence
day. On Saturday after 12 in the afternoon in Calexico, the celebrations will be given by authorities in the
commercial Centro under a roof for the first time they will have this celebration. Mean while in Calipatria,
the festivity of the 4th of July will be held at the park located on International Boulevard. For service loaners
this is an important celebration to boost local economy. The most attractive event is organized in the
Imperial Valley Chamber of Commerce. The 25 anniversary of the fire work show named Liberty Festival, it
will be held at the Imperial Valley College at 6 p.m. and it is hoped for the fire work show to begin at 9 at
night.



DATE: 07/06/15 TITLE: 2 Deaths Vo Sot
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Noticias Unvision El Centro
NARRATIVE: 2 individuals lost their life in two different accidents in the Imperial Valley. The first incident
was registered at interstate 8 close to Ocotillo when the man of 70 years of age, originally from Lakeside,
who was traveling and lost control of his vehicle. The second incident was of a young man, Daniel Garcia of
21 years of age. He lost his life when he lost control of his vehicle as it flipped on the outskirts of El Centro on
La Brucherie Road.

DATE: 07/06/15 TITLE: Death In 4th Of July
LENGTH: 1:45
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: During the festive weekend of 4th of July, it left a red balance in the Imperial Valley. 2
individuals lost their life in 2  different car accidents. The first incident was registered on the interstate 8
inbetween Ko-Pah and Ocotillo, when a 70 year old man originally from Lakeside was travelling and lost
control of his vehicle. In the second incidnet a second unfortunate accident was registered of a young man
who lost his life.  The young man was Daniel Garcia, 21 years of age. Daniel lost his life due to wounds during
the accident. His friends and family state hes memory will live for ever.

DATE: 07/06/15 TITLE: Fraudster Employee AM-PM
LENGTH: 30 Sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: An employee of the store AM-PM on Aurora Avenue and 4th street was cought attempting
to commit a fraud. The suspect was identified as 20 years of age, he was not aware everything that was
recorded on surveilance video. The camara caught the employee pocketing money in his pants. When he
was pat down by police, they found in his pocket around 3,000 dollars. According to the employee he was
going to put the money back in the safe.  At the end the company recover their money and they did not
press charges.

DATE: 07/06/15 TITLE: Credit IVC
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: AFter 2 years of receiving a warning of discredit by the college commision of California,
Imperial Valley College completed their credit after correcting their fiscal affair and planning process.
Authorities of IVC explained in a happy and motivated manner to continue offering their services to
students.

DATE: 07/06/15 TITLE: City Of Imperial Growing And Secure
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro



NARRATIVE: The city of Imperial received good news due to a recent study that affirmed that Imperial is
the second safes city in California. With the lowest statistics of theft in the county. It is considered the 4th town
with fastest growth in this state. According to authorities this is due to security at a national educational level
that bring to attention to people who look to live in a peaceful town.

DATE: 07/07/15 TITLE: New Fire Department Team
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The El Centro fire department has acquire new gear that has a value of 90,000 dollars. The
emergency corporation affirms that this gear is necessary since it could make a difference in saving
someone’s life who face between life or death when trapped in a vehicle.

DATE: 07/07/15 TITLE: HighWay 7 Closed Partially
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: High way 7 heading south, on the stretch of highway 98 all the gate to Calexico port of entry
will be partially closed for the next 4 months. Vehicles that travel to Mexico will have to use Menvielle Road.
The circulation of high way 7  heading North will only have one lane. This is the 4th phase in which is hoped it
will be finished by the end of this year. Extreme precaution and obey construction sings that are around that
area.

DATE: 07/07/15 TITLE: Trees In Parks In Calexico
LENGTH: 1:38
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Athletic league of parents in Calexico began with reforestation of public parks in this city.
With the purpose for children and young adults to have a more worthy place to practice their sports. Part of
improvement of the green areas of the parks are on 5th street and Andrare Avenue. In this area street lights
will be installed with the investment of 80,000 dollars in two weeks. From Calexico, Abraham Retana,
Univision News El Centro

DATE: 07/08/15 TITLE: Daniel Garcia Funds
LENGTH: 30Sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision
NARRATIVE: Family members and friends of Daniel Garcia, the young man of 21 years of age who pass
this weekend in a car accident, they are collecting funds for his funneral. They will be saling barbacoa plates
at a price of 8 dollars a plate. They also open a profile for him at www.gofundme.com. To place your order
for a plate of food you can contact Jamie Garcia at 760-592-4104.

DATE: 07/08/15 TITLE: Mana Nominations
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Imperial Valley organization MANA, invited the community to nominate outstanding
hispanic women to receive recognition for "Las Primeras"  in the gala that will be held in the month of
October. The dead line is August 14. Registrations are on the website www.MANAIMPERIALVALLEY.ORG



DATE: 07/08/15 TITLE: 2 Fugitives In One Month
LENGTH: 2:08
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: It was registered in the Imperial Valley the escape of an inmate in less than a month. The
most recent incident occurred in Brawley, where after court the inmate Rovert Montenegro told an officer he
was having chest pains in which he was taken to the hospital in that city. When he was discharged from the
hospital that is when he escaped handcuffed. The Sheriff Department states both inmates are not labeled as
high risk, and they are asking the community to keep clam. They had also state if you see any suspicious
activity to call the Sheriff Department at 760-339-6311

DATE: 07/08/15 TITLE: 2 Inmates Vo Sot
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: It was registered in the Imperial Valley the second escape of an inmate in less than a month.
The most recent case occurred in Brawley in which where court was held. After court prisioner Robert
Montenegro told an officer he was having chest pains. After being taken to the city hospital, the inmate was
discharged and escaped in handcuff. The Sheriff Department superiors stated that it should be determind if
security protocols should be changed since this routine had been good use for years. Authorities have not
determind the time of these new evaluations but stated that the community should not be scared since the
inmates are not labeled at high risk.

DATE: 07/09/15 TITLE: IVC Certification
LENGTH: 2:00
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: After two years of uncertainty, IVC  achieved to obtain complete credential on behalf of the
community college commission of California. In 2013 there was a warning given to the college stating to
improve their educational planning process and fiscal affairs. Currently Imperial Valley hallways are
practically empty for next semester. Authorities affirm that they will be full not only of students but also of
opportunities for growth and opportunity for better education. From Imperial, Abraham Retana, Univision
News El Centro.

DATE: 07/09/15 TITLE: Neighborhood Subrcriptions
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The subsciption of Calexico Neighborhood House have began for  childrens of the ages of
preschool and day care; care are for children of 3 to 5 years of age. The classes are held on 506 4th street in
the city of Calexico. There are terms for part-time and full-time. For more information you can call 760-357-
2202.

DATE: 07/09/15 TITLE: EPA Funds Workshops



LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: A Civil Committee had an informative workshop regarding funds that are available on
behalf of the enviroment administration of the UnitesStates for organizations that wish to reconstruct empty
lots that are a high risk for the environment, and risking the community for contamination. The county of
Imperial was one of 50 countys in the entire country selected fto obtain these federal funds. If you would like
to know more information regarding this you can call the Civil Committee at 760-351-8761.

DATE: 07/10/15 TITLE: ECRM DIRECTORS
LENGTH: 35 SEC
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: El Centro council names Joe Picazo and Amanda Brooke such as current councilor Cheryl
Viegas Walker the new members of board of directors of El Centro Regional medical Center. These changes
were applied since the resignation of Jon Edney and Alejandro Calderon behind the controversial signature
agreement of transferring of the Planned Parenthood Clinic. The term of the new directors conclude on June
2018.

DATE: 07/10/15 TITLE: Elections Registrations
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: It began the period of registrations for candidates for the November 3rd elections. New
directors for several  school districts and coucils of the county will be chosen. To register you can go to the
Election Department of Imperial County located on 940 main street. For more information you can call to
442-265-1060.

DATE: 07/10/15 TITLE: Salvation Army theft
LENGTH: 2:15
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Once again, the Salvation Army  in El Centro was robbed.This time the Salvation Army that
was broken into was the one located on the corner of 4th Street. the fence was broken and several items
were stolen. According to the Salvation Army they suffer of 10 robberies through out the year; some are due
to donation items left on the front door. One way to prevent more thefts to the Salvation Army, the
community could call the facility at 760-352-4528 to call ahead of time before donation in which the own
organization can go pick up the donation at your home.

DATE: 07/13/15 TITLE: Reaction To El Chapo Escape
LENGTH: 1:36
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro



NARRATIVE: After  News  released the information on Drug Lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman had
escaping Mexico's maximum security prision, authorities of the frontier border of calexico stated that it does
worry them. Due to this incident Council affirms meetins with the mayor of Calexico to initiate a dialog with
federal authorities to gurantee security for border recidents. According to local residents, the Calexico port of
entry resumes with their regular activities, residents do not notice a special operatives. From Calexico,
Abraham Retana, Univision News El Centro.

DATE: 07/13/15 TITLE: Reaction To El Chapo Escape Vo Sot
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: After  News  released the information on Drug Lord Joaquin "El Chapo" Guzman had
escaping Mexico's maximum security prision, authorities of the frontier border of calexico stated that it does
worry them. Local authorities do not specify when they will be able to obtain communication with North
American  Customs Representitives. Mean while the Imperial Valley  and Calexico port of entry continue with
regular activities.

DATE: 07/13/15 TITLE: High way 8 Closed
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: California Transportation Department announced that the roads heading to high way 8
west on Dogwood bridge will be closed. The partcial closement will be on Tuesday at 9 p.m. untill 5 in the
morning of Wednesday. There will be detours ramps on Dogwood bridge. It is exhorted to the community to
take precaution and to obey traffic sings.

DATE: 07/13/15 TITLE: Lights Park Calexic
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: With an investment of 300,000 dollars, Joel Reisen park in Calexico will have installed post
lights. This labor is due to the plan project associated with parents of the Athletic League to better parks in
the green areas in this city. The fund for this project come from Measure H. With the installation of light posts,
trees will also be planted.

DATE: 07/14/15 TITLE: Border Patrol Heat Alert
LENGTH: 2:20
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro



NARRATIVE: With extreme temperatures surpassing the 100 degrees fahrenheit in the desert, the Border
Patrol corporation exhort undocumented migrants to not try to cross the border illegaly especially through
the desert since it can be a deadly trap. in the fiscal year of 2014, 9 rescues and 5 deaths of undocumented
individuals were registered, there was 3 deaths registered these last weeks. Border patrol corporation tried to
help illegal immigrants in the desert, border patrol agents count on a search and rescue group names
borstar.

DATE: 07/15/15 TITLE: Calexico Signs Fines
LENGTH: 2:08
PROGRAM: NoticiasUnivision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Some business owners of Calexico are not satisfied due to fines that they have receive to their
temporary sings in their establishment in the city of Calexico. Fines are up to 150 dollars up to 500 dollars.
The city argues that every sign should be luminous. The ones done with other material are considered
temporary and unacceptable according to establishment codes. Business owners affected by this ordinance
will appear before the city to see what arrangement they can settle this next Tuesday 21 at 6 in the
afternnon to see in what form they can change codes on this topic. From Calexico, Abraha Retana, Univision
News El Centro.

DATE: 07/15/15 TITLE: Meeting Dissmisal Chief CLX
LENGTH: 2:05
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: City Council of Calexico  had a special reunion where it waas discuss the possible dissmisal of
the police chief of calexico Michael Bostic. Before to enter the meeting of close doors, The high command
took their word, and affirmed that this meeting is regarding of a plan of some councilers to dismiss and end
the inquiry against the ex-police office that was dismissed recently. Mean while, the future of the chief police
Micahel Bostic could define  next Tuesday when he will unite with the coucil in session. From Calexico,
Abraham Retana, Univision News, Notivalle.

DATE: 07/17/15 TITLE: Daca Permit
LENGTH: 2:06
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Citizen and Immigration Services of the Unites States will visit homes of undocumented
familes for those who have qualified for the program of differed action named DACA. According to the
deferal agency they commited an erros in the permits. In the renovations permit they put 3 years when it is
for only 2 years.  I you wish for more information of the program DACA or need some sort of Mexican
document, turn to the Mexico consulate in Calexico located on 408 Heber Avenue. From Calexico, Abraham
Retana, Univision News, Notivalle.

DATE: 7/20/15 TITLE: Council Metting
LENGTH: 1:55
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro



NARRATIVE: The El Centro city council heard the next meetins arguments about the medical marijuana
dispensaries. For those in favor, they affirm that this is necessary for the community if it is taken as base of
education and the real necessity of the patients. The city mayor Efrain Silva, comment via telephone that
simply the arguments are heard but no decisions will be taken about the dispensaries. The meetin of the city
council will be tomorrow at 6 in the afternoon. Abraham Retana, Univision News El Centro.

DATE: 07/21/15 TITLE: Lawsuit Calexico Cheif
LENGTH: 2:10
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: 7 police officers where fired in Calexico and 2 active officers denunciate in a formal manner
the Chief police of Calexico Michael Bostic, city Manager Richard Warne, police Lieutenant Gonzalo
Gerrardo and Counciler Martha Hurtado for violating civil rights, manufacture of evidence and
imtimidation. According to the plaintiff, this all began to occur when they oppose to the re-election of
Hurtado as council. She took advantage of the arrival of Richard Warne and Michael Bostic to seek a way
to fire them. the 7 ex-police officers were accused of corruption organize crime.

DATE: 7/20/15 TITLE: Workshop Justice Department
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The Justice Department of the United States will have an informative workshop in Calexico
for inform the community on the advances of the investigation of the Police Department of this city. The
conference will be today at 6in the afternoon at the Women Improvement Club located at 320 Heber
Avenue, Calexico.

DATE: 7/20/15 TITLE: Detained Drugs EC
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The El Centro police arrested Annue Vijarro for 24 years of age, for saling controlled drugs.
The arrest was thanks to an anonymous call in which alert authorities that the arrestee was saling drugs that
contain pphetermine; a drug that consists of an addictive substance if it is not perscribe by a doctor. Vijarro
faces cahrges of possesion of controlled subtance and distribution.

DATE: 07/21/15 TITLE: Police Recommendation CLX
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The Justice Department recommended for the Police Department of Calexico to open more
to communication in the corporation; to not meddle in politics and increase their involvement in the
community. This is as part of the investigation of the Federal Dependency that is performed by the Police
Corporation of that city. Authorities confirm that the investigation will last up to 2 years and it is completely
independent.



DATE: 07/21/15 TITLE: Highway 8 Construction
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The planning of highway interstate 8 from the road Crestwood up to ko-pah will be under
construction. The limit will be deminish to 60 mph, new pavement will be placed. High way patrols will be
on duty at the location, for drivers to follow the traffic laws. The labor will end at the beginning of 2016.

DATE: 07/22/15 TITLE: Child Support Month
LENGTH: 2:16
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: For parents on Child Support who are aware on the payments of their nutrition pension, the
department of Child Support of the Imperial County, name the month of August as awareness month of this
topic. Offering Several Services to cover late expenses and to recover drivers license.  If you wish for more
information about the program of Child Support, you can go to the offices located at 2795 South 4th street in
el centro or you can call 760-482-2385, spanish services are provided. Abraham Retana, Univision News El
Centro.

DATE: 07/22/15 TITLE: Council Calexico
LENGTH: 45 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Calexico City Council decided to erase from their agenda the dicussion of the possible action
on relation against the Police Chief  Michael Bostic. After the conference of close doors, the Councilers choose
to put the matter aside and focus on other scheduled issues. This is something the Police Chief felt relief. He
stated that it was time to leave controversy behind and get to work. Chief Police added to his statement
that everything that occurred in these last days: the bomb threat and the lawsuit against him, reflected the
decisions that he has had to take to clean his police corporation and give a better image to the community.

DATE: 07/22/15 TITLE: Copper Robbery
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: 100 feet of copper was stolen from an establishment located on the 300 block of Ross
Avenue in El Centro. According to investigations of the robbery, could have been perpetrated between
Saturday and Tuesday night. There are no trails of the theeves. The value of the material surpasses 6,000
dollars. If you have any information about this case you can call the police in El Centro to 760-352-2111.

DATE: 07/23/15 TITLE: Emergency Declaration
LENGTH: 1:40
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro



NARRATIVE: Juan Acosta is a Heber resident, he affirms that each time it rains  is the same story: floods
and mudd. Mr. Acosta states that he would like for the funds that the county received when declaring state
of emergency  made by neighborhood watch, to be used to fix streets in his city; to prevent flood everytime it
rains. It will be a period of 2 weeks for the county to receive their reimburstment from the state to cover
expenses due to the rain of last weekend. From Heber, Abraham Retana, Univision News, Notivalle.

DATE: 07/24/15 TITLE: Dogs Law EC
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The El Centro police notify for who has dogs at home, to not have your dogs tied up more
than 2 hours in a period of 24 hours. The only exception is when you use a slipknot or a type of tram that
does not chokes your pet. You could tie a dos only during specific activities. In case of violating this law, you
can receive a sanction as amistermindor. For more information you can call 760-336-8980.

DATE: 07/24/15 TITLE: Trash Retreat El Centro
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: El Centro residents will be able to get rid of old furniture, home electronics, tires and garden
trash that regularly are not collected by trash trucks. The collection of these items will be tomorrow at the
plant of CR&R located on 599 East Main in El Centro at 8 in the morning untill 12 mid-day. To obtain
complete list you can call to 877-482-5656.

DATE: 07/24/15 TITLE: Calexico Commerce,16 Pesos Per Dollar
LENGTH: 2:00
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Kary Luna is a resident of Mexicali, she confirms with the high price of the dollar is almost 16
pesos per dollar. Individually there has to be adjustments made in their budgets to be able to have enough
on their family pantry. Local commerece hope that with the back to school season sales increase and hope to
get out of a  economical pothole. From Calexico , Abraham Retana, Univision News, Notivalle.

DATE: 07/27/15 TITLE: Water Measures EC
LENGTH: 1:45
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The City of EL Centro adopted new measures to reach the goal of saving water by the
governor of California of 25% which has already reached 13%. Residents limit their use of water. For those
who do not enforce these new measures, they could be sanction. On their first offense they will receive a
written warning, after the first warning 100 dollar fines will apply.

DATE: 07/27/15 TITLE: New Water Measures VO SOT
LENGTH: 45 sec



PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The City of EL Centro adopted new measures to reach the goal of saving water by the
governor of California of 25%. Currently there has been 13% of water saved, it is prohibited to water your
yard from 8 in the morning untill 8 at night any day of the week and not even in hot days since water
evaporates. Only 3 days out of the week it is allowed to water your garden but as of September 16 only 2
days out of the week you will be able to water your garden. If you wish to obtain more information, you can
consult cityofelcentro.org

DATE: 07/27/15 TITLE: Change Patrols
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Border Patrol El Centro Sector will change protection of their units. According to agents the
current structures that protect the stones and the fire crackers  clog the visibility at the time of driving on
stones and roads. The updates will be made in a gradual manner. According to authorities, last year 21
attacks were registered to Border Patrol agents.

DATE: 07/27/15 TITLE: Restoreation Salton Sea Documents
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Officials of the IID, will lend a document to the board of directors about a possible solution to
restore Salton Sea. In the written document it is detailed that south east side of the lagoon could be used to
install geometric plants to generate more than 2,000 megawatts of electricity, also it will be asked for
investors to creat small areas of  conservation habitat. This study will be made tomorrow during a regular
meeting.

DATE: 07/24/15 TITLE: Commerce Calexico Dollar
LENGTH: 45 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Calexico businesses have felt the economical situation since the rise of the dollar reach 16
pesos. To attrack more clients, they have lowered their prices even more, but eventhough they affirm this
low season is critical than previous years. According to experts, the outlook coming into view of the dollar
reaching 18 pesos per dollar. This could bad for Calexico businesses since they count on 80% of the consumers
that come from Mexicali. Local commerce hope that the back to school season will rise them from the
pothole they are in since the dollar price keeps increasing.

DATE: 07/28/15 TITLE: Stabbing In El Centro
LENGTH: 35ssec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Mean while in another incident, a man was stabbed in a bathroom at a bus terminal located
on the 600 block of State Street in El Centro. The officers found the victim who needed medical attention in
the hospital of Brawley. The victim stated that after beign stabbed his agressor beat him. In case of having
more information you can call to the El Centro police at 760-337-4525.



DATE: 07/28/15 TITLE: Suspect El Centro Bullet
LENGTH: 40 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The El Centro police department is in search for the supect or suspects for the injury of a man
of that city. The incident was registered on the 600 block of Holt Avenue, when the victim rode on a bicyle
followed by a dark vehicle. He was shot on his arm, he managed to escape and was able to get to a friends
house and after taken to a hospital . If you have any information about this case you can call 760-337-4525.

DATE: 07/28/15 TITLE: Woman Haven funds
LENGTH: 1:55
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Assembly-man Eduardo Garcia wrote a check for more than 500,000 dollars for the woman
heaven organization in El Centro. Funds that will be used for fortify the program that assist women who are
victims of domestic violence, as well as the shelter that provides food and a place to sleep for women and
children . Authorities and lenders of services affirm that no one should ive in a domestic violence relationship.
If you know of anyone that lives under this conditions you can call 760-353-8530. This number is available 24
hours a day, 7 days out of the week. Abraham Retana, Univision News.

DATE: 07/29/15 TITLE: Robbery Pick-Up El Centro
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The El Centro police continues in search of Matty Medina 25 years of age. She is a suspect of
stealing her uncles truck. The victim asked Medina to turn on the vehicle and she decided to espace with a
friend. The pick-up truck is a 2007 Silverado, blue color with back damages. If you have seen it or have any
information you can call the El Centro police 760-352-2111.

DATE: 30 sec TITLE: Coffee With The Police
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The purpose of being close to the community, to hear their comments and their suggestions
to provide a better service; the police of the city had an effent called "coffee with the police".  In this event
you will be able to have a cup of coffee with the chief police and other officers of the corporation to state
your points of view. The event with be Saturday at 10 in the morning at Starbucks located at 202 Imperial.

DATE: 07/29/15 TITLE: Salton Sea
LENGTH: 2:16sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The IID approved of a plan to restore Salton Sea. The document is of 260 pages that
included 5 goals that will gurantee water supplies, provide protection of the public, developtment of plants
free of monoxide as well as the resauration of the economical area. According to the implementation of the
Hydrolic Resources secretary of California to revise and approves before finializing it in 2015. From where it is
reported, Abraham Retana, Univision News El Centro.



DATE: 07/30/15 TITLE: Deadline 2020
LENGTH:
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The oganization of Between Woemn of Brawley form part of the  National Coaliation
againt breast cancer in which has initiated the campaign limit 2020. As por tof the campaign  the
organization will have a 5 kilometer next October. For more information you can call 760-351-1774. From
Brawley, Abrahm Retana, Univision News El Centro.

DATE: 07/30/15 TITLE: Calexico School District
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The employee Union of the School District of Calexico disagree with the disciplinary process
budget for the district. The proposal would give the ability to the bord of supervisors to fire the employees
that make a severe offense. The board  of the school did not specifiy what it refers to. The union wants to
know how to apply the standard of the severe  offence.

DATE: 07/30/15 TITLE: Health Fair
LENGTH: 30 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: Mexico Consulate in Calexico will have a health fair in the city of Imperial this Next Saturday
on the First of August at 8 in the morning untill 12 in the afternoon. Exams for eye sight will be provided and
application for food stamps will be available and to find out more or on Medical. The event will be at the
Veterans Hall on 247 Imperial Avenue.

DATE: 07/30/15 TITLE: Deadline 2020
LENGTH: 45 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The organization Between Women from Brawley form part of a nation coaliation against
breast cancer. The objective between women is to provide assistance between women that are diagnose
with breast cancer. They also offer programs for mammograms as well as focusing on hispanic womens. As
part of the campaign they limit 2020 they will held a walk of 5 kilometers in the month of October. To
obtain more information you can call 760-351-1774.

DATE: 07/31/15 TITLE: Dead Line Candidates
LENGTH: 35 sec
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The election department of the Imperial County wants to remind you that the dead line to
register as candidate for the elections of November 3 is August 7. The directors will be chosen  for different
school districts of the county such as the city of El Centro, Brawley and Calipatria. To register you can go to
the election department located on 940 Main Street or for more information you can call 442-265-1060.



DATE: 07/31/15 TITLE: Sprirulina Plant
LENGTH: 2:06
PROGRAM: Noticias Univision El Centro
NARRATIVE: The ribbon was cut for the company Earthrise in the Imperial Valley. The Japanese company
invested 10 million dollars to produce blue coloring naturally using a seaweed called Spriulina. For the
Company management of Sprirulina is not only and investment of 10 million dollars but it is helping to fight
unemployment in this region and to reactivate the economy in the Imperial Valley. From Calipatria,
Abraham Retana, Univision News.



DATE: 08/03/15 TITLE: Shopping Back To School
LENGTH: 2:16sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Mexicali residents began their back-to-school shopping. Floretina Santiago is a Mexicali
resident and is one of the many families that commonly have to adjust and measure their expenses; only buy
what is necessary for school for her children. On behalf of Calexico commerce, they see the difference on their
sales and hope to continue in that direction.

DATE: 08/04/15 TITLE: New Police Officers
LENGTH:
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The police department of Brawley presented 3 new officers that will work for Police
Corporation. Diego Soto, Jorge Garibay and Ana Amaya are the new officers who are proud to represent the
Hispanic community in the Imperial Valley.  Chief Police Cranshaw stated that due to the majority of
community being Hispanic, it is important for this sector to represent the corporation. The Chief Police
affirms they will continue to seek for officers to work for brawley to keep providing security in the
community.

DATE: 08/03/15 TITLE: Fire-fighters Heat
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Even though there is only one more month of extreme heat in the region, the Fire
Department of El Centro exhorts the community to not trust that the heat will be over soon and to continue
to take precautions. Do not leave children and elders inside the vehicle, drink enough water even though
you feel that you are not thirsty, avoid caffeine and alcoholic beverages and avoid physical activity during
the hottest hours. If you have any symptoms of dehydration such as head ache, cramps, weakness and
shortness of breath call 911.

DATE: 08/03/15 TITLE: Aquatic Center
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The city of El Centro will have an informative workshop for those who wish to design the
Aquatic park in the city. The conference will be this Tuesday, August 4 at 6 p.m. to 8 at night; at the old Post
Office on 230 5th avenue. The requirements will be for participates to design the structure for the project.
For more information you can call 760-337-4543.

DATE: 08/04/15 TITLE: EPA
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
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NARRATIVE: The Imperial Valley  is above the establish norms by the Environment Protection agency of
the United States, in relations of the carbon monoxide transmission; according to local authorities, the
Federal Government goal is for energy plants to submit less than 32% of the contamination by 2022. Thanks
to the restrictions in California, the Imperial County restrictions are more they are more precisely strict. their
attempt is to be able to reach this goal before the established time.

DATE: 08/04/15 TITLE: Communication System
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The Sheriff Department of the Imperial Valley, acquired a new telecommunication system
for inmates. Telmate offers services such as video chat, telephone calls and messaging, picture mail, deposits
and education. According to authorities, this system will provide more security; reduce time for guards, fight
crime inside the penitentiary  and surveillance will be easier for officers.

DATE: 08/03/15 TITLE: Shopping Back-To-School
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Mexicali families began shopping for back-to-school. They affirm that even though the price
of the dollar is high, it benefits them to shop on this side of the border; they only have to modify the way
they spend their money and make sure they buy only the necessary for school. On behalf of the Calexico
businesses, they affirm they have seen an increase on their sales and they hope that it continues that way.

DATE: 08/04/15 TITLE: Night Out El Centro
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: At a national level, the 32nd edition of Night Out will be held. Is a night when the police and
emergency corporations go out of their offices to interact with members of the community. The objective is
to know at firsthand about services that they offer in El Centro; the event will be held at Carlos Aguilar park.
In this event corporation from the California High Way Patrol, U.S. Customs, Border Patrol Agency, the
Police, Fire Department and Sheriff Department participate in this edition.

DATE: 08/05/15 TITLE: Dead El Centro Hotel
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: A 60 year old man was found without life at the Roberta Hotel in El Centro. According to
the forensic department from the Imperial County the deceased could have passed due to natural causes.
The identity of the deceased was not revealed, it will be announced after notifying his family. The autopsy is
scheduled within the next couple of days.

DATE: 08/05/15 TITLE: CHP Employment
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: California High Way Patrol began the time frame to receive applications for employment
for those who desire to be officers from the corporation. The requirements are to be between 20 to 30 years
of age, American citizens and to have a high school diploma. They are asking to fill out applications at
www.chpcareers.com. 600 cadets will be recruited in the state of California.

DATE: 08/05/15 TITLE: Vaccines Back To School
LENGTH: 1:36sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: With the purpose for parents to take their children to receive the vaccines before school
starts, the Health Department of the Imperial County launches a warning for parents to take their children
to receive their vaccines or they will not allow to enroll in school. To find out what vaccines your child need
according to their age, in order to enroll in school, you could go to the Health Department at 935 Broadway
in El Centro, or you can call 442-265-1394. Abraham Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 08/07/15 TITLE: Search Continues Bomb
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The search continues for the training bomb that fell near Imperial. According to the air base
of El Centro, the mechanism could have fallen in an agricultural field on Aten, Cooley and Dogwood. It does
not present any threat to the community; if any one finds this, do not touch and call immediately to 760-
390-8053. The line is available 24 hours a day.

DATE: 08/07/15 TITLE: Music Camp
LENGTH: 2:20 sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Thank to the effort and camping sites that Wilson Junior High of El Centro made their dream
come true. This was the third year that music teachers of the school along with other volunteer professors of
Central High School gathered for children to have something new to learn.  To find out more about Music
Camp and how to register your child or children you can call Wilson Junior High at 760-352-5341. Abraham
Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 08/07/15 TITLE: Stolen Jewls El Centro
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The investigations continues regarding stolen jewlery in El Centro. According to authorities,
the thief or thieves entered through the back door in a house located on the 600 blaock of Olive Avenue.
Thieves took Jewlery and some silver coins with a value of 600 dollars. If you know anything about this case
or if someone has attempted to sale items that do not seem to belong, call the El Centro Police department
at 760-352-2111.



DATE: 08/07/15 TITLE: Music Camp
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Wilson Junior High from El Centro had a music camp. This program is provided for students
from the third grade up to nineth grade. The pourpose of this is to teach children some musical instruments
or to perfect what they already know. According to students, the camp will help them achieve their dreams
as musicians.

DATE: 08/10/15 TITLE: Protest Prolife
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Dozens of people that belong to prolife group in the Imperial Valley protested infront of the
Planned Parenthood Clinic in El Centro. The purpose of this protest is to educate the community on
scandalous videos that applies to the company; such as practice abortions have profit for them. Prolife
affirmed that not only being against abortion but also against Planned Parenthood practices. They are
asking the federal government to stop sending 500 million dollars to Planned Parenthood  as well as to the
state legislators that vote against the proposal law AB 775 and AB 1177. They also added that this is only part
of the protest that they plan for next August 22, in which they state that it will be a bigger protest.

DATE: 08/10/15 TITLE: County Support IID
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The Board of Supervisors of the County of Imperial will discuss and will take action in the
relations of supporting the IID. In their lawsuit against the Independent Operative System of California, it
requests to restore the ability to enjoy and sale electricity to other parts of the state. According to authorities
with this support it will work for the wellbeing of the Imperial Valley. The Board of Supervisors will review
this document tomorrow, during their regular meeting. The IID anticipate that Board of Supervisors will vote
in favor. It has been said that for years there was an agreement between both entities that would work
together to found a solution for affairs that put at risk the interest of the county of Imperial.

DATE: 08/10/15 TITLE: Prolife Protest
LENGTH: 2:15
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Dozens of people that belong to the prolife activist group  in the Imperial Valley protested
infront of the Planned Parenthood clinic in el centro. This was to educate the community about the
scandalous videos that are implied in this company.  On behalf of Planned Parenthood, they have
distributed their message from their company president where it is clearified that their practices and
donations are made based on the law.  On behalf od representatives of the activist group of the Imperial
Valley, they stated that this was only part of their protest that they will perform on August 22; a protest that
will be much bigger. Abraham Retana, Univision News El Centro.



DATE: 08/10/15 TITLE: 2050 Project
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: El Centro authorities will have a public workshop to present the plan Strategic Vision 2050.
Community members will have the oportunity to express their ideas for El Centro to be a city for the year
2050. The even will be on Wednesday 12 at 5:30 p.m. at the old Post Office on 230 5th street. For more
information you can call 760-337-4545.

DATE: 08/12/15 TITLE: Identifing A Migrant
LENGTH: 2:10sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Oscar Zazueta is a Calexico resident, he lived behind the All American Canal, he states that
he is not surprised on the news of a drowned migrant more  in a hydraulic way. Unfortunately similar cases
to this occur every year. He does acknowledge how deaths have decreased in the area he resides. When the
bodies are identified completely, the Mexico Consulate process procedures to return the body to their
families. To prevent that these cases continue, authorities give advise to no cross illegally because the all
american dream can result in lament.From Calexico, Abraham retana, Univision News El Centro.

DATE: 08/12/15 TITLE: Proposal Calexico
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Calexico presented a proposal for the year 2016-2017; in which presented 70.3 million dollars.
With expenses of 35 million dollars in which 50% will go to the Fire  and Police Departments. According to
authorities there will be benefits when collecting taxes of 17.3 million dollars. That money will go to general
funds. It is hoped that the proposal will be approved by the Council in the following meetings.

DATE: 08/12/15 TITLE: Cal Energy Contract IID
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The IID signed a contract to provide more than 50 megawatts of energy in the Imperial
Valley until the year 2029. Cal Energy will invest 1 billion dollars during that time to offer services. The
agreement was signed this week and it is a good oportunity the county of Imperial according to authorities.
It is a good opportunity for the county of Imperial to consume every time more renewable energy that is
produced locally.

DATE: 08/12/15 TITLE: Unidentified Migrant
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: Mexico Consulate in Calexico announced that there has been 9 deaths in the Imperial Valley.
5 of them that have lost their lives in the All American Canal. The most recent death was July 28. A body was
found and as of the date, it still has not been identified. Mexico's representative in the Imperial Valley add to
their statement that bodies such as the man the man who has not been identified, many times to not get to
be returned to their families. The body of the man found is described as a young man of 25 to 35 years of
age. he is measures to be 1.68 meters and weighs around 70 kilos. He has black short hair and he was
wearing a lack polo and caci color pants, he was also wearing black and white converse. He was also
wearing a bracelet. If you can identify this body or wish for more information you can call the Mexico
Consulate in Calexico at 760-357-3863.

DATE: 08/12/15 TITLE: Construction Port Of Entry
LENGTH: 2:05sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: After 10 years of wait, finally news have arrived. The beginning of the first phase in the
construction of the new port of entry in Calexico. The date of November 12, for authorities, this is a positive
inpact for authorities. On behalf of the U.S. Custom and Border Patrol agency of the United States, they
affirmed that they will have many events for recruiting to have as many personnel as possible for the new
port of entry. Abraham Retana, Univision News El Centro.

DATE: 08/13/15 TITLE: Approved Canal System
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: After the beginning of the project being approved in August of last year, the IID approved
for the completely new watering canal system. With this project, which has  a value of 257,000 dollars, the
IID hopes to save water in the agricultural fields.The activity of this new system is to transfer the remaing
water after watering to another field. It is hoped that the amount invested is made back within a period of
6 months.

DATE: 08/13/15 TITLE: Theft
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The El Centro police arrested 2 individuals for home invasion and theft. The incident
registered on the 1200 block of State Street. Julio Gamboa and Jose Vasquez entered a home through the
front door, they confronted the victim asking for the victims brother regarding a video game. After that
incident they took a phone and flee the scene. The incident continues under investigation. If you have any
information on this case, you can call the police in El Centro at 760-352-2111.

DATE: 08/13/15 TITLE: Energy Conversation
LENGTH: 1:40sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: With the storms that occurred a couple of weeks ago in the area of Cochella. Around 100
posts in a electric line were damaged. Since then, the IID distributed electricity to the Imperial Valley; this
was through another line. Due to the temperatures in this regios the IID seeks to conserv energy to be able to
provide to both valleys.

DATE: 08/13/15 TITLE: Conserving Electricity
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: With the storms that occurred a few weeks ago in the Valley of Cochella, around 100 posts
were damaged. The IID is seeking to conserv energy, it is recommended to not use electric devices from 1p.m.
to 7 p.m. and also put your airconditioner at 78 degrees; also make sure you close all doors and windows. The
IID explained that it will take around 2 months to repait the 100 fallen posts.

DATE: 08/14/15 TITLE: Julian Gil Outlets
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Actor and television host, Julian Gil, visited our offices to chat a little about his projects. He
stated that he was happy after acting in a novel the opportunity open to host Republic Sports in Univision.
After his fellowship in Calexico, he will return to Mexico to continue with his practice on a soap opera that
will be completed at the end of the year. He will continue to host sports on Univision every Sunday. If you
wish to say hello to him, you could go to the Gran Plaza Outlets in Calexcio from 4 p.m. until 6 p.m.

DATE: 08/14/15 TITLE: Health Survey
LENGTH: 2:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Health agencies and medical supplier of the Imperial County exhort the community to
complete they survey. The purpose of this survey is to use collected information to design a plan for health in
the rigion. For parents that have not taken the survey, it explains what are some of the areas that they need
to work on as parents. If you wish for more information or wish to do the survey, you can go to the Health
Department that is located at 935 Broadway in El Centro, in the Imperial County. Abraham Retana,
Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 08/14/15 TITLE: Health Survey
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Health agencies and mediacl providers of the county of Imperial, exhort the community to
complete their survey. The purpose of the survery is to use the collected information to design a plan for the
region. The last day to fill out this survey is August 28. You can fill out thissurvey at the Clinicas De Salud Del
Pueblo, Molina Health Care, Cancer Resources of the Desert and at the Health Department located on
Broadway in El Centro.



DATE: 08/17/15 TITLE: Precaution Risks
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: With back to school right around the corner, authorities call the attention of parents; to take
extreme precautions to preven accidents in school zones. It is advice  to go to bed early a few days before
starting school so there are no issues to wake up early in the morning on the first day of school.  For parents
that will take their children to school walking it is advice to cross on crosswalks and do not jay walk and to
always make contact with drivers.

DATE: 8/17/15 TITLE: Ar-15
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: A robbery was registered of a riffle AR 15. The incident was registered at the parking lot of
tommy's Casino. According to investigations, the theves broke the window of the vehicle and took the riffle
and several shirts. If you have any information on this case you can call the the El Centro Police at 760-352-
2111.

DATE: 08/17/15 TITLE: Improving Bucklin Park
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The city of El Centro is improving Bucklin Park. The next project are to install new play
grounds and swings for children as well as excersing stations . The investment of the labor is of 200,000
dollars. For those who take their children to this park, it is very important to make these improvements in
the green areas as well as the recreation of health. It is contemplated that the project will initiate next year.
Authorities affirm other projects such as a skate park; the park will be ready in September 10.

DATE: 8/17/15 TITLE: Precaution School Zones
LENGTH: 1:45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: With back to school right around the corner, authorities call the attention of parents to take
extreme precaution at school zones.It is advice to go to bed early a few days before starting school so there
are no issues to wake up early in the morning on the first day of school.  For parents that will take their
children to school walking it is advice to cross on crosswalks and do not jay walk and to always make contact
with drivers. It is also recommended to call the police if suspicious activity is detected.

DATE: 08/18/15 TITLE: El Centro Patrols
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: El Centro council analize the possible purcahse of 9 new patrol vehicles. According to the
Police Chief, this purcahse will be able to replace units that have completed their cycle service. The cost of
each patrol will be of 32,000 dollars and will be equipted with new techonology. The decision will be made
by the city council in the meeting of this week.

DATE: 08/18/15 TITLE: Imperial Valley Firemen Walk
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: 20 firemen in 5 unites of the Fire Department of Calexico, Brawley, Calipatria and from the
county of Imperial, they were sent to combat fires in Walker of the border county of Inyo and Mono, north of
California. The labor of these local elements could be for several weeks, depending on the help needed in
that region. The firemen from the Imperial Valley and from the city of Yuma were also part of the unit. On
behalf of the Fire Department Chief from the Imperial Valley, affirmed that eventhough they send a good
number of elements, there is enough personnel to fight any eventuallity that occurs here locally.

DATE: 08/18/15 TITLE: Calexico Police Cameras
LENGTH: 2:05
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The Calexico Police Department received cameras for uniforms that were approved for the
council 3 months ago. The total cost of these devices was 337,000 dollars. For the Chief of this corporation,
Michael Bostic, this a new tool for work and it will be useful.The total of cameras acquired was 42, the Police
Department of Calexico hope that these devices are installed for next week. From Calexico, Abraham
Retana, Univision News El Centro.

DATE: 08/18/15 TITLE: Calexico Police Cameras
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The Calexico Police Department received cameras for uniforms that were approved for the
council 3 months ago. The total cost of these devices was 337,000 dollars. For the Chief of this corporation,
Michael Bostic, this a new tool for work and it will be useful. Before beign use by all personnel, Police Chief
Bostic and the Police Association of Calexico, they are in dialog to determined the political use of these
cameras. The total of cameras acquried was 42 and they are hoping for them to be installed by next week.

DATE: 08/19/15 TITLE: Reunion Health Week
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Health authorities of both sides of the border, gatheres in Calexico to polish the details  for
the next binatioanl health week that will be held on October. For the 2015 edition, the main focus is to offer
more easy information of the main illnesses that are common in our region. Besides making several events
throughout the month of October regarding these illnesses, during the binational health week, it will be focus
on migrants that are considered as a sector that are vounerable to the population.



DATE: 08/19/15 TITLE: Guilty Money Laundering
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The ex-owner fo the Car Wash of the Valley in Calexico, 44 year old Ignacio Gonzalez,
declared himself guilty of the charges of money laundering. He also decalred himself guilty of not complying
with the agreement of presenting the financial report for the sale of 2 vehicles. The vehicle have a value of
43,900 dollars. Gonzalez agreed to return that money to pay a fine of 20,000 dollars. It will be in December
when his sentence will be final.

DATE: 08/19/15 TITLE: Fired Coach
LENGTH: 40sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: After the announcement of the baseball coach of Wweetwater Valley, Jaime Ramirez, who
participated on the world series WilliamSport Pennsylvania; he had been fired for attending the event. The
company in which he worked for, denied the layoff of Ramirez for attending to the event. The company
based in Calexico explained to us on a call, that his dismissal was due to contract termination and that he
did not comply with the requirements of the company. They also added that they were always felxible with
him so he could comply with his coach performance.

DATE: 08/19/15 TITLE: Fake Checks
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: 9 checks were cashed at the Food 4 Less market in El Centro. The total of this fraud was of
5,770 dollars. The name of a restaurant Mexicali Grill and Salad was used on the fraudulent checks.
Management gave a list of possible suspects to the police of that city. The case continues under investigation.

DATE: 08/19/15 TITLE: Binational Health Week Meeting
LENGTH:
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Health authorities of both sides of the border, gatheres in Calexico to polish the details  for
the next binatioanl health week that will be held on October. For the 2015 edition, the main focus is to offer
more easy information of the main illnesses that are common in our region. Although Binational Health
week is program for next month of October, authorities exhort the community that need more information
about these illnesses in our region, you could go to the Mexico Counsulate in Calexico located at 408 Heber
avenue. From Calexico, Abraham Retana, Univision News El Centro.

DATE: 8/20/15 TITLE: Bridge Closed Anza Calexico
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Road bridge Anza between the center of the city of Calexico and the port of entry, will be
closing for a period of 2 years. According to authorities, the bridge has been converted into a danger zone
due to damages that it has received throughout its useage; it was recommended to use detours. For those
who travel through the port of entry in Calexico and vice versa it is asked to used highway 98 to avoid any
construction in that zone as well as traffic signs. The labor will last 2 years. The funds acquired for this project
were acquired by federal government.



DATE: 08/20/15 TITLE: Training Law
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: California Governor, Jerry Brown affirmed a law that will offer the oportunity for inmates to
receive labor training and education; to adapt to society. The new law was drive by  assemblyman Eduardo
Garcia, who affirms that this initiative will help reduce crime relapse and will fortify local economy.

DATE: 08/20/15 TITLE: Expansion Cesar Chavez
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Calexico City Council voted 4 to 1 for the right for expropriation of land to initiate a project
for the expansion of Cesar Chavez Boulevard; with the objective to be ready for the opening of the new port
of entry. The cost of the labor is 11.3 million dollars; this have generated options between merchants. The city
will give 5 million dollars to the actual owners of business properties, whom make an appraisal for their
properties to determind their cost. Mean while, federal government compromised to help those who acquire
help to relocate their business. The project will initiate the first trimester of next year.

DATE: 08/20/15 TITLE: Expansion Cesar Chavez
LENGTH: 2:08sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Jose Antonia Amezquita has 20 years with his tire business that is located on Cesar Chavez
Boulevard in Calexico. He stated his worry since this new proposal was approved. According to authorities,
the project  will be made to be prepared for the new opening of the new port of entry. The project has an
investment of 11 million dollars. This project is hope to initiate the first trimester next year. On behalf of
affected merchants, they hope promises made are met. From Calexico, Abraham Retana, Univision New El
Centro.

DATE: 08/21/15 TITLE: Donations Juan Galvan
LENGTH: 1:50sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Members of the foundation Juan Galvan helping children, held a second annual give away of
backpacks and school supplies for special children and for low-income children in Calexico. It was near 200
minors who benefited from this noble cause. Galvan family hope to consolidate their foundation through out
the year; to keep offering support for special children in the Imperial Valley and to honor the memory of
Juan Galvan. From Calexico, Abraham Retana, Univison News El Centro.

DATE: 08/26/15 TITLE: Expenses City Manager Calexico
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: The Mayor of the city of Calexico, Joong Kim, is seeking to deminish the total expenses for the
Administrator Richard Warne. Mr. Kim atempt to reduce 50,000 to 5,000 from the money that is available
for necessary expenses for the administrative operation. According to the leader, there should be
transparency in the expense of the contributors. The final decision will be made based city ordinance and not
by solution.

DATE: 08/26/15 TITLE: Neighborhood Watch
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The El Centro Police exhorts the residents of that city to be part of the program
Neighborhood Watch and to report any suspicious activity in their residential area. This is with the purpose
to have a secure community, authoriting adding to their statement, working together makes it easier to
fight crime in this entity. For more information on this program you can call the El Centro Police Department
at 760-352-2111.

DATE: 08/26/15 TITLE: 1.8 Million Solar Panels
LENGTH: 2:18sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The renewable energy company Tenaska, builds a mega project at the edges of Interstate 8,
west of the city of El Centro; which one million solar panels have been installed. The labor of this project have
been made by local citizens. According to authorities, this project is one more step for the Imperial Valley to
become the capital of renewable energy. In this project, the total of 1.8 million solar panels; this panels will
give energy to more than 55,000 homes in california. Abraham Retana, Univision El Centro.

DATE: 08/27/15 TITLE: Lawsuit Against Police Chief
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: City officials from the city of Calexico, Mario Salinas and Carlos Marin, filed a lawsuit against
the police chief of that city; Pompeyo Tabarez and ex- sergeant German Duran, the city of Calexico and
commissioner Guillermo Hermosillo are being sued for harrasment and for alledgely taking reprisal  against
the officers in a registered insident in Feburary 2013. For the Mayor who represents the city,  this demand is a
distraction of the politics that occur in this city. In the 70 page lawsuit, it includes the offens made on behalf
of the members of the police assosiation-Rudy Alarcon and Frank Uriarte. On behalf of officials, they will
have untill Feburary 2016 to answer this demand.

DATE: 08/27/15 TITLE: Candidates El Centro
LENGTH: 2:20
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: 7 will be the candidates for councilors in El Centro; The following will be facing in the elections
of November: Pete Rodriguez, Les Smith, Edgard Garcia, Tomas Oliva beside the current councils who are
Sedalia Sanders, Jason Jackson and Efrain Silva. For the hispanic candidates, if chosen, it would be an
oportunity to rise the quality of life for their resdients. Electoral authorities and Candidates coincide in your
voice is your vote independently from the candidate you choose in this November elections. Abraham
Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 08/28/15 TITLE: BUHS Funds
LENGTH: 2:15sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Assembly man Eduardo Garcia, gave a check for more than half a million dollars to the
school district of Brawley. The purpose of this fund was to update the electrical system for the educational
institute. The steps Brawley high school will be taken to implement the electricity and a new air conditioning
system. Students from Brawley affirm these changes will held better the educational quality. Assembly man
Eduardo Garcia stated he will seek for more State funds for other school districts in the Imperial Valley.
Abraham Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 08/28/15 TITLE: Water Measure IID
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Due to the water drought in the state, the IID will implement other measures to be able to
conserve water. The hydraulic company will install a firefighter team in the canals of high agricultural risk to
resend remaining water to principal red canals. Mean while, 23 pumps will be installed. in which is
contemplated to save 32 feet in acres a year in water.

DATE: 08/28/15 TITLE: Relocation Taxis Calexico
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Calexico will relocate the Taxi stop in Calexico on First Street. The purpose according to
authorities, is to ease traffic on First Street and also to fight against the old problem known as "ride givers";
the circulate on providing rides illegally. The new loation will be at the corner of First Street and Rockwood;
taxi drivers affirm that it will be a benificiary change and they will be closer to the citizens that enter and
leave this state.

DATE: 08/31/15 TITLE: Labor Rights Week
LENGTH: 1:55
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: Labor right week began with the 2015 edition; it emphasis on having rights no matter what is
your migratory status. Throughout the years, the Employment Department in the United States has opened
more than 200 offices in the entire country; since complaints and abuse have increase. authorities affirm that
they have come to agreements at a national level to eradicate discrimination against undocumented
employees. In the Imperial Valley, there will be 2 conferences for more information about this labor laws. The
first conference will be in the Labor Department located on 294 third street at 9 in the morning and the
second conference will be at 9:30 in the morning at the one stop office in Calexico



DATE: 09/01/15 TITLE: False Checks Calexico
LENGTH: 1:40sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Gabriela Guilin is an owner for a currency exchange in Calexico, she has been one of the last
victims of false checks that circulate in the Imperial Valley. The checks have written on the "Imperial
Independent Bank". Beside the currency exchange, food market such as Food 4 Less has been a victim.
According to merchants, it is hard to identify false checks. The Sheriff Department of the Imperial County,
confirm since June as of today's date there has been 20 cases of false checks

DATE: 09/02/15 TITLE: Imperial Valley Call Center
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The corporation of Economic Development of Imperial Valley is seeking for the support of
the Board of Directors of the county to implement a call center to attrack more businesses to the region. The
challenge will be to create local instentives to invest since California does not offer any kind of support for
those who invest in the state. It will creat a commission to form the necessary incentives for the package to
attrack the private initiative and to generate local employment.

DATE: 09/02/15 TITLE: Lay-off Attorney Calexico
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: In a vote of 3 to 2, the Calexico council voted to law-off the internal attorney of the city
Mark Austin. In the same private meetings,  it was appointed in as a temporary time for Best Krieger from
Riverside to take position for legal process in the city. For councils Hurtado and Moreno-who voted against,
they expressed their malaise, affirming that is lacking transperancy  beside detaining the process of the city.

DATE: 09/02/15 TITLE: IID Projects Supervisors
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The IID presented a project to the Supervisors of the County regarding the restoration of the
Salton Sea. They will ask the state for 3.2 billion dollars for the development of the geothermal plants and
stalls to preserve animal spicies. Other alternatives were to reduce the negative impact that will have the
reduction of water in the lagoon. On behalf of the Air Quality Office of the county, they will have meetings
with the IID to mitigate the effects of the growth of the new beach Salton Sea. The project was already sent
to the State Executives for their revision and local authorities are waiting for their answer.

DATE: 09/02/15 TITLE: New equipment Elections
LENGTH: 2:05sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
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NARRATIVE: The Election Department of the County of Imperial is preparing for the elections of
November. New machines will be used for voters to submit their vote. The Department of Elections will be
the only department in California that will use this new equipment. 90 machines will be acquired to scan
votes; with an investment of 1.5 million dollars. The advantage of this equipment, it will be easier to count
and submit votes. Authorities exhort the people to register to vote for the electrions of November. Citizens
have untill the third week of October to register, since your vote is very important. Abraham Retana,
Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 09/03/15 TITLE: Wilcox IID Natural Resources
LENGTH: 35sece
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The director of the enviromental and Salton Sea program from the IID, Bruce Wilcox, was
appointed to be assistant of the Natural Resource Department of California on the politics of the Salton Sea.
His homework at a state level, will be to eliminate the bureaucracy and to coordinate the projects for
restoration of the lagoon. According to authorities, Wilcox has 8 years working on the project for the Salton
Sea and has the necessary experience to link the county with the state.

DATE: 09/03/15 TITLE: New Water Company IID
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The IID will initiate a new campaign for awareness regarding the water conservation in the
Imperial Valley. They have created a website www.ivconserves.org, and with that name they use it on their
facebook page; to give advise on the importance to conserve water. Besdie the electronic methods, they will
also install cartels around the cities of the Valley; to create awareness of the drought.

DATE: 09/03/15 TITLE: UCSD ECRMC
LENGTH: 1:35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The agreement between California State University and the El Centro Regional Medical
Center began. It will be 17 doctors from the hospital  that will work as personnel at the local hospital in the
room of emergency. Accordign to hospital authorities, they will use this as a strategy to manage the waiting
time for patients waiting. ECRM attends more than 50,000 people annually; alliance with the San Diego
State Univerisity will benefit the community.  Mean while doctors of San Diego will focus on the emergency
room and eventually, specialist will come that specialize on certain illnesses; for patients do not have to face
the necessity to travel to San Diego.

DATE: 09/04/15 TITLE: Above Average Water Conservation
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The majority of the cities in the Imperial Valle are above the average of water conservation
that is required by the State. Brawley reached the figure of 37% above their goal of 32%. El Centro
registered at 24.4% above their level. In Calexico they have 22.2% from their level of 20$. Imperial is the only
city under their level of 21.5% and their level is 25%. Upon this, authorities exhort the community to continue
with their effort to save water until further notice.



DATE: 09/04/15 TITLE: Calexico
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Father Jose Alejandro Solalinde was in Calexico as part of his tour to defend migrants and
vulnerable groups. He collaborated with the coalition "Coffee Bag" in  providing food to more than 30
indigents of that city. During the event, he stated the importance of protecting this sector and support the
citizens and believers. During the fellowship, Father Solalinde stated that he hopes for a migratory reform in
the United States that allows employees to be in this country at least in a seasonal manner and return to
mexico to re-enforce the economy in their place of origin.

DATE: 09/04/15 TITLE: Meth Inside A Candy
LENGTH: 2:15sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Border Patrol agents were surprised when performing a confiscation of methamphetamine.
The agents performed a confiscation of methemphetamine on highway 86 near salton sea, the drug was
mixed with tamarind. The Border Patrols affirm that this was the first time that the El Centro sector sees that
type of shipment. It is usual for the drugs to be in packages inside candies of food but thanks to technology
and a canine element, they were able to make this confiscation. The total and the value of the drug is still
unknown; the drug is still being extracted from the candy. Abraham Retana, Univision News, Notivalle.

DATE: 09/07/15 TITLE: Close Parking El Centro
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Due to the installation of structures for solar panels, as of this week, parking lots will be close
at the County Offices and the Department of Mental Health. The labor will en don October 16. For the next
6 weeks, it is asked to use detours around Main street, Broadway and State. For more information you can
call The Public Labor Offices at 760-482-4290.

DATE: 09/04/15 TITLE: Tamarindo
LENGTH:
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Border Patrol agents performed a confiscation of methamphetamine; a confiscation out of
the ordinary. The confiscation was performed on highway 86 near Salton Sea. The drug was mixed with
tamarind. This was the first time that the El Centro sector faced something like this. Border Patrol agents last
year confiscated 445 lbs of methamphetamine in the Imperial Valley. The value and the weight of the drug
is still unknown since the drug is still being extracted from the candy.

DATE: 09/07/15 TITLE: CHP Operative
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: The California High Way Patrol will continue with a special operative this festive weekend
due to Labor day. They counts with 80% of their personnel to be active on highways and roads of the
Imperial County. Their main focus will be to detain drunk drivers. The operative will en at midnight. It is
exhorted to the people to take extreme precautions since there will be many vehicles on the road. If you see
someone drunk driving, immediately call 911.

DATE: 09/10/15 TITLE: Labor Day Without Employment
LENGTH: 1:50sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Nick is unemployed and it is difficult for him to celebrate Labor day when according to his
words "there is nothing to celebrate." Nick is part of the figure of 24.4%  of the unemployment rate in the
Imperial Valley.  He will be going on 2 years without employment, besides him there are other people that
share his story. In the months of July and August the lack of employment gets worst in this region; the
agricultural activity decreases during the summer. As an effort to decrease the unemployment figure in the
Imperial Valley, the One Stop office has created different programs for different capability employment. For
more information you could attend to the One Stop Office  in Calexico; located at the corner of Third Street
and Heber Avenue. Where it is informed, Abraham Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 09/07/15 TITLE: Exercise Equipment Calexico
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: With the purpose is to promote excersice and a healthy life. The Heffernan Health Distric will
install 5 excersicing teams at parks; Crummett, Cordova and Nosotros in Calexico. The initiative has an
investment of 100,000 dollars. there will be machines available also for people with different capacities.
Local health authorities hope to intall more excersice equipment in other parks of the city.

DATE: 09/07/15 TITLE: Labor Day
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: While some are returning from traveling this long weekend out of the Imperial Valley, for
those that form part of the 24.2% figure of unemployment in the region, it was hard for them to celebrate
with optimisim. The months of July and August are the months were unemployment figure rises from lack of
agricultural activity. As en effort to decrease the unemployment fire that prevails in the Imperial Valley, the
One Stop office has created diverese programs for different employment capacities. They will also have a job
fair in September. For more information you could attend to the One Stop office in Calexico located at the
corner of Third Street and Heber Avenue.

DATE: 09/08/15 TITLE: Stabbed Brighton Avenue In El Centro
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: The El Centro police arrested 73 year old Joseph Charles Stumbaugh for stabbing a man at
the corner of 5th Street and Brighton Avenue. According to first investigations, the victim was walking to a
auto service when the aggresor tackle him and stabbed him. The victim was taken to the El Centro Hospital
with moderate wounds. The investigations continue to determined the causes of the attack and for what will
be Stumbaugh sentence.

DATE: 09/08/15 TITLE: Accident Austin Road
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: An accident south of Brawley, left 2 individuals severely wounded. A jeep Wrangler vehicle
impacted from behind a tractor. The tractor that traveled in a slow speed on Austin Road. Due to the strong
collision, the tractor driver was ejected off the vehicle. Both individuals were taken to the Brawley Hospital.
The accident continues under investigation.

DATE: 09/08/15 TITLE: Class Attendance Month
LENGTH: 2:25sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Sofia Gomez is a mother and she has a good reason for her children not to miss school. For
more parents like Sofia keep this philosophy of the importance for children to attend school, September is
the month to creat awareness about school attendance. Between 10% and 15% of minors miss class at least
one month each school year. Student Authorities afform that this is a high figure and what is most serious
about this the academic consequences. The most common absence is from a fake illness or because parents
do not have anyone to leave their children without after school.  On behalf of the school district, they have
created more programs to avoid these problems.  Student authorities arrimed whos children has a problem
with attendance, the school provides with counseling to solve this problem. Abraham Retana, Univision
News, El Centro.

DATE: 09/08/15 TITLE: Class Attendance Month
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: For more parents  keep their philosophy of the importance for children to attend school,
September is the month to creat awareness about school attendance. Between 10% and 15% of minors miss
class at least one month each school year. Student Authorities afform that this is a high figure and what is
most serious about this the academic consequences.It is estimated that for each day that a student miss class,
it is necessary for at least 2 days to be able to recover the lesson that was missed. If your child has a problem
with attendance, school have a conseling program o help or solve this problem.

DATE: 09/08/15 TITLE: Undocumented Arrest Pool
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: The El Centro police detained an undocumented individual that was bathing in a pool in a
house of that city. The incident was registered in the 2000 block on 14th Street when the owner of the home
surprised the migrant. The owner called authorities and after not being able to provide an identity, it was
asked for the Border Patrol Agency assistance. The Border Patrol agency were the ones that did the final
arrest. The man admited to have entered the country illegally.

DATE: 09/09/15 TITLE: State Street Initiative
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: A new State Law initiative was promoted by Assembly-man Eduardo Garcia. This initiative
offers safer roads for traffic to circulate in the neediest communities. Through the proposal AB-23X1 the
investment of 125 million dollars will be invested annually to improve roads and highways  to contribute the
political climatic change; as well to contribute with the infant obesity combat and public health in
communities in California, including the Imperial Valley.

DATE: 09/09/15 TITLE: State Street Initiative
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: A new State Law initiative was promoted by Assembly-man Eduardo Garcia. This initiative
offers safer roads for traffic to circulate in the neediest communities. Through the proposal AB-23X1 the
investment of 125 million dollars will be invested annually to improve roads and highways  to contribute the
political climatic change; as well to contribute with the infant obesity combat and public health in
communities in California, including the Imperial Valley.

DATE: 09/09/15 TITLE: Gasoline Prices
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: In some gasoline station here in the Imperial Valley, the gasoline prices were under 3 dollars
per gallon. Due to this, more consumers arrived to the gasoline establishments to take advantage on what it
is considered as "breather" on this expense. The gasoline prices have decreased 35 cents from last month and
is 57 cents less in compare to previous years. According to experts, the tendency will continue low in the next
months due to the turn of the price on petroleum at a national level.

DATE: 09/09/15 TITLE: Calexico Proposal
LENGTH: 2:08sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: Calexico authorities  do not come to an agreement to approve the proposal for that city.
According to the Mayor, Joong Kim, there is not sufficient clearity on the figures to determined of the
Manager of the city did not give quantities in some areas.  Calexico is the only city on the County of Imperial
that does not county with an approved budget. The Mayor of that city, Joong Kim explains that the budget
has not been approved. From Calexico, Abraham Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 09/17/15 TITLE: NJEVO City Manager Calexico
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: After the temporary dismissal of Richard Warne as City Manager of Calexico, the council
assigned Nick Fenley as the temporary person in charge. Fenley who has 37 years working for the city, he
performed as a boss of public labors. It was determind that he will occupy this charge with a wage of
132,000 dollars. At the moment, there are no candidates to occupy this charge permanently. According to
Calexico authorities, this could delay for at least 2 months in order to be able to choose who will replace
Richard Warne in a defenitive manner.

DATE: 09/17/15 TITLE: Sacramento Visit Vo Sot
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Representatives of the IID and from the County of Imperial, they presented at the board of
directors  of water commission in Sacramento. This was to demand to the state government for the same
priority and urgency, as it is given locally,  for the restoration of the Salton Sea.  According to civil servants,
there is an action pratically vold in relation on behalf of the Jerry Brown administration. On behalf of the
board of directors of the water commission in California, they listen and paid attention to the local
representatives and will analize their report to corresponding authorities.

DATE: 09/18/15 TITLE: Calexico Manager
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: With the votes of 3 to 2, the Calexico council voted to put under administrative licence the
city manager Richard Warne. Whom voted in favor affirm that  the official in charge did not have
transperancy in the financial management of the city. While the councilor John Moren who votd against the
temporary cressation, he argues  that Mr. Warne was performing a good job without being anyone puppet
and that the decision of removing him from charge puts at risk the future of the finances of the city.

DATE: 09/18/15 TITLE: Car Seat Event
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: As part of security day for children as pasangers, the health department along with the high
way patrol and the senator Ben Hueso office; they will perform a clinic of verification on instalations of the
car seat. According to authorities 59% of the car seats are placed incorrectly. This puts the minors life at risk.
The revision of the installation for car seats will be tomorrow at the parking lot of Burlington Coat Factory,
located at the corner of Dogwood Road and Dannenberg Drive, starting at 8 in the morning. The revision of
the car seats will be free.



DATE: 09/18/15 TITLE: El Centro Festivity
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Continueing with the celebration of Mexico Independence day, it is the City of El Centro turn
to have their ceremony of "El Grito"-the scream. The event will be headed by the Mexico Consul in Calexico
Carlos Flores who will give the traditional shout. There will also be  traditional and tipical Mexican food,
music  and to end the celebration present will be  "Los Tiranos Del Norte". Doors will open at 5 in the
afternoon and the party will begin at 6 in the afternoon at starkfield, located on 4th street. The event is free
and is 100% family oriented.

DATE: 09/18/15 TITLE: Imperial Safe City
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Authorities of the city of Imperial received a recognition on behalf of the assembly man and
state senate for having the second safest city in California. According to the civil servants, this is difficult
recognizion to receive since there are more than 250 cities in the state of California. This was an honor
thanks to the joint work between authorities and the community. For authorities of Imperial, being the
second safest city in the state means commerce attraction and an attractive place to live. The second safest
city was Hillsborough in the county of San Mateo. The crime rate in Hillsborough falls in 5.06 while in
Imperial it falls in 5.39.

DATE: 09/18/15 TITLE: Grant IVC
LENGTH: 2:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Senator Ben Hueso granted a check of almost 5.8 million dollars to Imperial Valley college.
This money was for the project Health and Security for the community; by means, high school students will
be able to start their studies before entereing college. The program understands mainly the areas of public
security and health. The money will be distrubuted to all high schools of Imperial Valley. This is for all
students  in the region to have te same opportunity. Senator Ben Hueso affirms that with this type of
initiatives it will not only help students to have an  advance academic training but it will pay off on the long
run and it will help the economy and local employment. From Imperial, Abraham Retana, Noticias El
Centro.

DATE: 09/22/15 TITLE: Park Illumination Calexico
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Calexico began the instalation of the illumination of some parks. The first park is located at
the corner of 5th street and Andrade Avenue. To be able to achieve this project  suggested by the Athlectic
league parents of Calexico, the collaboration of the city, IID and the local Electrician Union. The lights will be
functioning in a month and a half. According to the Calexico mayor, it is being worked to install more lights
in other parks. According to the loca Chief exective, this is needed to encourage health and sports to children
and the youth of Calexico and to also distance them from the dangers of the street.



DATE: 09/22/15 TITLE: Vaccine Influenza
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The Imperial County Health Department will begin with the vaccines against the influenza
starting the first week of October. The immunizations will be available  for people of the third age  as of
Thursday, October 1st. On October 7, a vaccine clinic will be available and it is recommended for people to be
older than 6 months.  The vaccines will be available for the general public as of October 8. The cost of the
vaccine will be 5 dollars and it is also recommended to ask your doctor. For more information  you can call
the Health Department at 442-265-6777.

DATE: 09/21/15 TITLE: Water Bill
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Councilor Armando Real informed on social media that the water bills are unfair. According
to him, it is being charge in some cases the expense as of 60,000 gallons of water per month when in
ocasions not even 3,000 gallons are waisted. On behalf of the Internal Manager of the city of Calexico Nick
Fenley, he affirmed  that the residents are being charge a rate of 3,000 cubic feet and if they surpass that
amount the difference is charged.  The mayor of that city Joong Kim affirmed that the topic will be reviewed
and will make everything that is possible for residents to pay what is fair.

DATE: 09/21/15 TITLE: El Centro "Grito" (Shout)
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: With the presence of nearly 5,000 people, the Independence shout of Mexico was in El
Centro. The ceremonail act was headed by the Mexico Consul in Calexico. During the ceremony, children who
play baseball in Mexicali were recognize in William Sport Pennsylvania. In the music are "Los Tiranos Del
Norte"  delighted those who assisted with their  collection.

DATE: 09/21/15 TITLE: Superior Education Week
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The Education Office of the County of Imperial will have a Superior Education Week.
Representatives of different universities of California and Baja California will be present throughout the
valleys high schools; this is for students to have a clearer outlook where they could continue their education
after graduating high school. The main event will be at the El Centro Imperial Valley Mall, on Wednesday
23, starting at 5 in the afternoon.

DATE: 09/22/15 TITLE: Calexico Balance
LENGTH: 2:20sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: With the objective to calm the worry of residents of Calexico due to the administration
changes, the myor along with the city manager announce some points that are being worked on to be able
to stabalize the situation. To begin, the topic of security in which is at risk, representatives affirmed that they
have spoken to the insurance and stated that they will evaluate the state of the city for the next 30 days to
determine if they will continue with the coverage or not.  To attract the Korean business groups to calexico,
the mayor of that city Joong Kim explained that they will develop an infrastructure and necessary incentives
for investors stay in the border city and in that way generate thousands of jobs. From Calexico, Abraham
Retana, Univision El Centro.

DATE: 09/14/15 TITLE: Children Cancer Month
LENGTH: 2:15seec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: More than 13,000 children are diagnose annually wwith cancer in the united States. In the
Imperial Valley, non-profit organizations such as "Amigos de Alejandro"- Alejandro's Friends and Cancer
Resource Center of the Desert, help families directing them to Rady;s Hospital in San Diego, since locally
there are no treatments for minor who have this illness.  If you wish more more information about programs
that are available for children with cancer, you can consult the internet paeg amigosdealejandro.org or you
can call the Cancer Resource Center of the Desert at 760-353-6571. Abraham Retana, Noticias Univision, El
Centro

DATE: 09/14/15 TITLE: Death Prison Calipatria
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: A dispute in the Calipatria prison had the result of a dead inmate. 30 year old, Kimsan
Muon, died due to a stabbing in the incident registered on the back yard of building B. The security scatter
the inmates using pepper spray and glue bags. Moun was taken to the Brawley Hospital where he was
pronounce dead. The activity inside the penitentiary was limited while the investigations continue.

DATE: 09/15/15 TITLE: Special Meeting Calexico
LENGTH: 2:18
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Calexico Mayor called on a special meeting for council to talk about 2 topics in specific. The
first topic was to discuss and take action of the amount of money that the City Manager, Richard Warne,
will be able to use as an expense.  Local representatives seeks to deminish the expense of 50,000 dollars to
10,000 dollars monthly. According to the city manager it is not known what  happens with the city's money.
Another topic that will be discussed will be the time period of meetings since some seem to be long. The
public meeting will begin at 6 in the afternoon. From Calexico, Abraham Retana, Univision news, El Centro.

DATE: 09/15/15 TITLE: Gun Replica Arrest
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: El Centro Police arrested a minor for carrying a gun replica. The inicdent was registered at
the recent inaguration of the skate park located on the corner of 6th street and Park Avenue. The you man
had the fire arm strapped on his waste. Upon being inspected by the police, a screw driver with a sharp tip
was also discovered. The replica of the gun was a result of air ammunition. This is the second case in a week
where someone is detained for carrying this sort of weapon.

DATE: 09/15/15 TITLE: Bucklin El Centro Illumination
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: With the purpose to embelish  and to offer major security, the City of El Centro will install
more lights at Bucklin Park. The labor will have an investment of 100,000 dollars and will be ready at the
beginning of next year. According to authoriies, this is one of the many stages to renovate the green areas of
the city.

DATE: 09/16/15 TITLE: Alejandro's Friends Vo Sot
LENGTH: 1:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: As part of Child Cancer awareness month, the organization Alejandro's friends, they prepare
a beneficial event to raise funds to help families in the Imperial Valley who count with a ill child. This will be
their 6th annual dance, dinner gold ribbon in Heber, California. The event will be held this Friday September
18, in the Lohoo club located on 1111 Yourman Road in Heber, California. The event will begin at 7 in the
afternoon. The funds collected will be used for transportation to San Diego for children with cancer and for
their treatment. For more information you can call to 760-22-6132.

DATE: 09/16/15 TITLE: License Calexico City Manager
LENGTH: 2:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: With a votation of 3 votes to 2, the Calexico city Concil voted to place under administrative
license the manager of the city Richard Warne. Who voted on favor, affirm that official in charge was not
transperent under the city's finances. Mean while, for whom voted against the temporal cessation, argue
that Mr. Warne was performing a good job without being anyones puppet. The ex-official Richard Warne,
has 30 days to appeal the decision, in that same period of time, the concils have to decise of their dismissal is
definite. From Calexico Abraham Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 09/17/15 TITLE: Sacramento Visit
LENGTH: 2:15
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: Representatives of the IID and from the County of Imperial presented themselves at the
Board of Directors Water Commission in Sacramento. This was to demand to the State Government for the
same priority and urgency that is given locally,  for the restoration of the Salton Sea. According to officials,
there is an acction pratically vold respectively. On behalf of the Board of Directors of the California Water
Comission, they listen and paid attention to the local representatives and direct their report to corresponding
authorities to find a solution for this petition. In other options, Imperial Valley superiors have proposed to
bring water from Cortez ocean through the Alamo River and New river. In case that the State government
does not act on time, local authorities affirm that between 50,000 and 80,000 acres of water could dry. This
means one-third of Salton Sea lagoon. Abraham Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 09/23/15 TITLE: Youth Job Fair
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The Job Development department with collaboration of the Labor Force Development of
the Imperial Valley, will have a job fair for unemployed young individuals. The event will be tomorrow
Thursday at 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. The event will beheld at the Imperial Valley Mall, located on 3451 Dogwood
Road in El Centro, California. Around 20 agencies will be present receiving applications and will be having
employment interviews. It is recommended to dress professional and to have copies of your resume.

DATE: 09/23/15 TITLE: Negotiation Central Arizona Project
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The IID, denied the petition for the Central Arizona project, which ask the IID to be more
flexible on the rules belonging to the water conservation in Mead Lagoon. The negative was due to
accordingly  authorities of the IID relaxed the regulations, Arizona will carry out their easiest project while
the IID will have higher norm. They added that their conservation of the Mead Lagoon is Arizonas
responsibility  and all should follow same regulation without affecting a third party.

DATE: 09/23/15 TITLE: Cruise And Security Students
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The Transportation Commission of the Imperial County, will work with the School Districts of
the valley to creat a master plan to have safer roads for students that walk to school. Besides security,
authorities will attempt to encourage children for physical activity, health and academic achievement.
Based on the results of meetings, it is being asked for funds to creat the necessary infrastructure to creat safer
roads.

DATE: 09/23/15 TITLE: Heffernan Health District
LENGTH: 2:08sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: On behalf of the 5 year evaluation from the local Agency Formation commission of the
Imperial Valley, made to the Heffernan Health District of Calexico, it was determined that the agency had
stop functioning since 1998 but they have continued to receive funds. Representatives of the Heffernan
District deny this statement. According to Heffernan Health Dsitrict, they have continued to offer health
services to the community especial people of the third age and children.  Heffernan District turned in a
report with their accounts and projects which involves to work with Brawley and El Centro Hospitals to
continue with their labor.Authorities of the Heffernan Health District explained that promoting and better
their health services, elevates their educational quality and the well being of the general community. From
Calexico, Abraham Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 09/24/15 TITLE: Form El Centro Candidates
LENGTH: 2:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The form for Council candidates was held at the city of El Centro. There are 3 open positions
that 7 condidates compete for. Edhard Garcia, Tomas Oliva, Les Smith, Pete Rodriguez and the councils are
Jason Jackson, Sedalia Sanders and Efrain Silva. The controversial point arrived when it was put on question
the opening of the Planned Parenthood Clinic. The candidates considered what is the most important is to
vote on November 3rd independetly to whom is elected. Your vote is your voice, if you have not registered to
vote yet, you have untill the third week of October to do it. Abraham Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 09/24/15 TITLE: Calexico Police Training Vo Sot
LENGTH:
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Calexico Police receive a training in the Police Department of Los Angeles. The training is 4
days and it consist of self defense and special tactics in case of being attacked by a suspect. The purpose is to
update the management of dangerous situations. 30 Officers will receive the training that is possible thanks
to the work agreement between both corporation. For local authorities this is an important  training for
personnel in order to be prepared and  able to offer major security to the community.

DATE: 09/25/15 TITLE: Imperial Sheriff Cameras
LENGTH: 30sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: United States Justice Department awarded near 75,000 dollars to the Sheriffs of the Imperial
County to be able to purchase patrol cameras. They will be used in the reports of the officers. The Sheriff
Office explained that it is being studied the type of cameras there is to be able to turn to them as soon as
possible. For authorities, this is device have major importance to contribute evidence in case of emergencies.

DATE: 09/28/15 TITLE: Results IV 250
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle



NARRATIVE: It was held on Saturday the third edition of  the race Imperial Valley 250. After being lead
by two thirds of the race, the actual champion Steven Eugenio with the number one spot, his motor failed 5
miles before arriving to the fnish line. This open the door to the Mexicali native Gustavo Vildosola to receive
the checkers banner. Vildosola traverse the three circuit laps with an official timing of 5 hours and 10
minutes. In second place arrived Eduardo Laguna also native of Mexicali with 6 hours and 39 minutes. In
category 1, the winner was Shelby Reid from Apple Valley, California. In motorcylce was Mark Samuels. The
runner from Tecate, Apdaly Lopez abandon the race after suffering a rollover on the first turn. The
championship of the serial score will be decided in Novermber 20 with the symbolic Baja 1000; where Tavo
Vildosola, Apdaly Lopez, Steven Eugenio and Rob Mccahren seek coronation in the maximum category
Trophy Trucks.

DATE: 09/25/15 TITLE: Guilty Fraud Calexico
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Octavio Cesar Sana, business owner in Calexico, decalred himself guilty for the fraud and
money laundering charges. Sana scams his victims selling cell phone parts that he never hand over. He came
to an agreement with the court to loose his profit for the charge that amount to 3.2 million dollars beside 18
cell phones, 13 computers and 2 hard drives that were confiscated the day of his arrest. The arrest of Octavio
Sana was in Feburary of this year at the Imperial Airport along with another suspect of Chinese origin. His
next hearing will be November 2.

DATE: 09/25/15 TITLE: Imperial Valley 250
LENGTH: 2:00
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: It is held in the Imperial Valley the third edition of the race Outside the Road Imperial Valley
250, organized by Score. For authorities and service lenders, events like this mean an increase to the
economy in the region. Last year, a profit of 10 million dollars was achieved in 4 days and it is hoped that this
year that figure increases. There will be a total of 86 participants that are from the United States, Mexico,
Guatemala, Alemania, Australia and Japan. It was not been confirmed if this event will return next year but
everything possible will be done for this event to come and for it to become a tradition. The event ends
today at 10 at night. The closing is at 5:30 in the morning with Motors and at 3 in the afternooon Vehicles in
Plaster City. Abraham Retana, Univision El Centro.

DATE: 09/25/15 TITLE: Better Roads Valley Vo Sot
LENGTH:
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: California Transportation Department will invest 500 million dollars to improve roads in the
County of Imperial. Work will be done on Interstate 8, State Routes 111, 98, 186 and 115. For local authorities,
this is an useful labor since the affirm that this could bring commerce to the region. The labor will being at
Interstate 8 on Dogwood bridge. for the rest of the 2016 year, labors will begin on state routes around the
Imperial County. It is being ask to obey al traffic signs during the construction or to use alternative routes.



DATE: 09/28/15 TITLE: Agreements To Protect Communities
LENGTH: 35sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: The foundation "Protecting Our Communities" came to an agreement with the project
"Sunrise Powerlink" to grant 350,000 dollars to farmers that have been displaced  our of their lands for the
generation of solar Energy. With these resources, they will be able to  carry out projects for water
conservation, soil restoration and programs to provide employment and training to farmers that were
affected. Those who are intrested have untill October 10 to apply for funds. For more information you can
call to the Agricultural Bureau to 760-352-3831.

DATE: 09/28/15 TITLE: Cortez Ocean Salton Sea
LENGTH: 1:50sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Between the alternatives to restore Salton Sea, to bring water from the ocea is one of them.
Eventhough the Salton Sea commission affirm that bringin water from the Pacific Ocean from San Diego
could be a long process and has a low risk of being approved by the state since the cost will be high. It will be
a period of 3 to 4 months that this project is presented written to the California and Baja California
governor. Abraham Retana, Univision News, El Centro.

DATE: 09/29/15 TITLE: Training El Centro Police
LENGTH: 40sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: Part of the El Centro Police Department received a training in Mission Bay regarding the
team work in risky situations. The officers trained in a particular way since they performed in row boats.
According to the police, that hepls for coordination, to also meet and work as a team; tactics that could be
use at the job site daily. It was a total of 14 officers who had training and they will send more personnel to
receive the same training during these next weeks.

DATE: 09/29/15 TITLE: No more Closed Banks Calexico
LENGTH:
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: A procession of the county of Imperial was moved to Washington to interview federal
authorities to stop the closure of more banks in Calexico. It was requested for some laws to change regarding
money laundering, which is one of the arguments to close bank institutions along the south border. It will be
next Friday when authorities return from Washington and could have good news to the border. From
Calexico, Abraham Retana, Univision news, El Centro.

DATE: 09/30/15 TITLE: Immigration Services
LENGTH: 35sec



PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: For those who requested information  of a place where they can process their immigration
status, the catholic cherities of El Centro offer free services or of low-cost, depending on their socioeconomic
status of each case. The offer services of questionnaire, consular process and programs such as DACA and
DAPA. CAtholic charities is located on 250 West Orange Avenue. For more information you can call 760-
353-6822.

DATE: 09/30/15 TITLE: With B with Scholarships
LENGTH: 45sec
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: On September 20, 2014, the city of El Centro names that day for Gerardo Venegas; to
conmemorate the first anniversary of such recognition. The host of V with venegas assigned the homework to
collect funds between local commerce to  to grant scholarships for grad students from Southwest High School
of that city. Thanks to B with Scholarships, in this edition, 5 beneficiary students were granted 500 dollars
each. Gerardo Venegas hopes that next year, more students of other schools of the Imperial Vallet join. V
with Venegas transmits every Sunday at 8 in the morning through out radio station 99.3.

DATE: 09/30/15 TITLE: Bination Health Week
LENGTH: 1:50
PROGRAM: Notivalle
NARRATIVE: It began, the 5th week of bination health week, which will have various informative events
along the month of October at the border of Mexicali and Imperial Valley. This is with the purpose to gather
the community to health services.  To find out about the events that are prepared for this Binational Health
week, you could assit to  Mexico Counsulate in Calexico located at 408 Heber avenue or you could call to
760-357-3863. From Calexico, Abraham Retana, Univision News, El Centro.
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